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USO achieves ·$ 200 million goal

The University of San Diego announced the mpletion of its $200
million fundraising campaign Wednesday.
Launched in 2001, the campaign has led to he completion of the
Donald P. Shiley Center for Science and Technology, the Degheri
Alumni Center, the Missions Cafe and Fitness Center, and Mother
Rosalie Hill Hall.
The fundraising campaign will end with the same donors it started
with. In 2001, local philanthropists Donald and Darlene Shiley
launched the campaign by contributing more than $ 10 million for construction of the state-of-the-art Donald P. Shiley Center for Science and
Technology. The Shileys recently announced that they will close the
campaign by contributing $ 1 million to the recently-opened Mother
Rosalie Hill Hall, which houses the School of Leadership and Education
Sciences.
The campaign began with a quiet phase where the university generated excitement for the fundraiser from and with close donors. Since
they went public with the campaign, nearly 23,000 new and repeat
See Local Scene on lOA

Local Scene
Continued.from Page L4

donors have contributed more than 6 6,000 gifts to support initiatives
in all areas of the university.
The campaign's success has benefited many areas of campus. It has
expanded academic programs such as the new School of Peace Studies;
completion of several important capital projects including the Degheri
Alumni Center and Mother Rosalie Hill Hall; enhanced campus life
with the addit ion of new residence halls such as the recently opened
Santa Buenaventu ra and Missions Cafe and Fitness Center; upgraded
athl etic fac ilit ies and student support services; and significantly
enhanced the university's endowment which has grown from $ 130 million in 2001 to more than $300 million today.
Darlene Marcos Shiley, chair of USD's board of trustees and USD
President Mary E. Lyo ns. will celebrate making the goal and make an
end-of- campaign· announ cement at 10:30 a.m. on Jan. 3 in the Bishop
Charles Francis Buddy Sala, located in the Mother Rosalie Hill Hall. It
is open to the public. Source Code: 2007l226cze
By Daily Transcript staff writers
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Daily Business Report
December 6, 2007

EVENTS
Darlene Shiley, president of the USD board of trustees and Rotary Club 33 will host an auction today
(Dec. 6) at a 12 : 15 p.m luncheon to benefit the Diana Venable Scholarship Fund. The scholarship is
awarded to high school graduates and provides supplemental financial assistance to attend a local
community college for two years followed by two more years of assistance at SDSU. Students with Rotary
ties, primarily through Rotary programs at Hoover High, San Diego High and Monarch High, are
selected as candidate recipients late in their sophomore year and are awarded scholarships upon successful
completion of high school. The luncheon will be at the Sheraton Harbor Island East Tower, 1380 Harbor
Island Drive.
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College of Arts & Sciences

TRENDS

'Be merciful as
r,y Father is'
Good Samaritan understood the risks, yet he
responded, just as we should to people in need
By Carol Pa•

riving a!ong the highway you detect a motorist pulled
to the side of the road. Do you stop or continue? Just
recently you heard the Good Samaritan story read at
church. Jesus didn't really mean I should stop and help, did
he? Images of armed robbers or killers keep you tucke
as you speed by without another thought.

D

(
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It is easier to minimize the the very least call~ help when
danger posed by the three men there is an injury or potential
· ,
in, the Good Samaritan story for injury.
ways, ho matter
are
"There
for
potential
our
and maximize
danger to "absolve ourselves from how many fears you hav r how
being good Samaritans," said many risks. Technology has given
Father Ron Pachence, theology us a way to meet the challenge of
professor at the University of San this Gospel:' said Father Pachence.
Cell phones ,lre an example of
Die~.
__,-,an hear someone who this technology.
A person, however, can't help
holds this view saying: 'It's just
stranded and has an
everyone
good
be
to
possible
not
Samaritans today. In the old days, "obligation to balance the risk,"
people could help one another he cautioned. Are you willing to
without worrying much about put others in the vebicle at risk
their own safety. Today it's dif- just to assist someont along the
ferent.' I'm not sure it's all that road?
Helping others also requires
different:' added Pachence.
Jesus and those listening to the safety. If you see a stranded vehiparable understood the hazards de, call the police before pulling
of traveling, which underscores to the side of the road, suggested
Eric Abell, spokesman for the
the Samaritan's benevolence.
"They ( the priest and the Massachusetts Executive Office
Levite) probably knew howdan- of Transportation.
"Unless the vehicle is pulled
gerous it was to stop. The roads
were filled with bandits and mug- as far off the road as possible, it
gers:' said Father Pachence. 'J\fter is not recommended that other
all, the parable says that the vie- vehicles pull over to the shoultim 1iad fallen prey ~o robbers. der to assist:' says Abell. "We recPe.s the two were afraid tbat. ommend you call 911 and alert
thiswasa~aver ploytolurethem the state police to the situation.
, If a vehicle were to decide to stop
into a trap.''
for assistance, it should only be
inethemthink"l<;anjustimag
ing: 'H~Ql ... this is a new trick. for a moment to alert the person
A gang · f robbers stages a fake in need to get out of their car and
robbery; y' get some sucker to st~ehind the guardrail for
their protection."
stop and n p; then they pounc
Being ~ -'G ood Samaritan
on him!' If t's a fear they had,
oesn't stop when you pull your
the thought · iust have crossed
the mind of th maritan as well. ca, into tpe garage. Everyciay sit· u'\tions .· ll_ us t~b~"mo &I with
Hence the risk e took.''
ManyU.S.stat~shaveenacted comp s10n t~ JUSt as the
GoodSarnaritanlawsinresponse Sam · ~asrp~ed,and tohelp
urtp µs.,
to the number of people unwill- those
''Apathyi that's the sin to avoid:'
ing to stop and help accident vietims.Potentiallawsuitskeptmany, said Father) Pach~nce. "Jesus is
sa~, •Be merciful as
especially health care personnel, const
ciful.'
is
Fat
JllY
from assisting at accident~.
says the
•ot"When e
Good Samaritan laws help
ed with comcushion, .but do not guaralttee Samaritan w
ssion, it w s ying he was
against lawsuits if a victim is
g like God."
injured while being helped. Some
states and coufttries have laws
I Paur writes from Wisconsin
that requir you to stop, or at
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The San Francisco Chronicle (California)
December 9, 2007 Sunday
FINAL Edition

Volunteer teacher's program gives inmates needed support;
JEFFERSON AW ARD I Presented to Allyson West
BYLINE: Shelah Moody, Chronicle Staff Writer
-SECTION: Style; JEFFERSON AWARD; Pg. F2
LENGTH: 773 words
Allyson West has never been afraid to venture into situations that others consider risky, whether it involved moving to
India to teach Tibetan refugees to use computers or volunteering to teach prisoners at San Quentin.
After teaching at San Quentin for three years, West started the California Reentry Program in 2003 , which helps inmates
r -enter society after they serve their sentences.

"My father was a Superior Court judge in Ventura County," said West, who holds a bachelor's degree in math from the
University of San Diego. "He died when I was quite young. I was interested in what happened to the people that he
sentenced, but I've always had an interest in alternative populations. By that, I mean populations of people who I think
society tends to think of as different, scary or exotic. I get to see people in all of these contexts, and I learn that they are just
like us."
Through the California Reentry Program, West supervises a team of volunteers who help San Quentin inmates deal with
parole officers, find transitional housing or substance abuse treatment, apply for college and financial aid and get jobs and job
training.
West said she normally recruits volunteers on Craigslist and said her dedicated team of25 regular volunteers, who put in
countless hours of driving Bay Area freeways during rush hour, make the program possible. After attending a two-hour
orientation session to learn about prison visitation rules, they head to the prison two nights a week. The consultations are on a
first-come, first-served basis, West explained.
"The volunteer goes home, makes phone calls, gets on the Internet, prints out resources, whatever is needed, and comes
back the next week and gives the client the information he asked for. That relationship can last for one night if they say, 'Oh,
I need a DMV book and a practice test' - we just hand it to him because we have resources there on-site," she said. "Or it
could last for months with the guy coming in every week, trying to develop a very comprehensive parole plan. Everybody's
needs are very specific and individual, and that's why I want to provide individual advisers, because there's no one-size-fitsall."
West said that most of the men she works with were sent to prison for parole violations . She recalled one man who was
released from prison and found an 8-to-5 job. He was sent back to San Quentin because he chose to report to work instead of
meeting with his parole officer at 9 a.m. that day .
West said that the San Quentin staff has been supportive, understanding and respectful of the program.
"I've had nothing but good experiences at San Quentin," West said.
Her ultimate goal is for every person who is imprisoned in California to have access to resources in the communities to

http://O-www.lexisnexis.corn.sally.sandiego.edu/us/lnacademic/delivery/PrintDoc.do?dnl...
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which they will return. She said she does not want inmates to spend their first 24 to 72 hours out of prison engaging in
any activities, such as selling drugs, that would send them right back.
West said she is particularly proud of one of the California Reentry Program's recent success stories.
"He was involved in a homicide through his gang activities," West said. "He ended up doing 10 years in prison, many of
those at San Quentin. I knew him first in the college program. Then, when he got close to being released, he started coming
to my program. He'd finished his associate of arts degree in prison and then wanted to get his bachelor's degree. I worked
with him to get his financial aid package together, and I also worked very hard to get him transferred to the Bay Area because
he was afraid that if he went back to Los Angeles, he would get in trouble with his gang. He didn't want to go back to his old
neighborhood.
"I worked a lot with his parole agent in Los Angeles and with his parole agent in the Bay Area, and I worked with San
Francisco State University to get him into their Project Rebound program, which was specifically designed for people who
were formerly incarcerated. Project Rebound was so impressed with him that they hired him as an intern. They are working
with troubled youth in San Francisco, trying to keep them out or prison. He worked very hard to have a different life."
For more information, go to www.ca-reentry.org.
Each week, The Chronicle features a Bay Area resident who has won a Jefferson Award for making a
difference in his or her community. The awards are administered by the American Institute for Public Service,
a national foundation that honors community service. Bay Area residents profiled in The Chronicle are also
featured on CBS 5-TY and KCBS-AM, which are Jefferson Award media partners, along with The Chronicle.

LOAD-DATE: December 9, 2007
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' "Messiah (Part
- I) Sing-Alo!'B"
.

prom ised Friday, December 14,
' 7:30 p.m., in Founders Chapel at

Poixmi\X 0( §•o QiSSQ rs99s Al-

ca la Park) . USD Symphon y uses
Mozart's orchestration on Handel's
mastenvork. " Bring your own score,
or borrow one at the door." Donation. 619-260-4 17 1. (LINDA VISTA)
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"Carols of the Southwest": Traditional songs
from Spain and Latin America al the Chapel of the
University of San Diego. 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego. Tomorrow at 7 p.m_and Sunday at 2 p.m. $10.
(619) 260-4171or sandiego.edu.
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· uso

ANNUAL CHORAL CONCERT:
MCORALS AND LULLABIES FROM THE
SOUTHWEST" The Unive~itv of Sag Djegp
presents the universT{ choirs, an
orchestra and Spanish guitarist in a
concert of Conrad Susa's adaptation of
nine traditional Spanish Christmas carols
sung in Spanish; 8 p.m. Friday and 2 p.m.
Saturday; Founders Hall, University of San
Diego, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego; $10,
general; $8, seniors; $5, students with ID;
www.sandlego.edu.
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CAROLS AND LULLABIES at ~
996
Alcala Park, Linda Vista. The U~ Choral Scholars and Concert Choir will pertorm works by composer Conrad Sousa. At 6 p.m. Friday, Dee. 7 ,
and 2 p.m. Sunday, Dee. 9. 619-260-4661 . $10,
www.sandiego .edu.
,I_
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■ ,USD

Annual Choral

oncert: "Chorals and Lulla-

bies From the Southwest"
- The Universi ty of San
Diego presents the university choirs, an orchestra and
Spanish guitarist in a
concert of Conrad
Susa's adaptation
of nine traditional Spanish
Christmas carols sung in
Spanish; 8 p.m.
Dec. 7; 2 p.m.
Dec. 8; Founders
Hall, University of
San Diego, 5998 Alcala
Park, San Diego; $10, gener-

al; $8, seniors; $5, students
with II_?; ~.sandie go.!:<!u . ,.
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LATINO CHRISTMAS EVENTS

SAN DIEGO
"Carols of the Southwest": Traditional songs
from Spain and Latin America at the Chapel of the
Uniyersity of San Diego. 5998 Alcala Park. San Diego. Tomorrow at 7 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. $10.
(619) 260-4171 or sandiego.edu.
-
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"Carols and Lulla bies from
the Sout hwes t" by Conr ad
Sousa may be heard when USO
ChorafScho lars and USO Conc ert
Choir pe.rfo rm Decem ber 7 and 9,
acco mpa ni ed by o rches tra an d
Spanis h guitar ist. Conce rts begin
at 8 p.m. on Friday, 2 p.m. on Sunday, in Found ers Chape l at Un iversity of San Diego (5998 Alcala
Park). $ 10 general. 619-260-4 11 1.
(LINDA VISTA)
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'fisn Holiday Choral
Conc ert

The University of San Diego
Choral Scholars and Concert
Choir will present "Carols and
Lullabies from the Southwest"
by Conrad Sousa featuring
Spanish carols from Spain and
LatinAmerica, accompanied by
guitar, harp, marimba, percussion and piano.
Perfonnances are Friday, Dec.
7 at 7 p.m. and Sunday, Dec. 9
at 2 p.m. Both perfonnances
are in the Founders Chap d of
USD's Founders Hall.
Tickets are on sale at the door
only and are $10, general admission; $8, seniors, USO faculty, staff and alumni and $5,
USO students with I.D.
Call 619-260-4171.
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0 Jerusale m
University of San Diego Theatre Arts

presents A.R. Gurn ey Jr.'s dram a
abou t the "Palestinian-Israeli conflict, American foreign policy, terrorism , love, loyalty, and personal
integrity." Liz Ship man directed.

CAMINO HALL. ROOM 131, UNIVE
RSITY
OF SAN DIEGO, THROUGH DECE
MBER 9;
THURSDAY THROUGH SUNDAY
AT
7:30 P.M. 619-260-2727.
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• Fonns of prayer Annice Callahan,
RSCJ, Ph.D., will discuss forms of
prayer from 9 a.m. to noon today at
USO Maher Hall, Salomon Lecture
Hall. $15 in advance, $20 at
Universjty pf San Djegp
~ff half-price; students
free. Information: sandiego.
or (619) 260-4784.
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Old llaba/UID graduate
presents 'Pericles' Dec 1-1
Pericles robustly regales the
saga of the titular hero as he is
beset l;>y tragedy, exile, love and
death. In true epic form, divine
intervention rules as the good are
rewarded, the wicked are struck
down, and the gods arrange
unlikely reunions. This labyrinthine production has never been
more exciting to watch!

Tickets for Pericles, Prince
of Tyre can be purchased by
calling (619) 23-GLOBE, on
the Globe website at www.TheOldGlobe.org, or by visiting
the Globe Box Office at 1363
Old Globe Way in Balboa Park.
Prices: $15 adults, $12 for students/seniors/military and $)0
for groups of 15 or more.
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Survival key th~me at housing forum
Home-price slump
likely to continue

L ESTATE OUTLOOK FOR 2008

the local economy - professional services, government,
2008 2007·08
and
health services - are
334,500 -9%
showing continued job
growth. Job losses in conBy Ro9er Showley
e $524,000 $556,600 $576,000 $553,000 -4%
struction and real estate will
STAFF' WRITER
Est/lMIHI
total about 7,800 this year, but
- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - there was a net increase of
Optimism was largely ab- .__,.,
AARON STECKELBERG/ Union·Tribune
about 10,000 jobs from other
sent yesterday at the Universjsectors and, for 2008, 8,000 to
!Y of San Diego's annual res1- housing-industry challenges campus.
lO,OOO more are expected.
cfential real estafe conference, for the audience: "If you surUSD economist Alan Gin
as industry leaders and watch- vive in 2008, I think you will said the region is working
"So, I think a recession is
ers saw continued gloom for survive."
through an "unpreced ented unlikely," Gin said.
the foreseeable future at the
Survival· through the next situation," because it is possiOver the next year, home
national, state and local levels.
12 to 24 months figured into ble that the housing slump pric~s. which have dropped
An MBA student from Chi- almost every speaker's per- will tip the area into a reces- about
11 percent since their
na, Jin Luo, read the mood as .spective in the half-day ses- sion.
she analyzed San Diego's sion held on the Linda Vista
Gin said other sectors of
SEE l:4ousln9, CS

► HOUSING

.

CONTINUED f'R ciM P~GE Cl

Econo,11ist ,.. ays
there's a 'rough
road ahead'
all-time peak median of
$517,500 in November 2005,
may drop further to approach
the 17 percent peak-to-trough
decline experienced in the last
downturn from 1990 to 1996,
Gin said.
That is a relatively small correction considering that prices
have jumped more than 250
percent in the past 10 years, he
said. In March 1996, when local
real estate started to recover
from the most recent recession,
the overall San Diego median
was $166,000, according to DataQuick Information Systems.
Robert Kleinhenz, chief deputy economist for the California
Association of Realtors, painted
a relatively bleak picture
through next year.

Chan9e

The Federal Reserve, Kleinhenz noted, "knows the end is
nowhere near" on· housing's
downturn , and
positive
mortgage-investor confidence
is "a ways from happening ."
Building permits statewide
have slid from more than
200,000 in 2003 and 2004 to less
I than 100,000 through September this year. But, he said, "It
could have been worse."
"We are likely to go through
a couple years of bumps and
1
bruises," Kleinhenz said. ''We
do have a rough road ahead."
He projected single-familyhome resales statewide at
334,500, down 9 percent from
last year and nearly half the
peak of 625,000 in 2005. Prices
may drop 4 percent to a median
$553,000 after reaching a record $576,000 this year.
All this should not be surprising, he said, because the
state and ·nation have been enjoying years of economic
growth, and a cyclical downturn is "not uncommon."
In an answer to a question
from the audience of about 300,
Kleinhenz agreed that San Diego's housing market was one of
the first to recover from the
1990s recession and could be
one of the first to recover from'
the present slump at the end of
next year.

"San Diego tends to see its cial officer for Shea Homes in
economy grow under just about San Diego before becoming
every circumstance," he said. president of Florsheim Homes
'The long-term growth picture in the Central Valley, said that
for San Diego's economy is when prospective buyers come
quite good."
window shopping at a developHe noted that San Diego's ment, "treat them like a rich
prices have not dropped more grandfather, as if you're in the
than other places and that its will."
default and foreclosure rates
"Focus on your clients aren't among the worst.
there's a huge refinancing opA study published this week portunity," said Steve Atwood
by the Web site of Moody's of National City Mortgage.
financial rating agency - econIn an answer to a question
omy.com - reported that San about the availability of jumbo
Diego would be the first major loans for mortgages exceeding
metropolitan area to emerge $417,000, Atwood said large
from the housing downturn , as money-center banks appear to
early as the fourth quarter of be the only reliable source. But
next year. Overall peak-to- their capacity to absorb many
trough median housing price more such loans into their portlosses from the first quarter of folios "is not going to last much
2006 to the fourth quarter of longer." Previously, such loans
2008 for San Diego were expec- were sold off as packaged secuted to amount to 14.1 percent.
rities on Wall Street.
The panel of indu try insidJason Hall, co-owner and
ers who wrapped up the fore- president of Re/Max Associcast session minced no words . ates in San Diego, said fewer
in urging fellow lenders, agents agents compete for listings but,
and developers to formulate he cautioned, "Business isn't
new strategies if they want to going to come to you. You have
survive until 2009, the earliest to go get it."
that most said any local upturn
might occur.
R09er M. Showley: (619)
Joseph Anfuso, a USD alum- 293-1286;
nus who served as chief finan- roger.showley@uniontrib.com
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Agents,
lenders
meet at
USD
■ Executives

say
real estate industry
must chang~ in
order to survive
ZACH FOX
STAFF W RITER

SAN DIEGO _: Real estate agents and b~ilder_s
need to modify their business models in order to survive the current m<;>rtgage
crisis senior real estate executive~ said during a conference Wednesday.
The suggestions ranged
from copying car sales strategies to conducting more honest assessments.
"The one thing I can tell
about you Realtors is that
you're all liars," said Joseph
Anfuso, president <;>f Flo_rsheim Homes, a builder m
California's Central Valley.
Anfuso told agents during
a Wednesday real estate conference at the Universi* of
San ~e:o_that th~Y. nee to
stop · anng or hiding sales
numbers and swallow a hard
dose of reality on their cash
flow if they expect to re~ain
. in business as sales connnue
to plummet.
Another recommendation
was to develop an entirely
different approach to sales.
Homeowners looking to ~uy
bigger, more expensive
homes should be able to

...
► USD ·
Continued from D-1

"trade in" their current home,
much the same way car salesmen accept used cars as they
sell new ones, said Dan Holbrook, president of Protivity, a
Carlsbad-ba sed real estate
consulting firm.
.
"Let's focus on the client in
distress and not the house in
distress," Holbrook said.
"That's the definition of insanity - doing something the
same way and thinking (the results) will be different." .
For real estate agents to
survive this pownturn, they
need to know where their businesses are going over at least
the next five years, said Jason
Hall, co-owner of RE/MAX Associates in Sari Diego.
"With fewer tran~ctions ,

it's going to be a professionalsonly field . ... If you don't know
where your next five transactions are coming from, you
won't be around next year and
should start thinking about
- what you used to do," Hall
said.
Some speakers said they
thought the housing downturn
had positives:
■ It offers the opportunity
• for investors to acquire land at
discounted prices or buy into
struggling companies.
■ The financial sector will
learn from its mistakes in overvaluing subprime debt.
■ The downturn will trim
weaker real estate agents and
builders so the market will return wfrh better, more trustworthy companies.
The conference also provided an outlook of the housing
market and the general economy for 2008. While economists
s_aid the national and local
economies will avoid a recession, they predicted housing
sales numbers and median
prices will continue to fall.
The audience agreed in a
survey, with 89 percent of responders expecting the number of homes sold to decrease
and 96 percent thinking median prices will fall during 2008.
Two electronic voting controls
were placed at each table, so
the survey did not gauge individual opinions of the estimat-.
ed 300 attendees.
The conference also included forecasts from university
master's students on the county's housing performance, broken down by area. They predicted North County's coastal
region will see home pric;:es
stabilize as sales numbers continue to fall, and the inland region will see continued drops
in prices and homes sold.

► USD, D-8
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Real estate conference

Only change in the real estate industry: It's not changing anymore
By ERIK PISOR, The Daily Transcript
Monday, December 17, 2007

With prices and the volume of existing homes res
foreclosures increases, Realtors, builders and I
changing, but one that has already changed .
"I'm a little tired of hearing agents say 'W
co-owner and president of Re/Max As
like. "

edicted to further decline in 2008 as the number of
II have to survive in an industry that is no longer
going to do about the changing market?"' said Jason Hall,
an Diego. "It's time to get over what 2005 and 2004 used to be

Hall spoke during a panel discussi_L.i,___ h was a part of a Burnham Moores Center for Real Estate conference
held at the University of San Di~go ast week.
The main focus of the panel was how agents, lenders and builders can survive in this new market.
According to Hall, while there will be fewer transactions ahead, there will also be far less agents doing these
transactions.
''This is going to be a professional's marketplace," Hall said , adding some of his most successful agents are
having one of their best years mainly because they have become involved with short sales, a sale of a house in
which the proceeds fall short of what the owner still owes on the mortgage.
"Realtors might want to reeducate themselves on short sales," reiterated Steve Atwood of National City
Mortgage.
Besides becoming involved with short-sale transactions Hall suggested that Realtors identify agents that have
left the market they currently work and attempt to grab that agent's market share .
"Ask yourself this question : Where are my next five transactions coming from?" Hall said to those in attendance.
"If you can't answer that question, you're not going to be in the business next year."

With the volume of foreclosures expected to increase on a local and statewide level , Atwood had some advice
for the lending community.
''We need to recognize this will likely be a two-year process {working through the foreclosure situation) ," Atwood
said. "Waiting for solutions will not work. "
He suggested mortgage originators focus on their database of past clients.
"I'm seeing a huge re-finance opportunity rise up again even though our product menus have been severely cut
back," Atwood added.
Dan HolBrook, president of Protivity , a Carlsbad-based real estate consulting firm , said the real problem with
the overall market is the lending industry, which continues to utilize foreclosures.
"Lenders need to stop foreclosure and start mitigating," he said, adding short sales are a tool that could solve
some of the market's problems.
Other solutions suggested by Holbrook included lease options, auctions and loan modifications.
"Our default foreclosure solution is going to create a weight that will crush the housing market," Holbrook
continued.
To homebuilders the housing market has already been difficult in terms of selling new product.
Looking ahead to 2008, Joseph Anfuso , president of Stockton-based homebuilder Florsheim Homes, said some

http://www.sddt.corn/news/tools/index.cfm?Process=print&SourceCode=20071217tdg
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of the keys to survival will be cash flow, customer service, communication and knowing your competition .
"If you're (a builder) not looking at a running cash-flow forecast every week you're not doing the right thing in this
market," Anfuso said.
With so many potential buyers cautious about the market, Anfuso stressed the need for excellent customer
service.
"If you get somebody that's going to sign on a dotted line and buy a house, you're going to treat them like your
rich grandfather."
Getting the company's name mentioned in news articles by speaking with reporters is also another helpful and
free tool Anfuso utilizes to market his homes.
"Anything free in this market is something you should go with ."
Holbrook suggested that builders who reduce prices and offer incentives should instead offer a type of trade-in
process or lease options, which could free up standing inventory.
The conference also featured a presentation by Robert Kleinhenz, chief economist for the California Association
of Realtors, who gave a statewide forecast.
During 2008, the amount of existing single-family homes sold will decline 9 percent to 334,500 resales,
compared with 2007, when the total reached 367,500 resales.
The median price will decline by 4 percent to $553,000, which will represent the first time in more than 5 years
that the overall statewide medial'! price will decrease.
By the end of 2007, the median price will have increased 3.5 percent statewide, despite a 23 percent decline in
existing sales .
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Bleak outlook painted
for housing industry
Real estate industry leaders and watchers predicted continued gloom at the Un~
annual residential
versity of
real estate co erence last week.
An MBA student from China, Jin Luo,
read the mood as she analyzed San Diego's housing-industry challeng es for the
audience: "If you survive in 2008, I think
you will survive."
USD econom ist Alan Gin said the
region is working through an "unprecedented situation," because it is possible
that the housing slump will tip the area
into a recession.
Robert Kleinhenz, chief deputy economist for the California Association of
Realtors, painted a relatively bleak picture
through next year. Kleinhenz projected
single-family-home resales statewide at
334,500, down 9 percent from last year
and nearly half the peak of 625,000 in
2005.

Sani£iego's
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WHAT'S DOWN THE
ound the county
Real estate professiona ls f
gather Wednesday at ~ ·s Hahn University Center
for Outlook 2008, the school's annual real estate con·
ference . Starting at 7:30 a.m., the half-day event will
include a panel discussion: "Through 2008: How Do
We Hang On?" More informa tion: usdrealesate.com.
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DeveloperS Stick with Sustainable Buildings in Face of Downturn
Speakers at San Diego UL! conference discuss costs ofgoing green and possibility of recession
BY MANDY JACKSON
CREJ Staff Writer

ith the "R" word - recession
- looming over the local and national
economy, it could be more difficult for
developers to focus on costly new initiatives, but
interest in green building continues to rise.
Between panels on sustainable-development
issues during the Urban Land Institute San
Diego/Tijuana chapter's annual Real Estate
Trends conference on Nov. 13 at the Hilton
Torrey Pines in San Diego, economists said the
chances of a recession next year are rising.
However, developers participating in a panel
prior to the economic outlook were undeterred
in their green pursuits as they weighed the expense of sustainable projects versus the return
on their investment
Alan Gin, associate professor Q
the University of San 'Diego,
index of economic indicators for
_ _
fallen for 17 of the past 18 months. And when
people ask him if San Diego will end up in a
recession, Gin's response is that the region is
probably already in a recession.
The loss of 5,500 construction jobs and 2,000
real estate positions, including brokers and escrow officers, has slowed job growth this year.
Gin is predicting only 8,000 to 9,000 new jobs
in the region again in 2008. It may be mid-2009
before San Diego returns to moderate growth.
"I think things will get worse for the real
estate industry before it gets better," Gin said.

W

N

w

"There will be more problems with subprime
loans in the beginning of 2008."
Subprime residential mortgages are expected to continue to impact the capital markets for
commercial property next year.
The theme in 2008 for "Emerging Trends in
Real Estate," the annual publication produced
by ULl and PricewaterhouseCoopers to
highlight investor sentiment for dozens of
U.S. markets, is "a dose of fear," according to
Dean Schwanke, senior vice president at ULl in
Washington, D.C.
Investors indicated in Emerging Trends that
they are "hopeful" and "walking on eggshells,"
with some saying that the correction m the
capital markets was needed. San Diego has
been among the report's top investment markets during the past few years, but the region
ilpd to 12th place among 45 markets.
E'ffll with the potential for a bearish economoatlook nect year, developers on the panel
d or to Gin's and Schwanke's presentations
remain committed to green projects despite the
added cost
Matt lituchy, managing director at the San
Franciscerbased Jay Paul Co:, said the cost
is about 2 percent higher to develop a building certified with a Silver designation from the
U.S. Green Building Council's Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design rating pr<r
gram for sustainable projects versus an asset
that does not seek that certification.
In San Diego, Jay Paul plans to seek LEED
certification for its Summit Rancho Bernardo,

which will have up to 3.2 million square feet of
office space in 11 buildings on 105 acres.
lituchy said tenant improvements in a LEED
Silver building cost about 1 percent more than
in a typical office building. The cost to develop
a LEED Gold building is 4 percent to 6 percent
higher than average, he ~d.
Renee Worme, sustainability manager for
Portland, Ore.-based Gerding Edlen Development, said the cost of constructing a LEEDcertified building depends on the experience of
the developers and designers involved in the
project In Gerding Edlen's experience, the
company has seen a 2 percent cost premium for
buildings certified under LEED's two highest
ratings, Gold and Platinum.
Australian mall developer Westfield Corp.
has found that development costs for green
projects are 2 percent higher than for traditional shopping cente~. according to Jonathan
Bradhurst, senior vice president at Westfield.
In San Diego, Westfield is planning a $900
million revitalization of the 1 million-square-foot
Westfield trrc, which would make it the largest
LEED-certified shopping center in California
While adding 750,000 square feet of retail
space, Bradhurst said Westfield urc will cut
its water use by more than 40,000 gallons a day.
The redevelopment also includes a new public
transit center and 10 acres of solar panels.
Bradhurst said tenants will cover the premium Westfield is paying for sustainable building
practices in their rents, but they will also have
lower facility costs due to the green efforts.

"I don't think they'll pay specifically for green,
but they will if they see cost savings," he said.
lituchy said that initially there is some
sticker shock for potential tenants looking at
the rents for a green office building.
"But the bigger, more sophisticated companies will pay it," he said. "They're willing to pay
as part of their corporate culture."
The keynote speaker at the ULI San
Diego/fijuana Real Estate Trends conference
- Hunter Lovins of Natural Capitalism Solutions, a Coloraderbased nonprofit that works
with government and business decision-makers on sustainability issues - highlighted several corporations that have made commitments
to green business practices and have profited
from those initiatives.
Among others, after General Electric announced its Eco Imagination initiative in 2005,
she said the company doubled sales of its green
products in one year.
However, she said, the building industry
largely remains conservative, favoring current
building methods over sustainable practices.
In response, cities and states are passing
green development goals and requirements.
If developers don't become more engaged in
sustainable building, Lovins said regulations
will be passed that they do not like. She encouraged builders to be engaged in the green
movement while they can still shape design
standards.

- E-mail MandyJackson@Dailyjournal.com
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George Chamberlin's Money in the Morning
Wednesday, December12,2007
It didn't take investors very long to respond to the Fed decision yesterday to cut short-term interest rates by a
quarter of a percent. Obviously, they were looking for more and, as a result, stocks slid more than 2 percent
across the board. And, it didn't take very long for the Fed to react to the Wall Street reaction . This morning it
announced a coordinated plan with central banks in Europe to pump $24 billion of liquidity into the financial
markets. The Dow industrials, which fell 294 points yesterday, rebounded more than 250 points in the first few
minutes of trading today .

.....

The December findings of the COUNTRY Financial Security Index show that 72 percent of people questioned
"think next year will be the same or better for them financially." Wait a minute, I though consumers were mired
into a deep funk .

.....

There's a pretty good chance a new laptop computer could be under your Christmas tree this year. The IDC
Worldwide Quarterly PC Tracker report shows that shipments in the fourth quarter are expected to increase by
16.7 percent. So-called "portable" PCs are expected to rise by 37 percent, which also means desktops are down .

.....

The National Restaurant Association is out with its 20
dining out. The group says that national sales next
California eateries account for more than 10 perc
eat, with restaurant locations rising to 945,000.
work in the restaurant business .

cast and it looks like more and more people are
ach $558 billion , an increase of 4.4 percent.
s, $56.4 billion. There are lots of choices of where to
million people in California and 13.1 million nationwide

.....

The folks at the Burnham-Moores Cent•l'ltJ• Real Estate had to reshuffle the agenda for this morning's
residential real estate conference ..!:lliQ. economist Alan Gin was supposed to speak about the San Diego
economy at 10: 15 but they moved him up in the agenda. It seems that his wife - a native of China - is being
sworn in today as a U.S . citizen and he obviously wanted to be on hand for that.
-

George Chamberlin, Executive Editor
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• Pyke nam ed dea n at USD
SAN DIEGO - Dav id F.
Pyke has been nam ed incoming dean of the University o.-. .---,san Die go's Sc~ool of ~s1 ness Aimiiiiistratlon, effective
Aug .1,2 008 .Pyk eisc urre ntly
the asso ciat e dea n of the
MBA Pro gram at the Tuck
School of Bus ines s at Dar tmou th College and the Benjam in Ames Kimball Professor of the Science of Administration. ·
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!!!~!~~ ·drops on jobs,
~ounty ~m
constmction
has shed 8,500 workers since
its peak in July 2006. And it will
U-T STAFF WRITER
San Diego County's economic -cut into sales of housing-related
outlook darkened considerably products such as furniture and
last month, driven by a large major appliances.
The job market also continjump in unemployment filings
nd a sharp decline in residen- ued to weaken in October. lni.al construction, according to tial claims for unemployment
index of leading economic insurance rose to a pace of more
dicators released Thursday by than 14,000 a month, compared
with a low ofless than 10,000 in
the University of San Diego.
It was the 18th time in 19 late 2005 and early 2006. Those
months that the index has new filings helped keep the undropped. It is now at its lowest employment rate at 4.8 percent
point in more than four years. in October, its highest point in
And USD economist Alan Gin, three years.
On the hiring , side of the
who compiles the index, said
equation, help wanted ads
more bad news is ahead.
Gin predicted weak job were down for the 14th congrowth through at least the secutive month. And.the we_ak
first half of 2008 and said that job outlook - combmed w_1th
housing prices will probably higher fuel costs and softenmg
home prices - helped push
not rebound until 2009.
''A recession in the local consumer confidence to its
economy is possible but not lowest level since March 2003.
On the upside, local stock
likely, as San Diego has few of
the industries that are severe- prices have done fairly well.
ly impacted by an economic And even though the national
downturn, such as auto and index of leading economic indicators was down last month,
steel production," Gin said.
Other economists are more the preliminary estimate of the
growth of the gross domestic
pessimistic.
"This isn't like previous product was a strong 4.9 perdownturns," said Esmael Adi- cent during the third quarter.
But Jim Gault, chief U.S.
bi, economist at Chapman
University in Orange. "It's not economist at the Global Intied to a particular industry, sight research firm, cautioned
like autos. Instead, it's tied to against reading too much into
credit problems that can affect the strong growth figure.
''All incoming evidence sugall areas of the economy. You
that the stellar 4.9 pergests
gothat's
can't find any sector
cent growth rate in the third
ing to be totally immune."
The chief cause for San quarter may have been the
Diego's downturn is the con- last hurrah for the expansion,"
tinuing decline of the housing Gault said.
market.
During the past year, housing Dean Calbreath: (619) 293-1891;
prices in San Diego County have dean.calbreath@uniontrib.com
dropped 9.6 percent, according
to the Case-Shiller Index of real
estate prices. At the same time,
mortgage defaults and other
foreclosure-related filings have
jumped 155 percent.
These figures have dampened
demand for new construction.
Gin's seasonally adjusted, annualized index of housing permits fell for the fourth month
in a row in October. Gin said
the drop will further hurt the
By Dean Calbreath
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Reality ch~ck for housing: Is it
an inve'Stment or consumption?
By NORM MILLER

Burnham-Moores Center for Real Estate

By now you have heard about
people losing a lot of money on
housing purchas es, especially
those made during the recent
peak years of 2004 and 2005.
Many in Las Vegas have lost
hundred s of thousan ds of dollars on second- home investments, but then they should be
u,sed to gamblin g. Many in
Florida, the flipping capital of
the world, overpaid and underresearched investm ent condos
and got left with zero equity or
less before they closed. They
walked away devastating south
Florida condo prices.
The dot-com bust of 1998
taught specula tors that risk
matters - and all investments
have risk. Some of these same
investors turned to housing as a
safer bet and in most of the
country it is a safer bet with
solid, long-te rm returns in
excess of inflation. It will be a
safer than average investm ent
again, but fir.s t and foremost it
is consumption-driven.
San
most
Fortuna tely,
Diegans have owned their
homes loog enough that even
with recent price declines sometimes by as much as 10
percent or more - they are still
in the black or above water
compar ed to what they paid and
more importantly, compar ed to
the mortgag e underly ing the
property. The bad news is things
are likely to continu e to deteriorate in San Diego for a while,
perhaps a year or more, before
fundam entals start to drive
prices back up.
Those markets where more
naive and sometimes exploited
borrowers took on teaser rate
mortgages and adjustable rate
mortgages - usually the lowerpriced markets - have also seen
foreclosure rates escalate and
prices fall. This will contiI?,ue
until those who can afford to

continu e to own their home
remain and those who cannot
are washed out of the system.
Politicians will propose many
solutions, but they cannot print
money for those stuck in contracts they cannot afford, and
except for the case of fraud;
ignorance will not allow those
who can't afford to remain in
their homes to do so. Some mar. kets are doing just fine, ·especially those that did not witness
the rapid runups and entry of
investm ent-driv en specula tors
and nai've borrowers.
What homebu yers need to
underst and, · other than the
terms of the mortgag e they
accept, is that housing prices in
the long run must be driven by
fundam entals and not by illinforme d specula tors. Eventually the greater fool theory
must collapse. While some flippers did well, latecomers to the
"housing can only go up" party
got burned.
On the demand side, home ,
values are driven by incomes
allocated reasonably to support
home mortgag e paymen ts,
property taxes, insurance and
ongoing maintenance. 'Iypically,
a household should allocate no 1
more than 35 percent to 40 percent to the sum of all these costs
and no more than about 28 percent to the mortgage paymen t.
The only other way to support
housing is via existing wealth,
and here we observe that
wealthy individuals come from
all over the country and settle in
San Diego for the quality of life.
This is no different from rolling
· over the equity from prior home
gains into the next house, further sustaini ng the high prices.
These buyers tend to help sustain prices that remain unaffordable for most renter and
younger households. Still, for
many lower-priced markets
See Reality check on 3
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and that means anything under ·
$500,000 in San Diego - income
and fundamentals matter, and
prices can't go too far beyond
what people can afford.
On the supply side, the longterm values should correlate with
the cost to build new housing. .
That is, higher costs will push
up prices. At the same time in
San Diego, a large portion of the
cost to produce housing is land
value, and land values capture
the residual profitability based
on the price supported by
demand.
Stated another way, long:..term
land values go up and down
based on fundamental demand.
In the short run, analysts
using comps
over- and
under-appraise the value ofland
by using history as a guide
rather than asking what can
people afford and what it costs
to build: Whatever is left over is
what the land is worth.
This tendency to believe that
the highest priced comparable
properties observed for a home
or a piece of land over the last
year without regard to fundamentals is one of the reasons
real estate prices are sticky and

will

take so much time to work out
the price cycle swings.
When we bring in the psychology of the market, we must
consider expectations. If households ignore fundamentals and
simply assume that prices will
continue to appreciate based on
last year's rate, then the
demand for housing skyrockets.
This is because the appreciation
rate during years like 2002 or
2003 will far exceed the cost of
debt even at subprime premium
mortgage rates.
This is investment-driven
demand as opposed to consumption - what can we afford
- demand and it is the root
cause of bubbles and crashes in
the housing market. If you time
it just right, get in early and get
out before others figure out that
eventually prices are not sustainable, you can make lot of
money in places like San Diego.
But most people will not be
that adept at getting out, and
what if they really need the
house to live in? These consumers of housing that got
. swept up with the speculators
or joined their ranks added to
the painful turmoil felt by some
today. Others see this as a

a

chance to finally get into the
housing market and for that we
should applaud the drop in
prices, since more affordable
prices pay dividends for
employers trying to retain help.
In the long run, appreciation
rates should only exceed infla. tion -by a small margin, unless
we observe more severe housing
constraints based on stricter
land use controls and more difficult entitlements. Such constraints are up to politicians
and you as voters.
Severe land supply and water
constraints will probably maintain high home prices for the
foreseeable future.
So don't fret. Should we take
a
last-one-in-shut-the-door
approach like many California
communities, or try and sympathize with employers who
would like to stay here if they
can find employees who can
afford the housing? There are
two sides to every price change.

Miller is a professor and t
Director ofAcademic Prog
for · the
BurnhamCenter for Real Estate
University of San Diego.
Source Coa.e: 20071212crb
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Re_eling Financial Institutions Stumble Forward
Even Lende!s With
Into
2008
Zero Subpnme Loans
Feel Others' Pain
BY MIKE ALLEN
Despite the fact that most San Diego
lenders didn't make subprime loans, the
roiling financial markets and the resultant
credit crunch in 2007 was felt throughout
the industry.
The simple explanation for higher incidents of problem loans, reduced earnings
and slower growth in the local financial
sector was the continued decline of the
area's real estate market.
"Clearly, this is a slowdown that is acting
like a broad brush to everything it touches
in construction and real estate," said Larry
Hartwig, chief executive at Escondidobased California Community Bank.
· Usually an optimistic lot, more local
bankers said 2008 will be a year of re- I
trenchment and could get worse before it
improves.
"The economy is weak . Job generation
nas been slow, and real estate is high, and
both are combining for a weak outlook
for 2008," said Vince Siciliano, chief
executive of 1st Pacific Bancorp in San
Diego.
According to the most recent economi
index for the area compiled by University
of San Diego economics professor, Alan
Gin, the local economy has been declining
since early 2006, and shows no signs of 1
turning around anytime soon.
"The housing market may bottom out in
the latter half of next year, but a rebound
in prices is not expected to begin until
2009," Gin said.
Opinions Mixed On Recession
Gin continued to say a recession for the
area isn't likely, but other economists have I
predicted it's inevitable, and will likely occur in the first few quarters of 2008 .
I
Christopher Thornberg, of the Beacon Economics research and consulting
firm in Los Angeles, said an overheated
housing bubble that has been years in
the making will take yet another year to
work itself out. Combined with a drop in
consumer spending, and much tougher
•nderwriting standards that make it
narder on both borrowers and lenders,
the nation wili fall into a recession , or
a period of negative growth, in early
2008 , he said.
He predicted housing values, which
dropped last year by an average of 10
percent in California, will decrease another

20 percent to 30 percent through the end
of 2008. The economy won't begin to pick
up again until 2009, Thornberg said in
November.
The casualties from the subprime
crisis were many and included San Diego-based Accredited Home Lenders I
Holding Co., which was sold to Lone
Star Funds, a Texas investment bank,
for $311 million . Though it survived, I
the mortgage bank had to stop making
loans, lay off about 3,000 employees, and
take a discounted price all. because the
market for the subprime loans it makes
basically blew up.
While the economy was slumping on
both the local and national levels, many experienced bankers noted things weren't as
bad as the catastrophe of the early 1990s,
which decimated San Diego's economy for
more than
r years.
Still,
industry that enjoyed
fits and growth in the
, 2007 was rough. Some of
investment banks in the naluding Citibank, Merrill Lynch
ank of America, took the biggest
, writing off billions of dollars in asts because of the rising tide of home
foreclosures, and laid off thousands of
workers.
The community
b anks weren ' t immune from the impacts of the subprime
crisis and the housing
downturn as many
construction loans
went sour when possible buyers either were unable to get a
loan or decided to wait until the values
dropped eveq further.
At Temecu~a Valley Bancorp, nonperforming asse s grew to 2.47 percent of
total assets
of Sept. 30, up from 1.2

percent from the prior year. At San Diego
National Bank, nonperforming assets, including $15 million in real estate-owned ,
reached 1.5 percent of total assets. Problem assets reached the same 1.5 percent
at both 1st Pacific
Bank of Ca liforni a
and Imperial Capital
Bank, both exceeding
the levels of problem
loans in 2006.
However, some escaped with only minor
wounds. Pacific Western Bank, the main subsidiary of San
Diego's First Community Bancorp, and the
area's largest with more than $5 billion in
assets, reported only 0.59 percent of its
portfolio as of Sept. 30 holding nonaccrual loans.
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At Pacific Trust Bank, a savings bank
holding mainly mortgages but no subprime in Chula Vista, problem loans
reached 1.65 percent, compared to zero
for the prior year.
"I think we're going to see increased
foreclosures for the coming year," said
Hans Ganz, chief executive of Pacific
Trust, which held about $800 million in
assets.
Where subprime lending was concentrated, as in Ganz's company's back yard
of Chula Vista, housing prices could fall
another 10 percent. Yet some of those
same markets have already bottomed out
'
and are seeing buyers, he said.

Stagflation, Slowdown ... And
Opportunity?
The area is headed for a recession
Please furn lo FINANCE on Page 8

~
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Finance:

Continued from Page 3

unless the Federal Reserve Board
continues to reduce rates, Ganz said .
"The question is, how far can they go,
because sooner or later inflation could
pick up and then we'll be facing stagflation, which is no growth and higher
inflation. "
Yet even if the Fed cuts short-term interest rates (as it did by a quarter percent
Dec. l l), the problems being disclosed by
the large investment banks that buy-and
securitize mortgages, such as the Federal
Home Loan Mortgage Corp. (Freddie
Mac), BofA and Washington Mutual
Bank, have already put a damper on lending, said Mark Reidy, executive director
for the Burnham-Moores Center for Real
Estate at USO.
And then there's the looming issue
surrounding the interest rate resets on
millions of adjustable rate mortgages,
which will cause even more foreclosures
and lead to declining home values, Reidy said .
Although the economic downturn
and turmoil in the credit markets was
gathering steam at year-end, some lenders were poised to capitalize from the
situation .
At the Bank of Internet USA, new Chief
Executive Greg Garrabrants said his savings bank has been run conservatively,
carried no subprime loans and had no
delinquencies.
'" I view this time as an opportunity for
banks such as ours that will be looking to
make some good loans," Garrabrants said.
"I'm bullish on our business because of the
strong position that we're in."
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Economists Predict Diversity Will Buffer Real Estate's Blows in '08
Tourism, Trade and
Health CareAmeliorate
Recession Indicators

BY PAT BRODERICK
San Diego isn't likely to have a recession in 2008, according to three of
the region's premier economic trends
trackers. But it might feel like one just
the same.
"A lot of people feel, ' Here we go
again,' that we are in for a big recession and turndown," said Kelly Cunningham, economist and senior fellow
at the San Diego Institute for Policy
Research.
While the region 's economy has
slowed down, he said, "This is a correction more than anything. The drivers of
our economy are intact and doing fine,
and we should come out OK. It will feel
like a recession, because we had been
stronger. But, in technical terms, there
is not going to be a recession."
Alan Gin, associate professor of economics at the University of San Diego,
agreed that it's all relative.
" San Diego is used to having really
good years," he observed.
San Diego isn't likely to suffer a
recession as long as unemploym ent
remains around 5 percent, said Marney
Cox, chief economist for the San Diego
Association of Governmen ts.
"But if it inches up to 5.5 percent or
higher, we would probably hear that
we are in a recession," he said. "It's not
what I'm predicting, and I don't think
that it will happen. "

w

Unemployment Rates
San Diego's jobless rate has been running
below state and national average rates since
the late 1990s because of the region's
diversified economy.
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Economic Powerhouse
San Diego's overall economy continues to
grow at ~ster pace than both the state and
U.S. eQln~
. which bodes well for the
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According To Cox
The region's economic growth continues to be impacted by the ailing real
estate market, observed Cox.
"The San Diego market was one of
the fastest-growing, home prices shot
up and cooled off,'' said Cox. " For a
long time, the construction industry was
supporting the overall economy, and
that support began to dwindle."

In fact, the construct10n mdustry was
responsible for between 50 percent and
60 percent of overall growth from 2001
to mid-2005 , based on the proportion
of jobs generated, he said.
"Now, the real estate industry is los- .
ing jobs in the construction industry,"
said Cox.
Add to that all of those people who
had tapped into their home equity to
purchase goods and services. As home
prices rose, they were contributing to
a spending binge totaling billions of
dollars in retail sales, vacations, home
improveme nts and other consumer
services - all of which spurred the
economy on, he added.
Now, said Cox, " People are not
comfortable spending their equity, and
this is taking dollars out of retail sales,
the redevelopment market and trips.
It's having a secondary impact on the
overall economy, bringing it down."
Other predictions made by Cox for
2008:
• Real estate: Median home prices will
fall by about 5.5 percent to 6 percent,
equal to what happened in 2006.
"If you look at the price per square
foot, it's actually been stable," said
Cox. "The actual units being ):milt and
purchased are smaller than a couple of .
years ago."
. .
.
·
• Jobs: The region ts expectmg a net
gain of 10,000 jobs, while an additional
4,000 to 5,000 jobs could be lost, mostly
in the construction industry, with smaller
losses expected in the agriculture and
retail sectors.
_ _ _ _
·

"We've seen a little bit of strength
from the public sector development, with
freeway construction on Interstate 15,
more work on (state Route) 52 and 1-5,"
said Cox.
The money awarded by the state last
year "will begin to flow into the economy,
and turn into projects, and the hiring of
construction workers to build them," he
said.
"There will be a little offset," he said.
"The real estate industry won't suffer the
same levels of ,decline as they did in the
past year, but it won't be enough to offset
the whole thing."
• Upside: Health care and related services
are "kicking back up again," said Cox,
while the visitor industry will remain
strong as will the high-tech clusters, attracting venture capital.
According to Cox, 2007 marked the
fifth year in a row that venture capital
funds have increased over the previous
year, with an expected bounty of $1.5
billion by that year's end - the highest
since the year 2000.
"I'm optimistic that we will hit $ l .4
billion (in 2008)," he added.
• Farming: The region's agriculture
industry has taken a "knockout punch"
due to the combination of the previous
winter frosts the October fires and the
looming wat;r shortage, which is forcing
farmers to cut back on water consumption
by one-third.
'

w
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"In the long term, they may be looki1.~
• Trade: International trade throughout for employment closer to home, and this
San Diego grew dramatically from 1990 could hurt our capacity for creating and
through 2005, with a greater than 450 retaining jobs here," he said .
percent rise during that time, said Cox.
Gin's Game
"Trade has become a very, very imporfor 2008:
prognostication
Gin's
economy
tant component of San Diego's
• Real estate: "The dominant story
and what's keeping the national economy
is real estate again," he said, with the
afloat today," he said.
But, Cox added, "We are banging up housing market continuing its decline
against higher wait times at the (US.- - probably through the first half of
Mexico) border. This is one thing that will next year.
"It may hit bottom in the second half
keep international trade from playing a
2008," he added, " but I think that it
of
larger role. Business on this or the ot.her
stay at the bottom for a while, with
will
side won't expand and produce products
in housing until 2009. "
rebound
no
the
because it's too difficult to get across
• Strong markets: "The strongest indusborder. The wait times for trucks are two
try is tourism," said Gin . "It has had
to eight hours."
huge growth in leisure and hospital• Population: Sandag is projecting a ity, primarily restaurants. The tourism
growth in population of 26,000 residents industry seems to be immune from the
in 2008, the eighth consecutive year business cycle: When the economy is
when the increase will be smaller than doing well, people fly in from all over
the previous year, and about half what the country. When it's not, they drive in
the increase was at the last peak year in from L.A."
200 l , said Cox.
Other strong markets in San Diego are
"The smaller increase is due primar- health care, with employment continuing
ily to a shift in domestic migration," he to be robust due to the aging population,
said. "Over the past four years, more San he said.
Diego residents have been leaving the
" San Diego tends to attract an older
county than the number of new residents retirement population as well as military
moving into the county from other parts retirees," said Gin.
of the United States."
Also bullish is the supply of high-payDuring 2008, San Diego is expected to ing jobs in the professional and techniexperience net decline in domestic migra- cal services industries, such as lawyers,
tion - about 12,000 more residents are architects, researchers and engineers.
expected to move out of the county than
"It's a good sign that this has held up
in, he added.
in the wake of the weakness in the housBut, Cox said, "A lot of these people ing market," said Gin.
who are moving out of San Diego are
• Job growth: "There will be continued
actually moving to either Riverside or
slower job growth - only growing at half
Imperial counties, or heading south of
the rate that we grew in 2006," said Gin .
the border. They are not going that far
"We anticipate that will continue. "
away. They still have jobs here in San
The real estate bust continues to take
Diego, but, either due to high home
its toll on jobs in construction, real
prices or other reasons, this has led them
estate-related business and lending, he
to choose a different location to live in .
said.
But, they are staying within commuting
"We're not collapsing like Detroit or
distance, which means more congestion
Cleveland , but compared to what we
on the freeways than in the past."
have seen in the past, there are not a lot
Another potential downside: Busiof new jobs," said Gin.
nesses tend to locate near pools of skilled
The rebuilding after the October wild
~ kers, said Cox.

fires will help the construction industry
"a little bit, as money flows in from
insurance companies," he said, but not
enough to overcome such major calamities as foreclosures.
" Manufacturing is down this year
- 1,000-plus jobs, and will continue to
slowly ebb down," said Gin. "It's just too
expensive to manufacture stuff here, so
it's being shipped to other parts of the
country and overseas."
Overall, Gin said that he puts himself
in the "slightly optimistic, slightly positive category. "
"The chance of recession is as high
as it ever has been, but I don't think
there will be any massive job losses,"
said Gin.
He predicts that the unemployment
rate will top off at about 5 percent by
the middle of next year.
"But I don't think it will surge above
6 percent as it did in the mid- '90s," said
Gin - largely due to a more diverse
economy.
The money awarded by the state last
year "will begin to flow into the economy,
and turn into projects, and the hiring of
construction workers to build them,"
he said.
"There will be a little offset," he said .
"The real estate industry won't suffer the
same levels of decline as it did in the past
year, but it won't be enough to offset the
whole thing."
Cunningham's Calls
San Diego's gross metropolitan product, which is the market value of goods
and services produced within the area,
is expected to rise to $170.4 billion in
2008, a 2.S· percent increase over 2007 ,
said Cunningham.
"It's higher and stronger than the rest
of California and the U.S. are expected
to grow," he said . "We are a step ahead .
Our economy is better diversified than it
ever has been historically, and tqis diversity helped us to overcome the dot-com
fallout and put us in better shape than
the rest of the state and country. "

Other Cunningham observations:
• Inflation: San Diego's inflation rate
has had its ups and downs compared
with the rest of the state and country,
exceeding both during 1998 to 2005 .
Then, in 2006 and 2007, California's
rate exceeded San Diego's rate. But in
2008, the region's inflation rate is again
expected to be higher than the rest of the
state and nation, largely due to its faster
rate of economic growth.
• Fires: "We suffered a loss from the
fires in 2007, not only in homes and
structures, but in productivity during
that period, with people not going into
work," said Cunningham. "But in the
rebuilding effort, we will see a little boost
that will create jobs in construction, and
insurance paid out, in 2008. "
• Consumer confidence: While the softening real estate market has sapped
consumer confidence, Cunningham
thinks that the worst may have already
passed.
"I think that .our slowdown has happened in 2007," he said, adding that the
region could start rebounding moderately in 2008 and 2009. "This is good
news for us."
While consumer confidence does seem
to be eroding, Cunningham said "people
do expect things to be better in the next
six months. We are eternally optimistic
in San Diego. The sun is always shining,
and this, hopefully, will be a self-fulfilling
prophecy."
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Gloom pervades economic forecasts
BRADLEY J. FIKES
STAFF W RITER

SAN DIEGO - San Diego County's economic outlook deteriorated
again in October, according to t
latest Universii of San Diego re
Even so, Its au or Siiys fill acturu
cession is unlikely despite the slowing economy.
Nationwide, the picture also looks
gloomy with the ailing housing market and ongoing credit crunch .slowing consumer spending, according to
economic data released Friday by
the U.S. Commerce Department.

w
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The county's Index of Leading
Economic Indicators, prepared by
USD economics professor Alan Gin,
fell by 1.2 percentage points.
Gin said that was third significant
' '~ A composite of
·
factors, the index
October 2006. Last
to 13118. The trend is
rmportant than the actual numbers, he said.
Kelly Cunningham, a veteran local economist, reiterated his earlier
statements that the economy is likely to avoid a recession in technical
terms, but the sharp slowdown
would appear to be a recession to

most people.
Technically, a recession is a decline in economic output for two consecutive quarters.
"It certainly will feel like a recession," Cunningham said. He is a senior fellow and economist at the San
Diego Institute for Policy Research, a
free market-oriented think tank.
Gin said he agreed with Cunningham's take on the local scene, noting
that over the past several years, the
local economy has outperformed the
state and nation's.
"We've been kind of spoiled here
in terms of our economy," Gin said.
"A slowdown would feel like a reces-

sion to a lot of people."
In his report, he said San Diego is
in a somewhat better position than
other parts of the country because it
doesn't -have industries such as auto
and steel production that are hurt by
a downturn.
The USD index was affected in
October by a decline in help wanted
advertising, a rise in unemployment
insurance filings, and a drop in building permits. It has fallen for 18 of the
last 19 months. In March, 2006, the
index reached 144.2, then began its
decline.
►
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Cunning ham noted that
the only positive sign among
the indices was a rise in ·the
stock price of local publicly
traded compani es. But even
that number looks likely to
turn negative in upcoming reports, Cunningham said.
Local stock prices have
been buoyed by the good performance stock in companies
that recently held public offerings, he said. But that is not
reflective of the local economy as a whole, he said.
Cunning ham also noted
that technology employm ent
remains strong, providin g
good-paying jobs.
In the Commerce Department report, consumer spending nationwi de edged up 0.2
percent in October, the weakest showing since a similar increase in June. Individual incomes grew by just 0.2 percent last month, the poorest
showing in six months.
Meanwh ile, a separate

Commer ce reP,ort showed
that construc tion spending
fell by 0.8 percent last month,
the biggest decline since July.
Activity in the stressed housing industry fell for a 20th
straight month while nonresidential construc tion weakened as well.
The weakness in consumer
spending , incomes and construction raised new worries
.about spreadin g economi c
weaknes s caused by the
steepest slump in housing in
more than 20 years and a
wideniri g credit crisis triggered by rising mortgage defaults. Consum ers are also
stressed by surging prices for
gasoline and other energy
products.
"Consum ers are still
spending , though not nearly
at the pace they had been,"
said Joel Naroff, chief economist at Naroff Economic Advisors.
The Associated Press contributed
to this report. Contact staff writer
Bradley J. Fikes at (760) 739-6641
or bfikes@nctimes.com.
Comment at nctimes.com.
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Caen en San ·Diego las
ventas de bienes raices

tar a otras ramas relacion adas, como la construcci6n .
Tan solo el mes pasado perdiero n sus empleos
mas de 15,000 emplead os, en gran mayoria obreros, en el sector de la construc ci6n en toda CaliALDO MARTI NEZ
fornia , report6 el Departa mento de Finanza s.
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Estos son dos ejemplo s: un condom inio que
a fines del 2004 y principi os del 2005 lleg6 a
costar hasta 550 ,000 d6lares en Chula Vista
ahora fluctua entre 360,000 y 330,000 d6lares;
venderlo tomaba un par de meses , ahora se
descono ce el tiempo promedi o. En marzo del
2005 se permitie ron constru ir en el condado
unas 2,500 nuevas casas; el mes pasado se autorizaro n menos de 500.
Californ ia en conjunt o tiene por otra parte
el doble de embargo s a comprad ores que dejaron de hacer pagos de hipoteca que el promedio que hay en el resto de Estados Unidos,
de acuerdo con comenta rios del propio gobernador Arnold Schwarz enegger.
La colocad ora neoyork ina explic6 que durante el tercer trimestr e de este afio los precios de vivienda en el condado de San Diego
decayer on cerca del 10 por ciento, pero para
casas y condom inios valorad os en menos de
media mill6n de d6lares la reducci6 n sobrepas6 el 15 por ciento, compara tivamen te con
el afi.o anterior.
Entre los afi.os 2001 y 2005 el marcado se
habia disparad o en San Diego y el resto del
Estado. La Escuela de Econom ia de la Uni14ersidad de Californ ia habia advertid o
Pron6st ico trimestr al Anderso n que el mercado de bienes raices en todo el Estado estaba
sobreva luado en 22 por ciento.
Al comenz ar a restable cerse en sus niveles
reales de precios, el mercado empez6 a afec-
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2007:

The Year in Housing

By KELLY BENNETT Voice Staff Writer
Monday, Dec. 31, 2007 I Where 2006 launched with some optimists downplaying signs of
trouble in the county's housing market, the tenor of real estate shifted to leave such voices in the
minority by last New Year's Eve.
And then

2007

proved, from start to finish, a year of slump.

Any first-quarter hopes of a turnaround sunk with the revelation in February that subprime loans
were defaulting nationwide at a much higher rate than had been expected. Many mortgage
companies and storefronts went broke, backing disappeared and fewer borrowers could refinance
their loans with ballooning payments to avoid foreclosure. Then, the tightened mortgage financing
climbed up the ladder to better-credit borrowers. California was especially hit by the tightening of
jumbo loan financing in August -- funding dwindled for loans more than $417,000.
At the same time, the number of homes on the market from individual sellers grew to near-record
highs. Selling conditions weeded out many homeowners who didn't have to sell; some took their
homes off the market to wait it out. With foreclosures and desperate homebuilders slashing prices
on resale and new homes, individual sellers found making dramatic price reductions to be the only
way to generate interest in their properties. Cities, states and other government agencies that had
counted on the revenue from development fees and property taxes found themselves swallowing a
truth along with some over-zealous homebuyers: real estate doesn't always go up.
After the first three quarters of 2007, prices for detached homes in the county were more than 10
percent lower than they were at the peak in November 2005. Sales activity in the first 11 months of
2007 totaled 32,000 homes sold -- the lowest number for the period since 1995, and about half as
many as sold in the same period in 2004. And among every hundred homes in the county, about
three were hit by some stage of foreclosure between January and October.
Though the uncertainty of the housing market gave rise to a popular "how could we have seen this
coming?" mindset, some economists found vindication in the market's trouble this year.
"The problem with the market is, prices got bid up to exceptionally high levels, and this is the back
end of that, said Chris Thornberg, an economist with Beacon Economics, a California real estate
research firm. "What we're seeing is a market in the painful throes of a downturn.
11

11

Conditions tied to the downturn are hardly unfamiliar for longtime San Diegans who've sustained
other real estate cycles. But many economists and analysts found the conditions in 2007 to form a
unique set of circumstances. Where the economy's health typically affects the housing market, this
year, it was the other way around -- an unprecedented occurrence, some analysts said. Still, most
predicted a bottom to the slump before the end of 2008.
Realtors and mortgage professionals and office assistants related to the real estate industry lost
income, or their jobs entirely. People who'd avoided getting into the market in the first place, even
those with six-figure incomes, saw 2007 as another year of wait-and-rent. Still, boosters touted the
fact that interest rates were lower than they were in previous decades, and pointed to a large
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number of homes to choose from as reasons why it was a good time to buy.
'This Is Just Real Uncharted Territory'
But the impact of the credit crunch and the persistence of weakness in the housing market without
the same kind of deep recession the region saw in the 1990s leave most real estate analysts hesitant
to issue a definitive prognosis. Government programs promising help to distressed homeowners
have stipulations that leave out most of the troubled borrowers in Southern California. And the
tighter regulations and dwindled backing for mortgages has restricted many would-be buyers from
jumping in, even in these conditions.

"I think that basically, this snapshot in time -- it's a real period of unknown," said Gary London, a
local real estate analyst with the London Group Realty Advisors. "We can speculate -- 'this was
worse, that was worse' -- but this is just in real uncharted territory."
The median price of a home in San Diego County exploded by 210 percent between 2000 and 2005
and has since dropped about 10 percent. Some in the region whose fiscal gut told them to stay out of
the overheated market cheer the price drops, looking forward to the day when their incomes match
up more closely with the price of a house.
But many others saw the housing market as an appreciation train that would leave them behind if
they didn't buy something, anything. Those who eschewed a traditional down payment and fixedrate loan in favor of the 100 percent financed adjustable mortgages with teaser introductory
payments find themselves trapped in houses that are worth less than they owe.
Those newer types ofloans began to reset this year -- hitting the point where payments can double
or triple -- and homeowners defaulted on their mortgages in droves, leaving the houses to the banks
to auction or sell as repossessed properties. Some spots in the southeastern part of the city of San
Diego, some downtown condo buildings and swaths of Chula Vista in particular, felt the pain of
foreclosure acutely this year. Individual homes hit by some stage of foreclosure in the first 10
months of 2007 totaled 23,093 -- about three homes in every hundred in the county, according to
RealtyTrac.

A Tight Squeeze

'They're in Competition for the Same
Find out how many houses were in some level
Buyer'
In 2007, buyers were scared, scarce or both.
of foreclosure in the first 10 months of 2007 in
The number of homes sold each month hit
San Diego County. Select a ZIP code below:
decade lows, month after month. Where in the
Display Results
first 11 months of 2004, at the height of the
View All
real estate heyday, there were nearly 63,000
homes sold, the same period in 2007 saw just
more than 32,000 homes sold. That was the fewest homes sold for that same period in any year
since 1995, statistics from DataQuick Information Systems show.
"If you look at two houses for sale in the same neighborhood, they're in competition for the same
buyer," said Mark Goldman, a local mortgage consultant and broker with Windsor Capital Mortgage
Corp.

When sales activity picked up, it was usually due to an increase in the number of homes sold as
repossessed properties or as short sales, a negotiated deal where a seller found a buyer to pay a price
for the home that was less than the initial mortgage amount.
And where there were buyers, they paid less for homes than they did last year. The Standard &
Poor's/Case-Shiller home price index, which measures prices on repeat sales prices of the same
detached homes over years, showed a 10.99 percent price reduction between the peak in November
2005 and September 2007, the most recent data available for that index as of Dec. 21.
Individual sellers faced price pressure from the ultra-motivated homebuilders with new inventory
and lenders with repossessed properties to unload. Many homeowners pulled their listings off the
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market if they didn't find it absolutely necessary to sell. Real estate agents found themselves
becoming more picky with the houses they would invest money to advertise -- if the seller wasn't
realistic about the state of the current market, many agents passed on the listing.
"There was a lack of recognition on the part of sellers that in order to move product they'll have to
lower prices," London said.
And the financing spigot that flowed easily to borrowers earlier this decade was tightened to a trickle
due to investor unease, further winnowing the number of potential buyers. The hurdle applied not
just to those poor-credit consumers usually painted as the face of the subprime debacle, but to just
about everyone looking to buy a home in the second half of the year.
"Certainly, the credit crunch has bled well beyond subprime and is part of the new lending
environment," London said. "The end of the stated-income era is definitely going to have an
impact."
'There Are Fewer Builders Today Out There'
By 2007, builders of new homes had drastically scaled back their operations, laid off workers and
shelved some of the plans they'd made during the housing euphoria a few years ago. And this year,
they continued to cut prices, hoping to lower their stock of unsold homes, said Peter Dennehy, vice
president of Sullivan Group Real Estate Advisors, a local market research firm.

Many large homebuilders, including KB Homes and William Lyon Homes have closed San Diego
offices, while others like Lennar and D.R. Horton have substantially reduced local staff, Dennehy
said.
"What's different than, say, a year ago? Builders have reduced inventory," he said. "And there are
fewer builders today out there than there were a year ago."
Where in the week of Dec. 17, 2006, there were 321 new home projects actively selling units, the
week of Dec. 9, 2007 saw 284 such active projects. The rest have sold out or converted to rental
units, Dennehy said.
In new homes especially, incentives like free granite countertops, cash for closing costs, trips to
Tahiti and new cars -- mixed with lower prices -- are starting to lure some sidelined buyers to the
table, Dennehy said. And builders of some projects are considering "mothballing" -- finishing part of
a development but waiting to start building the rest until the market improves, potentially in late
2008, Dennehy predicted. And that means the days of incentive-laden homes are numbered, he
said.
"What I'm hearing from people is that they're starting to see signs oflife," he said. "The transaction
volume will at least pick up and start moving somewhat .... Builders will bring some projects back to
market in 2009, but (then) it'll be, 'If you want granite, you pay for it."'
'We're Going to Feel Like We're in the Bottom'
A December report from Moody's Economy.com labeled the peak for San Diego's housing market
the first quarter of 2006, and predicted the trough in fourth quarter 2008. By then, the group
predicted, the region's home prices will have fallen by 14.1 percent from the peak, as measured by
the Case-Shiller index.
1

"I think 2008 s going to be another tough year," Dennehy said. "I think a lot of people believe that
this will be the year that the elusive bottom is reached."
don echoed: "Probably in

2008,

we're going to feel like we're in the bottom of the market."

e health of the greater economy plants a giant question mark at the end of the most confident
can tell, we're in an unprecedented situation," said Alan Gin in remarks to an industry
University of San Die0~ in mid-December. "Typically, the economy influences housing.
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But for the first time, that situation will be reversed .... The concern that people have is that the
weakness in housing is going to spread to other parts of the economy."
The economy weakened further this year with the disappearance of the wealth effect -- the tendency
of American homeowners to tap into their newfound equity and draw out cash for home
improvements, cars, trips and other big-ticket items.
"We won't really see the direction of the economy until we're a few months into the year," Dennehy
said. "You have to believe that at some point this housing crisis will work itself out. Even if they go
ahead and sell all of the foreclosures for cents on the dollar, that would be better than talking about
them all the time."
For an industry that grew in workforce as rapidly as housing prices bounded up this decade, real
estate has some adjusting to do, said local market consultant Dan Holbrook. He recently switched
his business from focusing mostly on making mortgages to negotiating short sales and bank-owned
deals. And he's picked up coaching real estate professionals on how best to weather the market.
"We, in order to get through this, need to get creative," he said. "The distressed market is the
market. And I'm focused on the distress. I'm almost a distressed real estate evangelist."
But residents in many county neighborhoods don't need to be told about the distress in the market.
They can see the real estate signs in their neighbors' yards, the colors faded by the sun. And they can
see the property lines in the grass -- brown, dead grass on foreclosed properties juxtaposed with the
green in the yard of another homeowner just trying to hold on.
Please contact Kelly Bennett directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.
Close Window
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A rendering of the proposed main library.

It's hush-hush
MEL KATZ HAS A SECRET PLAN
TO PAY FOR SAN DIEGO 'S

$ I 85

MILLION LIBRARY

BY DAVID SILVA

Should San Diego's proposed $185 million main public
library ever be built, it will be built on a fmmdation of ifs.
_lfthe city's library foundation can raise $85 million
from private interests, and if the city's redevelopment
agency comes through with an addWonal $80 million,
and if the state keeps its promise of another $20 million,
and- the biggest, scariest if of all-the cost of the project doesn·t skyrocket any higher than it already has,
then San Diegans will finally get a public library to be
proud of. lf the City Council green-lights the whole
deal, of course.
Who could be pessimistic about that plan?
Not Mel Katz, who's charged with raising private
funds for the project. Chairman of the San Diego Public Library Commission and vice chairman of the city's
Library Foundation, Katz is confident that success is
just around the corner.
"We're making what! think is excellent progress,"
he said. "I'm very optimistic. This project is definitely
going forward."

Optimism is something Katz
has in abundance. He dismisses
"We're in the quiet phase
questions about the many challenges to his plan as if the obstaof our fundraising.
cles were already cleared; he
. The whole idea of quiet
speaks lovingly of funds yet to be
fundraising is that until raised as if the cash were already
in his pocket. Like Santa Claus,
we have $50 million in
Katz has an indomitable spiritpledges, we don't want to he just knows he can make all this
be announcing things. " happen. What he doesn't have is
the actual money for it.
-MEL KATZ
San"Diego is $85 million short
- - - - - - - - - - - - - on its plan to build a $185 million
· main library downtown. The shortfall has put a serious
crimp in one of the city's longest-standing and maddeningly elusive civic goals.
City officials have been talking about the need to
replace San Diego's 53-year-old main library since 1976,
when the building was only 22 years old but already
woefully inadequate. Over the decades, City Hall commissioned 45 separate studies on the feasibility of
building a bigger and better facility-all dying on the
vine, if you don't include the current plan, which Katz
is certain will bear fruit.
This latest effort was born in 2001 as the lovechild
of the City Council and Centre City Development Corp_,

40

(

the city's downtown redevelopmen t agency. A site was
chosen- between 11th and Park avenues and J and K
streets- and in April 2005, the council, at the urging of
then-mayor Dick MurphY, voted to spend $6.5 million for
architectural drawings and site preparation.
If Katz's feelings for the plan can be called optimistic; that's nothing compared to the plan itself: a
297,581-square-foot, nine-story behemoth sporting a
350-seat auditorium, 400-seat re~ding room, outdoor ·
plaza and cafe, 36,630-square-foot teen center, 9,646square-foot children's librarY, technology center and
three-story domed reading room . .
The price tag? A mere $150 million, or a little less
than 100 times the cost to build the original main library
in 1954. To pay for this civic wonder, city officials cobbled together a plan in which the CCDC would cough up
$80 million, the state would provide $20 million in the
form-0f a Proposition 14 grant and the Library Foundation would beg and plead for the rest:
· Armed with $6.5 million in starter dough and brimming over with "can-do" spirit, city officials hired a
project overseer, Turner Construction Co., and a pair
of highly respected architectural firms, Rob Wellington Quigley and Tucker Sadler Architects. Drawings for
what would be the crown jewel in the city's 35-library
system were rendered- rendered so well, apparently;
that Katz referred to them no less than six times when
interviewed ("Have you seen the drawings? They're
beautiful. They're more than 2-feet high!").
All was proceeding well and might have continued
in that direction were it not for that pesky Three Gorges
Dam project in China, which sucked up so much building material over there that construction prices skyrocketed here, and for the even peskier problem of San
Diego's pension-fund debacle, which wrecked the city's
finances just as it was committing itself to the purchase
of a crown jewel. The lasj time anyone bothered to
check on the projected cost of the library-in 2005,
right around the time Katz got his· first look at those
lovely artists' renderings-it had risen to $185 million.
A county grand jury report released in May of this
· year put the cost at nearly $200 million, though Katz says
that figure is incorrect. ·
So what does a cash-strapped city do when its pet
project has jumped in price by $35 million seemingly
overnight? Current Mayor Jerry Sanders and the council, not wanting to be the ones to deprive residents of
their 3-story domed reading room, simply directed tii.e
library foundation to raise $85 million instead of the
original $50 million.
"The mayor has made it very clear he's in favor of
this project, but only if we do it without city funds, raising truces or going to the bond market," Katz says. "The
City Council gave us ·the marching orders to go out
and fund-raise."
That's a staggeringly bold vote of t:onfidence in a
municipal booster organization's fund-raising abilities-so bold, in fact, that City Hall apparently feels nothing fur.

about semantics when asked about reports
that the project is on hold.
"There's never been a decision to put the
Continued from Page 9
roject on hold," he says. "If we put it on
ld, if we use that terminology; we would
e the state's $20 million. That money is
ther need be said on the ma tter. The
ere until December '08, as long as we continand the council members- those w
erect to respond to CityBeat, anywa~·A W.irn_, ue to show progress."
But if the project isn't on hold, perhaps
requests for interviews to Distr·
Katz should have mentioned that to George
man Jim Madaffer, who's bee
Biagi, a spokesperson for Mayor Sanders, who
person on the topic of lib
says, "It is on hold, based on the ability to
n't return multiple ~ mies at the raise funds. " And someone really should have
Alan Gin, profes~ o
University of San Diego• described the pro- sent a memo to architect Tucker Sadler, which
ject's financing scheme as potentially work- in September released a fact sheet on the
library describing the project as "on hold."
able, if risky and not particularly wise.
Asked about the fact sheet and Biagi's comfinances
the
of
portion
big
a
like
"It sounds
ment, Katz said, "I think they just used the
is coming from the CCDC, which is not as bad
as taking on the whole burden," Gin said. "The wrong terminology."
No, Katz is 100-percent confident that the
city is in a difficult financial situation, so I'm
not sure about the economic wisdom of such library will be built, just as he's 100-percent
a big project. When you're having financial dif. mum on how the foundation plans to come up
ficulties, you usually don't want to get involved with all that money it has to raise. When asked
in major purchases. If this were a private indi- how much has been pledged so far, he would
vidual with money problems, he probably only point to a previously disclosed figure of
$3 million-$2 million from San Diego Unionwouldn't go out and buy a new car."
For San Diego resident Bonni Graham, Tribune CEO David Copley and $1 million
the situation is just another reason to feel from the Hervey Family Foundation. That $3
million figure was disclosed in April 2005.
frustrated with City Hall.
"We're in the quiet phase of our fund.rais"Fundamental ly; it's just embarrassi ng
that we don't have a good library," says Gra- ing," Katz says. "The whole idea of quiet
ham, a 41-year-old CEO of a local documenta- fund.raising is that unlli we have $50 miltion-services provider. "But I think we can lion in pledges, we don 't want to be announcprobably have a very decent library for a lot ing things."
In other words, Katz says he has an $82
less than $185 million. I don't think we need
trick up his sleeve. He assures that
million
budgthe
Reevaluating
library.
million
a $185
come December 2008, the deadline for San
ets for this project may not be a bad idea."
But, according to Katz, that's just the prob- Diego to show its financial cards or risk loslem: The city can't reevaluate the project, ing the state's money, he'll walk up to the
and not just because CCDC has already spent City Cou ncil dais and reveal $50 million
$16 million and counting getting it this far. worth of charitable pledges-the amount he
Under state rules, be notes, the library proj- says the foundation must raise before going
ect has to constantly be moving forward or the public with its fund.raisin g efforts. Just don't
city will lose its $20 million grant. This would ask him how he'll do it, or how he' 11 raise the
BlJ
explain why Katz launched into a discussion other $35 million.

Libr ary
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Daily Business Report
January 4, 2008

The San Diego Association of Realtors has dona
causes in 2007. That included $6,300 donated in L•·•
food and other regional needs. For the last five . c·m. t
contributions, says Michael Mercurio, exec 1\ • \ .

00 to several San Diego-based charities and
r to organizations that assist with housing, jobs,
e association has made $170,000 in charitable

Groups receiving funds last year include C m
nity HousingWorks, Rebuilding Together San Diego,
the San Diego Housing Federation , _USD um ham-Moores Center for Real Estate, San Diego
Housing Opportunities Collaborative, San Diego Habitat for Humanity, Father Joe's Villages, San
Diego Food Bank, San Diego Hospice, Veterans Village of San Diego and the SDSU Campanile
Foundation .
The San Diego Association of Realtors also has formed the Ambassadors Foundation and launched its
Everyday Heroes program, designed to help police officers achieve homeownership. In the first phase of
Everyday Heroes, the Ambassadors Foundation is buying down mortgage loan interest rates for a number
of qualifying San Diego Police Department officers and providing education and financial preparation.
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state mentors needed

.ugh an online matching sysm where those seeking mentors

•

The Universi of San Die o'
and those wishing to be mentors
Burnham-Moores Center for R
Estate, along with the Florida- can find each other within search
based Hoyt Institute for Real Estate criteria that includes geography
and interests. Mentoring may
(HIRE), is launching a nationwide
via e-mail, phone conversaoccur
·
search for commercial real estate
in person.
or
tions
becomin
interested
professionals
Five hundred commercial real
ing volunteer mentors or mentees.
The mentor project is part of estate mentors are needed nationthe commercial real estate Web wide, providing a great way for
resource, www.realcareers.org, a commercial real estate profesfree site that was launched by sionals to giye back to the indusHIRE to help people better try and share their valuable
understand the professional paths knowledge with future leaders.
The mentoring system is one of
available in their industry, provide professional education the main goals set forth by the
resourceii and offer profiles of Hoyt Institute for Real Estate.
industry leaders for insight and Others include:
• Enhancing the image and
inspiration.
The Mentor Matchup section of appeal of commercial real estate
the Web site will pair off students, as a career path;
• Improving the attraction of
young professionals or career
·c hangers with seasoned real the best and brightest students
estate professionals for guidance into real estate programs at both

universities and trade associations;
• Attempting to increase the
diversity of real estate professionals; and
• Providing inexpensive and
free information on commercial
restate· to career-influenc ing
counselors, the public and existing real estate professionals.
A printed guide of the informa. tioA found on www.realcareers.org
is available through www.Amaz"on.com or via the National Association of Industrial and Office
Properties bookstore under the title
Commercial Real Estate Career
Education and Resource Guide.
To sign up to be a mentor or
go · to www.realmentee,
careers.org. To place a job or
resume related to commercial real
estate at no charge, go to
www.real-jobs.com.
Source Code: 2007l212crk
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The Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco Announces 2008 Board of
Directors
SAN FRANCISCO--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Two new members join the Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco's board of directors. William D. Jones, president and CEO of San Diego-based Citylink
Investment Corporation, and Daniel P. Myers, president and CEO of Bridge Bank, N.A., located in San
Jose, California, were both elected for three-year terms beginning January 1, 2008 . In addition, the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System redesignated for a third year beginning January 1,
2008 Mr. David K.Y. Tang chairman and Mr. T. Gary Rogers deputy chairman of the San Francisco Fed
board.
Mr. Jones is president and CEO of Citylink Investment Corporation, a real estate investment,
development and management firm, with over 500,000 square feet in urban communities of San Diego.
Prior to founding Citylink Investment Corporation , Mr. Jones served as investment manager/assistant to
the chairman of Prudential Realty Group and later as a general manager of a $400 million commercial
real estate portfolio in the Northwest for Prudential Realty Group. In addition to his business experi
Mr. Jones' career also includes 15 years of service in the San Diego municipal government . He
as deputy mayor of the City of San Diego in 1986 and as councilmember for the city's Fourth
from 1982 to 1987. Among Mr. Jones' numerous community affiliations, he is a director wit
Energy and its affiliated companies, AMCAP/American Mutual Funds, and the San Diego
Baseball Club . He is a former director and chairman of the Federal Reserve Bank of San
1sco's Los
Angeles Branch . Mr. Jones holds a degree in economics from the University of San Diego and an MBA
from Harvard University.
Mr. Myers is a founder and the president and CEO of Bridge Bank, N.A., a full-service professional
business bank serving the needs of small and middle-market business and emerging technology
companies . He is also a director, president and CEO of the bank holding company, Bridge Capital
Holdings. Mr. Myers has 25 years of banking experience in the South San Francisco Bay/Silicon Valley
area, all with independent community banks, and has held various executive management positions. Mr.
Myers is a director with Western Independent Bankers and a member of the Silicon Valley/San Jose
Chamber of Commerce . Mr. Myers has a degree in zoology from DePauw University and attended the
Institute of Financial Services Management at the California State University, San Jose, and the Pacific
Coast Banking School at the University of Washington , Seattle.
Each of the nation's 12 Federal Reserve Banks has a nine-member board of directors, three of whom are
appointed by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System as class C directors. The remaining
six (three class A and three class B directors) are elected by the District's member banks . Class A
directors are drawn from the banking community. Class Band C directors are individuals chosen from
professions outside the banking community and typically represent business, industry, agriculture, labor
and consumers. Mr. Jones joins the board as a class B director and Mr. Myers joins as a class A director.
The remainder of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco board includes:
David K.Y. Tang , (chairman) K&L Gates, Seattle, WA. Mr. Tang is a class C director.
T. Gary Rogers, (deputy chairman) Dreyer's Grand Ice Cream, Inc., Oakland , CA. Mr. Rogers is a class
C director.
Karla S. Chambers , Stahlbush Island Farms, Inc., Corvallis, OR. Mrs. Chambers is a class B director.
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Blake W. Nordstrom, Nordstrom, Inc., Seattle, WA. Mr. Nordstrom is a class B director.
Douglas W . Shorenstein, Shorenstein Properties LLC, San Francisco, CA. Mr. Shorenstein is a class C
director.
Candace H. Wiest, West Valley National Bank, Avondale, AZ. Ms. Wiest is a class A director.
Kenneth P. Wilcox, Silicon Valley Bank, Santa Clara, CA. Mr. Wilcox is a class A director.

The Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco provides wholesale banking services to financial institutions
in the nine western states through its head office in San Francisco, branch offices in Los Angeles,
Portland, Salt Lake City, and Seattle, and a cash processing office in Phoenix. As the nation's central
bank, the Federal Reserve System formulates monetary policy, serves as a bank regulator, administers
consumer protection laws, and is fiscal agent for the U.S. government.

Contacts
FRBSF
Lily Ruiz, Media Relations, 415-97 4-3240
Lily.ru iz@sf.frb.org
Carol Eckert, Media Relations, 415-977-3853
Carol.a.eckert@sf.frb.org
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The Long Term Effect
There's that dreaded half-second of silence at the top of a roller
coaster. The big drop's due - it's just a matter of lime. Remember
holding your breath? Gritting your teeth? Grabbing your knees .. .
Teetering on the brink of recession has a similar feel. When San
Diego was hit with a second boul of wildfires in just lour years. it
seemed it might be the little push to send us plummeting over
the edge. I low many people woke up to heef jerky-scented air,
yelling: "Hey. let me off this thing'"?
The good news is that we can stop white-knuckling the safety

bar - al least for now. While there are thousands of stories of
personal loss, the region at large is probably going to ride it out/
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With approximately 1,400 homes to be rebuilt, it would be
hard for the construction industry to not see an opportunity
in the ashes. Hit with slumping sales statewide, they're down »
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"Ironically. 1t could spur economic activity;· says Alan Gin, anJ
_ /
economist at the Univerci ty of San Diego. "You saw employmen u ;;·•
in construction sw·ge around March or April of2004 after the
Cedar Fire, and you also saw a big surge in retail sales~
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San Diego's avocado crops were ruined In the fires
Photo by Justin Sullivan/Getty Images
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<< 5,000 jobs this year, according to Gin.

"This will put a lot of those people
back to work," he says, "Not everybody,
but I think a lot~
A surplus of skilled workers is good
news for the families affected by the
fires. Recall the frustration of finding
labor in the booming 2003 market
after almost 3,000 structures were lost.
"It was difficult to hire people to
rebuild your home:· Gin says, "but now
we've got a bunch of people
unemployed .. .it will be easier to find
people to do the work:'
While this may put a damper on sales
activity until rebuilding is finished, Gin
says to consider the success story of
Scripps Ranch, post Cedar Fire. "Those

talking about just a few."
Ok, call it cold comfort, but the housing
market has clipped so low - home sales
down 24 percent in the past year - that
even a wildfire is lost in the noise.
"This won't make a dent:' says London,
"We've got 20,000 homes on the market
that aren't selling right now - and this
is 1,500 - how much of an impact
could it have?"
Though the real estate market escaped
mostly unscathed, agriculture got a big
black eye when an estimated 20,000
acres of avocados - almost half of San
Diego's crops - were lost in less than a
week. That's a loss of about $24 million
according to the county's agricultural
~
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With a future of drought on the
horizon, wildfires may become a
seasonal event in San Diego, as
predictable as June Gloom. For
innovative entrepreneurs, the impact
could be positive.
Early into the week of the October
fires, Assure You - a home inventory
service, was already getting hammered
with calls. The business, barely a year
old, provides detailed written and
photo documentation of everything in
their client's home.
"It gives you peace of mind," says coowner, Marcia Jacobs. "In the case of a
fire, no one is going to remember
what their losses were. Your mind is
just gone."
Similar startups range from specialized
post-fire home cleaning crews to
private fire-security teams. "People are
really starting to think about it now:·
says Jacob. "Every time that there's a
tragedy, we just become more and
more aware of what we should do
the next time'.'
The relatively low losses from the
October fires, compared to 2003, seem
to bolster her claim. Yeah, we got
stomped, but it could have been worse.
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homes are worth more than they were
before. The people who rebuilt, rebuilt
bigger and better'.'
For the broader real estate market,
however, expect very little change,
says analyst Gary London, president of
London Realty Group Advisors· in
San Diego. "The impact on the region
economically will probably be
relatively small ... we're not talking
about 10,000 homes being built, we're
118
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department. California has something
close to a monopoly on the $276
billion industry, so expect shortages of
green-gold nationwide. Farmers
affected by the fire can take advantage
of the $7 million in loans guaranteed
by the state, but it will be years before
a new crop can be brought to harvest.
As if $5 a gallon gasoline wasn't bad
enough, Gin preclicts, "The price of
guacamole's going to go up~ Super
Bowl is cancelled.

Blame our success on the smart use of
Reverse 911, or the wide safety-margin
of early evacuations. Or, perhaps look
at the latest proactive builcling
strategies, like those implemented at
The Bridges - left untouched by a fire
set on burning straight through . The
take away message, if there is one,
might be "Job well done'. '
Sure, we're still teetering on the brink
of recession , but at least we've got our
safety-belts buckled. "The more we do
this, the smarter we get, and the less it
impacts our economy:' says London.
"We've become a community that's
prepared '.' - Paul Stuart
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Continued from page 5 I

in yo ur staff roo ms for our small tabletop display complete wi th
indi vidual co ntribu tion envelopes. ot there? Call Na ncy at the
BI A and we'll send one out to you.

Got Interns?
It is that time of year again when
many students are looking for both
internships and permanent positions.
If you have any positions available or coming
available within the next few months and you
would like us to send out your job posting to
graduate and undergraduate students, please
send your information to realestate@sandiego.
edu. We have access to many real estate students
that are interested in pursuing a career in the
industry. If you have any other questions please
let us know. Thank you for your continued
support of USD's real estate pr
students!

With yo ur help, our first-ever BIA Cares Night at the Padres
brought over 700 kids to the ga me, raised over $28,000 fo r the
industry, and helped ea rn a proclamation fro m County Supervisor
Ron Roberts, who declared July 19 to be BlA Cares Communi ty
Awa reness Day in recognition of our many contributions over the
years. We partnered \\~th KYXY and SDG&E in a 'summer safer)"
radio ad campaign that garnered 5,000 for BIA Cares, alo ng with
publ ic awareness and a positive message to the com muni ty. Karen
Amelio was named a Life Director of BIA Care~,join ing ra nk with
Lora Heramb and Eric Jones at this prestigious level in recogn itio n
of her many years of service and leadership fo r our industry's
charitable arm . Progress continues at Casa de Amparo, a project
that marks the first _joint effo rt between BIA Ca res and HomeA id
San Diego, to eventually provide a new shelter fo r No rth Coun ty
homeless.
We provided S30,000 of plans, labor and materials for ln fa nt
Play Area improvement at The North Coun ty Sereni ty House
Discovery Center, an Escondido-based day-care center for chi ldren
of fa milies recovering from substa nce abuse. We sent kids from
Mo narch School, Nativity Prep and others to Sea Camp baited
their hooks on sport-fishing excursions, and received dozens of
thank-you letters, photos and hand-drawn pictures depicting the
fun they had (even 'barfing' is fun to a ten yea r old!).

WHAT MAKES A

GREAT
LAN DSCAPE
CONTRACTOR?

It takes more than a lawnmower, shovel and a rake to be a great landscape
contractor. It takes quality people - from our managers. administrative staff.
to our field personnel and loyal su ppliers - It's all about service and value.

ETTING

■

THE

BIA BUILDER I NOV/ DEC 07

STAND ARD

858.513. 7190

"'"' w. bench ma ri land sc ape . com
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BUR
NHAM-MOORESCE~TERFOR
REALESTATE
EIGHT H ANNU AL CONFEREN

On Wednesday Dec. 12, the .
Burnham-Moores Center for Real
Estate will host the Eighth Annual
Reside ntial Real Estate Conference: Outlook 2008 at the University of San Diego from 7:30 a.m. to
11 :45 a.m. The half-day conference
will include lenders, developers
and other real estate professionals

ess the opportunities
enges in the local and reresidential real estate mars for the upcoming year.
The confer ence will feature
Robert Kleinh enz, deputy chief
economist at the California AssociSee "Burnham-Moores" Page 10

Bumham-Moores11 Con 't From Page 3

11

atiqn of Realtors, and Alan Gin, associate professor of economics at
the University of San Diego. The
event will conclude with a panel
discussion titled: "Through 2008:
How Do We Hang On?" and feature
Josep h Anfus o, presid ent,
Florsheim Homes; Steve Atwood,
senior vice president, National City
Mortgage; Dan Holbrook, president, Protivity; and Geoff Mountain, president, RE/MAX Associates.
To register for the event, go to:

www.usdrealestate.com
and click on the "Center News
and Events" tab. For questions and
fax or mait-in registrations, contact
Jodi Waterhouse, at:
Jodiw@sandiego.edu
or at 619-260-4231.
Contact: Jeryldine Tully,
Communications Director
Burnham-Moores Center
for Real Estate
619-260-4786
jtully@SanDiego.edu
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WEDNESDAY, DEC. 12
BURNHAM-MOORES REAL ESTATE OUTLOOK
For the eighth year in a row, the University of
San Diego Burnham-Moores Center for Real
Estate presents its outlook conference. Robert
Kleinhenz, deputy chief economist at the California
Association of Realtors, is one of the event speakers.
The conference will end with the panel discussion,
"Through 2008: How Do We Hang On?"
• 7:30 to 11 :30 a.m.
• Hahn University Center at the Universi~ of
San Diego at 5998 Alcala Park, in San Diego /
• Cost: $95
• Visit www.usdrealestate.com
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TUESDAY, JAN

22 - CONFERENCES

1 2 TH A NNUAL REAL ESTATE CONFERENCE

a

This conference will feature presentations from Robert
concluding with a panel discussion entitled: "Through 2008:
We
Organization: Burnham Moores Center for Real Estate tuSQl• ormation Hang On.?"
: (619)260 4231 http://w ww.USDRealEstate.com Cost: $95.00 When:1-l ours:
7:30 AM - 11 :30
AM Where: Hahn University Center, Forums A & B, USO, 5998 Alcala
Park, San Diego
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Leading economic indicators
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Source: University of San Diego

Toe monthly changes in leading indicators (initial claims for unemployment insurance, local stock prices, outlook for the national
economy, consumer confidence, building permits and help wanted
advertising) of the San Diego economy as tracked by Alan Gin, an
urban economics professor at the University of San Diego. The highest monthly rate is 140.7 in October 2006.
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USD suing rental
car companies
SACRAMENTO (AP) The ~ Jnjyersjty of San Diego
is swng seven rental car companies, claiming they colluded to fix prices.
The university's Cente r for
Public Intere st Law says Budget, Hertz, Avis, Dollar, Enterprise, Natio nal and Alam o
are exploiting a 2006 California law that allows them to
exclude a mandatory airport
fee from their adver tised
base rates.
In return, the law requires
the comp anies to set aside
$24 million for state tourism.
A study by students at the
university shows that while
the companies are no longer
count ing the airpo rt fee in
their base rates, they have
not reduced the price of a car
rental to reflect the discount.
They also added a 2.5 percent surch arge to come up
with the mone y for the
touris m accou nt, the cente r
says.
A spokeswoman for Enterprise says the case is meritless. The other companies declined comment.
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USD silit

►

suggests
car rental
price fixing
Tens of millions sought
from 7 major compani
By Eleanor Yan9 Su
STAff WRITER

The University of San Diego law
school is suing seven major rental car
companies for alleged price fixing and
is asking for tens of millions of dollars
to be returned to consumers.
The Center for Public Interest Law
at USD, a consumer rights organization, claims that rental giants including Avis, Dollar, Enterprise, Hertz and
National manipulated the state Legislature to help them raise prices and cut back competition.
Back-room negotiations in late 2006
resulted in legislation that allows car
rental companies to separate out a 9
percent concession fee previously coupled with the basic rental fee price,
said Robert Fellmeth, executive director of the center.
In exchange, rental companies
agreed to pay millions of dollars to the
California Trade and Tourism Commission, an agency that promotes
tourism in California
Consumers lost out in two ways as a
result of this deal, Fellmeth said. First,
they were charged a new 2.5 percent
surcharge to support the tourism comS EE Car rentals,

CAR RENTAL S

CONTINUED F'ROM PAGE Cl ·

mission. And they were
charged an additional 9 percent
airport concession fee, because .
the fee was not deducted from
the base rate.
. Two USD law school students checked the rental car
companies' Web sites for
quotes across the state before
and after the legislation was
passed. In January, a period
where prices typically clip, they
surged, Fellmeth said.
"On January 1, all the prices
jumped together," Fellmeth
said. "They jumped up exactly
the amount of the airport concession fee. So the evidence is
very, very stark."
Calls placed to Avis, Enterprise, Hertz, National and Dollar rental car companies were
not immediately returned yesterday.
Fellmeth said he hopes the
lawsuit, which was filed in U.S.
District Court, will help legislators understand the importance
of transparency in the crafting
of legislation. He estimates the
airport-based rental car industry has made between $10 million and $20 million a month as
a result of _the changes.
EIHnor Yant Su: (619) 542-4564;
eleanor.su~unlontrlb.com
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Rental car firms under fire
University of San Die
are using a change i
By Clint Swett - cs
Published 12:00 a

enter charges major companies
to fix prices.
acbee.com
Friday, December 28, 2007

Did you or your holiday
ts rent a car this season? If so, you should know that the
University of San Diego Law School is alleging that seven major car rental companies have
been colluding to fix prices.
USD's Center for Public Interest Law is suing rental giants, including Hertz, Avis, Dollar,
National and Enterprise, saying they have exploited a legislative change to get more money
from consumers .
In the waning days of the 2006 state legislative session, Assemblyman Mark Leno, D-San
Francisco, sponsored AB 2592, allowing car rental companies to separate out a concession
fee that they were required to bundle into advertised base rates. Airports, npt the
companies, actually levy that 9 percent fee on renters .
In exchange for the fee being unbundled, car rental companies agreed to pay $24 million into
a fund to support the quasi-public California Trade and Tourism Commission, which promotes
tourism in California. This contribution allowed the state to reduce its allocation for the
agency to $1 million from $7.7 million .
The legislation appeared to have no downside for consumers, but USD's Center for Public
Interest Law alleges that seven rental companies have used the opportunity to add a 2.5
percent surcharge to rental fees. These funds pay the $24 million contribution to the tourism
agency.
And, that's not the end of it, the lawsuit states: The rental car companies are tacking the 9
percent airport concession fee onto customer bills, but they haven't reduced their base rate
by the same amount.
Such seemingly coordinated activity indicates price-fixing and other anti - competitive
behavior, and costs customers millions of dollars, said Robert Fellmeth, executive director of
the public interest center.
The suit seeks a halt to the alleged violations, restitution for overcharges, treble damages
and attorneys' fees .
"The precise amount is for economists to work out," Fellmeth said. "But in antitrust cases,

http://www.sacbee.com/103/v-print/story/595039 .html
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you take the amount of damages and treble it."
Lisa Martini, a spokeswoman for Enterprise Rent-a-Car, said her company had not closely
reviewed the complaint .
"We take this matter very seriously, and with a cursory review, we believe this case is
without merit," she wrote in an e-mail.
Representatives for Dollar Thrifty Automotive Group and Avis Rent A Car System said they
could not comment on pending litigation . Representatives for Hertz, National and Alamo
rental car companies did not return calls seeking comment.
Fellmeth said two of his students at the USD Law School tracked rental car pricing online
before and after the legislation went into effect. Historically, prices decline in January and
February, he said, and did so in major markets outside California.
Rental prices at California airports, however, uniformly remained the same or rose slightly
after the law took effect Jan. 1, even though rates nationwide dropped over the same period,
the suit said .
While Fellmeth acknowJedged that such fees weren't forbidden by the legislation, the
appearance that every company charged such fees in lockstep points to anti-competitive
collusion, he said.
The lawsuit also alleges that the car rental companies arranged their anti-competitive pricing
plans under the guise of membership in the California Trade and Tourism Commission.
The suit is still in preliminary stages and no trial date has been set, Fellmeth said.
Already, though, San Francisco Democratic Sen. Carole Migden is readying another piece of
legislation to repeal the unbundling law. Her proposal, which is still being written, would
again require the 9 percent airport concession fee be included in the base rental price, said
Migden spokeswoman Tracy Fairchild.

It would also prohibit the car-rental companies from charging customers a fee to fund the
tourism commission - and require an audit to determine how much money each company
improperly made.
Migden's proposal elicited a bemused response from Leno spokesman Mike Higgins, who
noted that Migden had voted for Leno's measure last year.
Higgins said Leno saw the bill as a way to secure consistent funding for the tourism
commission. "It sounds like there are issues with implementation," Higgins said. "If there are
(problems) that need to be remedied, we would look to do that."
Go to: Sacbee / Back to stor _
This article is protected by copyright and should not be printed or distributed for anything except personal use .
The Sacramento Bee, 2100 Q St., P.O. Box 15779, Sacramento, CA 95852
Phone: (916) 321-1000
COQ.)'right © The Sacramento Bee
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From the Los Angeles Times

Donor money talks, often in a whisper
With voter-approved spending limits In place, those invested in state government get creative with their giving.

By Nancy Vogel
Los Angeles Times Staff Writer
December 29, 2007
SACRAMENTO - A massage for a lawmaker's wife. Circus tickets for his kids. Keys to a mountain cabin for the weekend. A donation to his
favorite charity or one that flies him across the world on an "educational" trip.
There are many ways to get a politician's attention. Plenty of corporations, unions and others with a stake in state government do it the timehonored way: They write checks to campaign accounts or wine and dine lawmakers. But voters have restricted how much can be spent on such
things.
FOR THE RECORD:
Political money: An article in Section A on Dec. 29, about ways in which special interest money is used , misidentified a nonprofit group that
took state political leaders on a study tour to South America in November 2006. The group that sponsored the trip was the California Foundation
on the Environment and the Economy, not the California Council for Environmental and Economic Balance. The article also said Chevron and
its subsidiaries donated $343 ,000 to the council in 2006; in fact, that sum was given during 2005 and 2006. Chevron also donated to the
foundation last year, but the company and foundation officials - who are not required by law to disclose the donations -- declined to specify
how much.

These days, interest groups and wealthy individuals hoping to generate goodwill in the Capitol are doing more creative things, too. They still
wine and dine, but they have found loopholes through which they also dispense money for a lawmaker's favorite cause, bestow lifestyle perks
such as luxurious travel - even provide them with outside income.
"Water flows into the cracks," said UC Berkeley political scientist Bruce Cain. "People have had to become more ingenious."
This year's limit on gifts to legislators, for example, is $390. But gifts to their spouses don't count So in September, life and health insurance
companies could buy $682 in meals for Maggie Cox, wife of Sen. Dave Cox (R-Fair Oaks), at a Pebble Beach conference they both attended .
Under California law, gifts must be disclosed in public filings with the secretary of state.
Nevertheless, largesse from special interests trying to create familiarity and goodwill in the Capitol is a "pernicious influence," said Robert C.
Fellmeth, executive director of the Center for Public Interest Law at the University of San Diego Law School.
Fellmeth has worked for 30 years on legislation to benefit children and consumers without giving state campaign contributions or gifts and has
to work "very, very hard" to get an appointment with a lawmaker, he said .
Generosity from interest groups and individuals, he said, can foster in some decision-makers "a desire not to disappoint that extends to every
possible future bill ."
"It's not like a direct bribe," Fellmeth said. "It's worse. In a direct bribe, you get a quid and give a quo. And maybe it's over. But with what we
have in Sacramento, there's no definition to the transaction , there's no limitation to the transaction."
Brad Wegner, president of the Assn. of California Life & Health Insurance Companies, host of an annual Pebble Beach conference with
legislators, said his group seeks "interaction between policymakers and our members," and no favor is sought.
"What we get out of it," said Wegner, "is an exchange of information and the time to share views."
Dave Cox said the Pebble Beach event does not leave him better disposed toward the insurance companies, noting that he has voted against bills
the association supported. No one has special access to him or his staff, he said : "We meet with anyone who wants to meet with us about any
subject."
But Fellmeth said California needs a tighter lid on political money so that special interests cannot buy access to lawmakers. Ideally, legislators
would be treated like judges and be barred from discussing legislation with interested parties outside of public hearings , he said. They should
also be banned, he added , from taking anything of value from those parties.
"We've really got to have a wall of integrity," he said, "where legislators take nothing from anybody lhey affect as officials."

http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-give29dec29, 1,2092712,print.story?coll=la-hea...
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Here are some of the ways special interests curry favor:
Be charitable
Many corporations and un ions write generous checks to lawmakers' favorite charities. AT&T, for example, donated $20,000 last spring to the
United Way of the Bay Area in the name of Senate President Pro Tern Don Perata (D-Oakland).
The Barona Band of Mission Indians, owner of a casino near San Diego, takes a slightly different approach. In the last couple of years, the tribe
has given $5 ,000 each to 60 schools across the state.
To be eligible for the Barona Education Grant Program, each school's application must include a letter of recommendation fi-om a local
lawmaker. Not only do the folks in the state Legislature know about the tribe's good deeds, but many get to hand out the Barona checks to
winning school principals.
Give to a pet cause
There are no limits on how much donors can give to campaign committees created to promote or defeat a ballot measure, and the Legislature's
top leaders both have them.
Assembly Speaker Fabian Nunez (D-Los Angeles), for example, wants to pass Proposition 93 on the February ballot, which would tweak
California's term limits so he could run for the Assembly again next year. Big donations from special interests have poured into his "Yes on
Prop. 93" fund: The state's biggest teachers union and a group of Los Angeles County casinos each kicked in $250,000. Donors of $100,000 or
more include several public employee unions, the law firm Girardi & Keese, the California Dental Assn., Chevron Corp. and the Pala Band of
Mission Indians.
Last November, Perata had a priority of his own: passage of$43 billion in bonds to upgrade the state's transportation, flood control, housing and
school facilities.
The hundreds of large donors to the bond calll'aign included four Indian tribes that wanted lawmakers to approve their plans to add thousands
more slot machines to their casinos. Each tribe donated $ I 00,000 to Perata's "Rebuilding California" ballot measure committee.
Dispense freebies
Legislators and their staffs aren't supposed to accept gifts worth more than $10 a month from lobbyists. But they can accept gifts worth much
more fi-om people who aren't registered as lobbyists. Some interests in the Capitol give a universal gift: The State Building & Construction
Trades Council gave $75 black leather portfolios to 39 Assembly Democrats in February 2006.
In March, the Barona gave Assemblyman Tony Mendoza (D-Artesia) a $320 massage and facial at their casino and resort near San Diego.
Mendoza's chief of staff, Luis Patino, received a $135 massage. The tribe also spent $232 to have chocoete-covered strawberries placed in the
hotel rooms of nine lawmakers staying at the resort for an education summit.
Others let legislators and staff pick their own goodies. The energy company BP America Inc., which owns a luxury box at Arco Arena in
Sacramento, has set up a phone line for Capitol workers to order free tickets to basketball games, concerts, circuses and other events. The phone
instructions indicate that only legislators can have somebody call on their behalf, and staff must give their job title and the office where they
work. From January through September this year -- the latest required reporting period - BP gave away $21,30 I worth of tickets and parking
passes to legislators, staff members and their families.
Pamper families
This year, insurance con-panies picked up a $951 tab for transportation and meals for Lisa Calderon, wife of Assemblyman Charles Calderon
(D-Montebello), at the Pebble Beach conference.
Brother Ron Calderon, a Democratic state senator from Montebello, enjoyed $329 worth of meals, drinks and a movie, according to reports filed
by the insurance colll'anies. At the same event last year, when he was in the Assembly, insurers paid $1 ,084 to treat his wife, Ana, and daught:r
Jessica to meals and spa services.
When the California Ski Industry Assn. hosts lawmakers, children are welcome. In March, the lobby group paid $2,147 to host five Republican
Assemblymen and 19 family members, including several grandkids, at the Strawberry Lodge in Kyburz, east of Sacramento. A free day of
skiing at the Sierra-at-Tahoe resort followed .
AT&T spent $101,000 to send lawmakers, legislative staff and their families to rock concerts, wrestling matches and other events, including
Giants, Padres and Raiders games.
Help pay for junkets
There's not much time to get to know a lawmaker at an evening fundraiser at a Capitol watering hole. But on a trip overseas or to a beach in
Hawaii , real bonds may form.
Chevron Corp. and its subsidiaries donated $343 ,000 last year to the California Council for Environmental and Economic Balance, a nonprofit
that in November 2006 took Nunez; Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's chief of staff, Susan Kennedy; and other officials and their spouses or
partners to Brazil and Argentina to study alternative energy for two weeks. The delegation stayed at world-class hotels in Buenos Aires and
Bariloche. Chevron employees accompanied the lawmakers to South America.
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Nunez reported the trip as a $12,500 "study travel project." His spokesman, Steve Maviglio, said none of the gifts or donations the speaker
receives have any effect on his legislative work.
"There's an old rule in politics; if you can't take their money and vote against them, you shouldn\ be in politics," Maviglio said. "The speaker
has a reputation for integrity because none of these things have had any impact on his voting record or political philosophy."
And each November, Diageo, Pacific Gas & Electric, Eli Lilly and other businesses affected by state legislation help send more than a dozen
lawmakers to Maui for a week by donating to a nonprofit group, the Pacific Policy Research Foundation . The foundation books a hotel and
arranges a few speakers each morning to discuss the budget, recent elections or other public policy issues, then frees legislators each afternoon
to snorkel, swim, shop, golf or schmooze with the many lobbyists who also attend.
Sen. Jeff Denham (R-Salinas) attended last year, and PG&E and the Pechanga Bind of Luiseno Indians picked up $300 in golf course fees for
him.
Open a mountain getaway
Nunez reported a gift that he valued at $360 from Los Angeles businessman Eli Broad for "use of apartment" in May 2006. He also disclosed
the November 2004 use of a cabin in the Lake Arrowhead area, a visit he valued at $300. The property, he reported , belonged D Larry Flores.
Flores is president of El Tapatio Markets.
Nunez disclosed those gifts on his annual statement of economic interests. But politicians who stay at a home - or condo or cabin -- while the
owner is present do not have to report such sojourns. State law considers these visits "hospitality" and exempts them from disclosure.
Put up a billboard
Last year, after the Legislature passed a Nunez bill that freed telephone conl)anies to compete with cable companies by offering pay television
service, AT&T helped pay for full-page newspaper ads praising the speaker for his "leadership and vision."
Perata has solicited $530,000 this year from developers, construction unions and other interests for a nonprofit entity called the Rebuilding
California Foundation. The purpose of the foundation? To inform the public about the new roads, levees and other works funded by the $43
billion in infrastructure bonds voter passed in November 2006. So far, the foundation's activities have included paying for billboards around the
state that thank Schwarzenegger and local senators for their efforts in crafting the bonds.
Hire him
Unlike Los Angeles City Council members, state lawmakers are not forbidden to take second jobs. They simply must disclose the income.
l11rough most of 2005, then-Sen. Kevin Murray (D-Los Angeles) worked on a bill to allow the state to build and operate concert halls and sports
stadiums and sell naming rights and luxury boxes. In late 2005 and early 2006, he was paid $40,000 as a consultant to Anschutz Entertainment
Group , owner of Staples Center and a supporter of the bill (which was ultimately unsuccessful). Murray said his work for AEG had nothing to
do with the bill.
Give to his faction
The eight members of California's Legislative Black Caucus and the 26 members of the Latino Legislative Caucus have reason to feel grateful
toward a long list of business interests, including AT&T, Sempra Energy, Kaiser Permanente, Pfizer and Washington Mutual. The businesses
donated to both of the separate nonprofits that the black and Latino caucuses created. Their tax-deductible donations help pay for policy retreats,
conferences and Capitol student internships.
Corporate executives sit on boards that advise these nonprofits, giving them the opportunity to work hand-in-hand with lawmakers, and their
corporate logos appear on the nonprofits' websites.
nancy .voge l@latimes. com
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Survey questions doctors on ethics
Nearly half fall short of standard
By Tom Kisken
InsideVC.com

Nearly one of two doctors in a national survey said they didn't turn in a colleague who was clearly
incompetent, made a serious medical mistake or was somehow impaired. The survey, published this month in
the Annals of Internal Medicine journal, suggests physicians often fall short of their own ethical standards in
dealing with unnecessary medical tests, financial conflicts of interest and peers who might be endangering
patients.
About 96 percent of the 1,662 doctors surveyed in 2003 and 2004 agreed t
who are clearly impaired or incompetent. But about 45 percent indicated t
three years where they hadn't turned in colleagues.

ould report other doctors
en in situations in the past

About 46 percent of the doctors said they didn't report serious medi
clinics or medical groups.
"It's not surprising . It's unfortunately not surprising," said Julie
elo Fellmeth, administrative director of
the Center for Public Interest Law at the University of San Diego. he published survey didn't define what it
meant to be impaired, but Fellmeth worries most about doctors ignoring signs that a colleague is abusing
alcohol or drugs .
"Impaired people are often in denial about their condition and their ability to control it," she said. "Even one
moment of impairment can mean irreparable harm to patients."
Fellmeth, who monitors healthcare regulation in California, said she believes doctors tend to protect one
another because of empathy and fear of repercussions .
State law shields doctors who report peers to the state medical board from civil penalties, but there can be
other consequences.
A co-author of the report based on the survey said researchers were flooded with e-mails from doctors who
said their careers were ruined because they reported other doctors' violations .
"They were ostracized by their peers. They were forced out of their practices . Their lives were awful," said Dr.
David Blumenthal, director of the Institute for Public Policy at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston. "We
need to make it safe for physicians to be honest about what they observe."
Some doctors argue the survey reveals little more than a tendency to try to help peers in trouble rather than
report them to authorities .
"Say you thought someone was impaired, and you weren't totally correct," said Dr. Robert Lum, a radiation
oncologist from Oxnard and the outgoing president of the Ventura County Medical Association. "You're talking
about destroying someone's career. It's not something you do lightly."
Lum said he doesn't believe the implication that many doctors wouldn't report colleagues who were
endangering lives.
"If I saw someone who was drunk before surgery, I would turn him in. Obviously, that's not right," he said,
suggesting the harder calls involve gray areas, such as an on-call doctor summoned to the hospital after
having a drink at a party. "I would say, If you're going in, are you OK?"'
'A code of silence'
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Of the 7,259 complaints made last fiscal year to the California agency that regulates doctors, about 327 came
directly from doctors and professional groups. About 241 reports to the Medical Board of California came from
miscellaneous or anonymous sources.
Doctors say more reports are made to hospitals, clinics or medical societies.
A spokesman for the Federation of State Medical Boards said about two-thirds of the states have so-called
"snitch laws" compelling doctors to report possible violations. California doesn't have such a statute.
If a law brought penalties against doctors who fail to report peers, it could make a difference, said Tina
Minasian, a patient advocate from Sacramento who has unsuccessfully urged the state medical board to
sponsor such legislation.
"There's definitely a code of silence," said Minasian, a patient who lost a lawsuit against a plastic surgeon she
believes was impaired by alcohol in a case that is still before the medical board. "Doctors are one of the top
income earners in America . For another doctor to report a doctor, you've just blackballed him from the
industry."
Actions don't meet standard
Fellmeth and others, however, aren't convinced a snitch law would help, because it's almost impossible to
enforce. Many of the states that have such laws don't back them up with sanctions against doctors who don't
report violations.
Dr. Ronald C. Thurston argued the survey's most important finding has been camouflaged. If 45 percent of
doctors say they haven't reported colleagues at least once, that means 55 percent report all instances when
they believe other doctors are impaired or incompetent.
"I think that's a pretty high percentage," said the Ventura psychiatrist and incoming president of the county
medical association, suggesting other professions would have difficulty matching that number.
The authors say the survey shows doctors hold themselves to high standards.
About 93 percent of those surveyed said a patient's inability to pay shouldn't affect healthcare, and even more
said the patient's interests trump a doctor's financial interests.
Their actions didn't always meet the standard. About 69 percent of doctors said they were accepting uninsured
patients who can't pay. About 36 percent said they would order an unnecessary MRI to mollify a patient who
insisted the test be done.
'Those are stunning findings'
About 24 percent said they would refer patients to facilities in which they were part owners without disclosing
their financial interest. About 11 percent said they had revealed confidential information about patients.
Only 1 percent said they had lied to patients' family members, and 3 percent said they had withheld
information.
"My bottom line isn't a simple conclusion that doctors are bad and need to behave better, " said survey author
Blumenthal, a primary care doctor, noting the study shows the healthcare system makes it hard for physicians
to reach their ethical standards .
He called for better training and for systems at hospitals and clinics that emphasize peer review, making it
easy and safe for violations to be reported. He said the doctors who might be most prone to falling short of
ethical standards are those isolated in solo practices with no access to peer review.
Eric Campbell, another of the survey's authors, said many of the same things but then returned to the finding
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that 45 percent of doctors hadn't reported colleagues.
"I think those are stunn ing findings given all the efforts we have put into patient safety," he said.
Visit http ://www .VenturaCountyStar.com for more local news .
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Bee Exclusive: Misdeeds slipped by
examiners
Past chiropractic boards were often too passive in
oversight, critics say
By John Hill - jhill@sacbee.com
Published 12:00 am PST Monday, December 3, 2007
Second in a series. For the previous story click here.
The new chairman of the state Board of Chiropractic Examiners lashed out recently at past
oversight of the profession, criticizing officials for overpolicing the state's 15,000
chiropractors with "almost ritualistic sadism."
Since taking the helm of the oversight board in March, Richard Tyler has led other appointees
of Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger in easing up on discipline and remaking a staff they
considered too harsh.
But a Bee investigation found that over the past decade previous boards often failed to
consistently protect the public from chiropractors' misdeeds - the board's primary job.
Since 1923, the board has been charged with ensuring that chiropractors do not break the
law or violate state regulations.
While the board took away the licenses of 219 chiropractors from 1998 to 2006, and put
another 185 on probation, The Bee found it missed or disregarded allegations of questionable
activity.

It failed to investigate when civil lawsuits accused chiropractors of sexually abusing patients,
for instance, or alleged that they had committed fraud or neglected to recognize that patients
had ailments - such as cancer - outside the legal purview of the chiropractic profession.
That's partly because, instead of looking for potential rogue chiropractors - who often can be
identified through an Internet search or review of court indexes - the board waited for
complaints to come to it.
"The (chiropractic) board winds up being the last one to ever hear about this stuff," said
chiropractor Ron Hayes, a board member until 2006 .
By contrast, the California Medical Board receives reports from a wider array of sources, such
as HMOs and hospitals, when they fire medical doctors or suspend their privileges, said Julie
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D'Angelo Fellmeth, administrative director at the Center for Public Interest Law at the
University of San Diego, which monitors licensing boards.
Chiropractors tend to work alone, without such extensive oversight. But Fellmeth said the
licensing board could make up for that by exercising its legal authority to be more
aggressive.
"Clearly, the Legislature wants these regulatory boards to find out about malpractice
settlements, judgments and arbitration awards," she said.
Even when past chiropractic boards did learn of civil complaints about serious misconduct or
negligence, they sometimes dismissed them without ever contacting the patients or their
attorneys - typically the board's first step in investigating an allegation .
As far back as 1999, legislators raised concerns about the board's passive approach to
oversight. At a hearing that year on the board's future, former state Sen. Liz Figueroa, DFremont, summed up her perspective: "You're waiting for the problems to occur."

A reporting system with gaping holes
The board is supposed to be notified by courts of all criminal cases against chiropractors and
of civil settlements that exceed $3,000 . But there's a giant loophole: Sexual improprieties
and fraud, two major categories of formal complaints against chiropractors, are not
considered malpractice and don't have to be reported to the board.
That leaves reporting up to other chiropractors or patients themselves. And relying on
patients to turn in their chiropractors can easily fall short of full public protection.
Patients may not be aware that simply filing a suit does not automatically draw the board's
attention. Those who do not sue may not know where to turn.
Sacramento resident David Carey said he intended to complain to whoever licensed the
chiropractor who he said misdiagnosed his kidney ailment as a slipped disc in 2002.
"I looked for a way to report it," said Carey, who ended up with a kidney transplant. "I
checked around and couldn't find who these people were."
The Bee evaluated the thoroughness of the board's approach by searching civil court indexes
in some of California's largest counties for cases with chiropractors as defendants.
The newspaper also created a database of disciplinary cases since 2002 to analyze trends,
reviewed legislative hearings on the board's performance, searched the Internet for
chiropractors advertising banned techniques and reviewed a national database of malpractice
claims against health professionals.
The resulting analysis showed that board disciplinary efforts rely heavily on criminal
convictions - about 60 percent of its actions since 2002 were taken in cases where a
chiropractor had been convicted of a crime. The other 40 percent stem from complaints from
consumers, insurers and others.
Criminal cases are relatively simple for the board to pursue because the facts have been
proven in court, and to a higher standard than the board needs to make an administrative
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case . Yet, the review of board disciplinary records found those cases sometimes involve
behavior such as DUis or spousal abuse that do not directly involve patients.
Civil cases often deal with matters at the heart of patient care, such as not recognizing a
serious illness. But The Bee found they are less likely to spur board investigations because
they often end in confidential out-of-court settlements, with chiropractors admitting no
wrongdoing.
And even though insurers must report malpractice payments that exceed $3,000 to the
board, there is no penalty for failing to do so.
Cases involving fraud and sexual improprieties are even harder to track because they are not
technically malpractice. That results in a system where minor mistakes may trigger reporting
while serious allegations may not.
As a result of its approach, the licensing board sometimes missed cases that were quite
public, The Bee found. One case that apparently was overlooked involved Los Angeles
chiropractor David Neff.
Neff settled out of court with 21st Century Insurance in 2000 after the insurer accused him of
overbilling, billing for treatments not done and submitting fraudulent medical reports.
The insurer agreed to forego collecting a $1 million judgment if Neff turned over information
about the lawsuit's main targets.
In court depositions, Neff admitted that he paid kickbacks to men who referred patients and
that a non-chiropractor owned the clinic, both violations of state law. Neff could not be
reached for comment. His license remains active and indicates no past discipline.
The board's executive director, Brian Stiger, said the board was never notified of the civil
settlement and had no record of it.
But the case against Neff was hardly a secret: When 21st Century sued him, the story ran in
the Los Angeles Times and the Los Angeles Daily News.

Going beyond back pain treatments
Policing chiropractors in California sets the tone for the nation because one in five U.S.
chiropractors practices here. Many portray themselves as more than just back pain doctors,
claiming that spinal manipulation can help the body heal from myriad illnesses.
A 2005 legislative staff report on the chiropractic board stated that "chiropractors are
frequently the first doctor visited by some patients and thus may be the first line of defense
and care."
Yet in lawsuits against Sacramento chiropractor Ralph Golberg, patients alleged he failed to
provide that first line of defense.
Golberg was sued by at least five patients in four lawsuits over two decades. The suits
included allegations that, if proven, would have met the board's criteria for discipline,
perhaps even license revocation. Yet Stiger told The Bee that in three of the cases, the board
never was notified. In the fourth, the board dismissed the case for insufficient evidence.
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Golberg told The Bee that all four lawsuits were nuisances that he settled to avoid the cost
and annoyance. "Every single case you mentioned, there wasn't any wrongdoing on my
part," he said.
In the first suit in 1989, Martin Romero alleged that Golberg failed to recognize X-ray
evidence of a bone tumor in his arm. Romero told The Bee that when the diagnosis
subsequently was made by a medical doctor, he was given three to five months to live, and
considers himself lucky to have survived after chemotherapy and loss of three-quarters of his
arm bone.
Four years later, a female patient alleged Golberg touched her inappropriately and made
lurid comments, such as asking her about oral sex with her boyfriend. After Golberg heard
she had mentioned the incidents to his office workers, the woman alleged, he got angry and
fractured her rib during a treatment .
Another woman alleged that Golberg's negligent treatment caused Bell's palsy, a neurological
disorder. Two more women sued Golberg for alleged sexual misconduct, including touching
their breasts and buttocks, lying on top of them and rubbing his genitals against them .
All four lawsuits ended in out-of-court settlements; the Bell's palsy settlement was $27,500,
according to the plaintiff's attorney. The board looked into that case, but closed it for
insufficient evidence . The detai Is of the other settlements are confidential, and Stiger said
the board never investigated them because it received no notification.
Golberg moved to Utah and, with no blemishes on his California record, was able to get a
license there in 2002. He retired two years later.

Inattention to sex misconduct claims?
Sexual misconduct has been a chronic problem in the chiropractic profession. According to a
2004 study in the Journal of Manipulative and Physiological Therapeutics, sexual
improprieties represented a far bigger share of disciplinary cases for California chiropractors
than for medical doctors.
In response to legislative reviews, the board reported in 2005 that it was using red-colored
files to flag sex cases for priority attention.
Yet the sexual allegations of a Riverside County woman against chiropractor Juan Carlos
Vazquez do not appear to have made it into a red folder.
The woman was working as a janitor in Monrovia when she injured her lower back lifting a
heavy box of trash. She could barely get out of bed the next morning, and went to Vazquez's
Riverside office.
According to her lawsuit, Vazquez regularly touched her in a sexual manner, while he and his
wife tried to coerce her to have sex by threatening her family and telling her they controlled
her workers' compensation claim. Juan and Molly Vazquez told the woman that they were
members of a religion that allowed them to have sex with her, according to the complaint.
Scott Dinsmore, the woman's attorney, said she was so distraught during the trial that she
overdosed on antidepressants, resulting in a mistrial. She wouldn't leave the house for fear
of being followed by Vazquez, Dinsmore said.
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A medical report in her workers' compensation case found that, although the woman had
reported no history of mental illness, she ended up suffering from major depression and
anxiety disorder "100 percent related to .. . the sexual harassment by Dr. and Mrs. Vazquez."
The Vazquezes denied the charges. "Dr. Vazquez asserts that his chiropractic treatment of
(the woman) did not constitute sexual assault or harassment," according to a court filing.
The couple settled out of court. The terms were confidential.
What happened next is a matter of debate . Stiger said no one ever told the board about the
case, and so it never investigated. Dinsmore, the woman's attorney, said the woman did file
a complaint, but the board never contacted him or asked his client for more information.
But Vazquez and his attorney, Roger Calton, said the board did investigate. "It was
determined that there was no merit to the complaint," Calton said. Vazquez never was
disciplined and still practices.
There is no disagreement about the board's involvement in a sexual assault case against
Moorpark chiropractor Robert Willinsky. All parties agree the board never looked into it.
Willinsky was sued in 2001 by a woman who hurt her back and knee while picking
strawberries at a Ventura County farm.
According to the woman 's lawsuit, under the guise of chiropractic treatment Willinsky had her
sit on his lap and rubbed her inner thighs and genitalia . Willinsky suddenly pulled down her
pants and underpants without her permission, the complaint alleged .
Willinsky told The Bee that the charges were fabricated. "It was one of these cases that was
more like a nuisance case," said Willinsky. "My attorney advised me to (settle) rather than go
through . .. a court trial."
The woman who sued Willinsky could not be reached for comment. Her attorney, Alan
Templeman, said he advised her to settle "mainly because Ventura County is not kind to
farmworkers who can't speak English. "
But, he added, "they should have investigated Willinsky."
After the case settled in 2002, Willinsky kept his license active for four more years before
letting it lapse due to poor health.

Few details on settlements
The board does get regular reports of chiropractors who had to pay out multiple malpractice
claims, including some big settlements - a pattern that could warrant investigation . The
reports come from a data bank run by the federal government that tracks claims paid by all
health care practitioners .
Because the names of the chiropractors in the National Data Bank are considered
confidential, however, the public can't tell what, if anything, the board did to discipline these
practitioners .
The data bank shows one unnamed California chiropractor, for example, paid out four civil
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settlements between 1991 and 2004, including one for about $185,000 in 1993 for a claim it
does not identify. The most recent settlement he or she paid - of between $2,000 and
$3,000 - was for causing a minor permanent injury by using an improper technique.
Another California chiropractor settled four suits between 1991 and 2003 for as much as
$150,000, three of them for an improper technique.
In addition, information in the database suggests another problem: One way for
chiropractors to avoid board discipline is to settle for less than the $3,000 amount that
requires insurers to report directly to the board . The data bank shows that 21 percent of 833
malpractice settlements against California chiropractors in the past 17 years fell between
$2,000 and $3,000 - by far the most common payment range.
Other boards that regulate health care professionals, in California and elsewhere, do make
public some malpractice information they get from the data bank and from insurers.
Beginning in 2003, for instance, the California Medical Board started publicly posting
malpractice claims of more than $30,000. In low-risk specialties such as dermatology,
posting occurs if a doctor has had three claims in a decade. For higher-risk specialties, such
as neurological surgery or obstetrics, the threshold is four claims.
In 2005, the chiropractic board told legislators it didn't believe it had the capability or staff to
publicize malpractice claims, but would look into what such a move would require. Two years
later, that information still is not publicized .

Case too easily dispatched?
Even when the board received notification of a case settlement, it did not always do a
thorough follow-through, The Bee's investigation found.
The board was notified by an insurance company in the case of chiropractor Mark
Warden burg of Orange County, for example, but it dismissed the case without ever talking to
the plaintiff or his attorney. Wardenburg did not respond to multiple telephone calls from The
Bee seeking comment .
The plaintiff, Charles Wilson, is a paraplegic who claimed in his lawsuit that Wardenburg tore
his rotator cuff and fractured his shou Ider during treatment. The injury was particularly
devastating to Wilson, who relied heavily on his arms because of paralysis caused by a 1982
spine surgery.
The chiropractic injury allegedly happened during a controversial procedure in which Wilson
was put under with anesthesia to allow Wardenburg to make shoulder adjustments that
might otherwise have been too painful.
The procedure, known as manipulation under anesthesia or MUA, remains legally murky. In
2005, prosecutors in San Joaquin County charged chiropractors who performed MUAs with
illegally practicing medicine, while the current state board has attempted to endorse it.
Wilson's attorney alleged that Warden burg never told Wilson of the procedure's dangers, and
covered his tracks afterward by fabricating a document showing Wilson had been warned.
Wardenburg denied the charges but settled out of court for $75,000 .
The state board was notified of that settlement in April 2005 by a malpractice insurer, NCMIC
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Insurance Co. It closed the case almost a year later, finding that while the complaint had
merit, it did not warrant discipline.
But during that year, Wilson's attorney said the board never contacted him or his client.
"We did not hear from them," attorney Wayne Hunkins said in an e-mail. "We would have
given them an earful."
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Confidential Programs Let Addicted Doctors Work
By Marcus Wohlsen
Associated Press

AN FRANCISCO - Thousands
S
of doctors hooked on drugs and
alcohol continue to practice medi-

cine while receiving treatment for
substance abuse, yet most patients
never know about their physicians'
addictions.
This is because of confidential
"physician health programs" in nearly
every state that allow doctors to keep
diagnosing, prescribing and performing surgery as long as they stick with
an approved rehabilitation regimen.
Despite some unsettling cases,
these arrangements have largely
·ped public scrutiny until this
.,mer, when California's medical
board outraged physicians across the
country by abolishing its 27-year-old
program allowing doctors to get help
without telling their patients.
A review concluded that the staterun program failed to protect patients
- or help addicted doctors get better.
But the medical community fiercely
defends confidential treatment, saying it keeps patients safer.
The emotional debate has revealed
bitter differences over how much patients have a right to know, and touches on the unease many Americans feel
about defining addiction as a medical
instead of a moral problem.
"Patients have no way to protect
themselves from these doctors," said
Julie Fellmeth, who heads the U:niw;.
sity of San Die1m's Center for Public
Interest Law and led the opposition
to California's so-called diversion
program.
Nationwide, 5,000 physicians are

enrolled in physician health programs, Fantozzi, said that, behind the scenes,
according to the results of an upcom- regulators nationwide share his aming study obtained by The Associated bivalence toward such programs.
Press.
"To hide something from consumBut the real number likely is much ers, something so blatant .. . it's unhigher, because not all states with pro- conscionable today," Fantozzi said.
grams participated in the survey, said
Between 10 percent and 15 percent
Greg Skipper, head of Alabama's phy- of physicians nationwide will have
sician health program and a principal a substance abuse problem at some
investigator on the not-yet-published point in their lives, a rate similar to
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation that of the general population, accordstudy. Skipper said that between 7,500 ing to widespread estimates.
and 8,000 doctors likely are in treatOpponents of such programs are unment - 1 percent of all physicians able to cite any documented cases in
practicing in the U.S.
which doctors who were confidentially
Most addiction specialists favor al- undergoing treatment botched oplowing doctors to continue practicing erations while drunk or high. But they
while in confidential treatment, as say the very secrecy of the programs
does the American Medical Associa- · makes assessing the risks difficult.
tion.
Nevertheless, some doctors have
Supporters of such programs been accused of harming patients
say that cases in which patients are while they were in treatment.
harmed by doctors in treatment are
extremely rare and would pale next
n Montana, a patient accused a docto the havoc that could result if physitor enrolled in the state's treatment
cians had no such option.
program of not following up on her
"If you don't have confidential par- abnormal test results, delaying her
ticipation, you don't get people into the' cancer diagnosis by a year. Montana
program," said Sandra Bressler, the revoked Robert Schure's license last
California Med' Association's se- year after he flunked out of treatment
nior director
I board affairs. six times since 1994, according to
"And if the
e, you're not go- board documents. The patient's suit
ing to k
em, anyway."
was settled for an undisclosed sum.
Ca ·
ogram ends June 30. · A North Carolina surgeon enrolled
If
ve program is adopted, in the state's program for alcoholism
could revert to the zero- charged patients for one type of gase policy in place before 1980, tric bypass, then performed a shortcut
doctors who were found by the procedure that led to serious complimedical board to have drug or alcohol cations, including stomach ulcers and
problems were immediately stripped vomiting, according to patients and a
of their licenses.
medical board investigation .
No other state has followed
It wasn't until Steven Olchowski lost
California's lead. But the president of his license in 2005, years after many
California's medical board, Richard of the incidents occurred, that his par-

I

ticipation in North Carolina's program
became publicly known.
Opponents of California's program
have focused on the case of Brian
West, a Long Beach plastic surgeon
who has been accused of negligence
by the state medical board and is
fighting to keep his license.
In 1999, West performed a double
mastectomy and breast reconstruction surgery on Becky Anderson.
The procedure left her with gaping,
infected wounds that wouldn't close
and, ultimately, a grotesque lump the
size of a melon caused by organs spilling through an unhealed hole in her
abdomen.
Weeks before performing his final,
futile procedure on her, West was arrested for a drunken-driving accident.
After his conviction, West entered
the diversion program for alcoholism.
A year later, he performed a tummy
tuck on a 37-year-old woman that also
healed poorly.
West flunked out of the treatment
program after investigators uncovered a pattern of relapses, binge
drinking and doctored urine tests that
"demonstrate that he is a physician
who has been long and chronically
impaired by alcohol," according to a
2005 medical board complaint.
West's supporters say he has been
made a scapegoat, asserting that he is
not to blame for his patients' complications and that the severity of his drinking problem has been exaggerated by
investigators.
"I have no information from any of
my investigations that Dr. West has
ever cared for patients while under the
influence of alcohol," said his attorney,
Dominique Pollara.
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Programs Let Addicted Docs Practice
By MARCUS WOHLSEN
The Associated Press
Tuesday, December 18, 2007; 2:00 PM

SAN FRANCISCO -- Troubling cases in which doctors were accused of botching
operations while undergoing treatment for drugs or alcohol have led to criticism of
rehab programs that allow thousands of U.S . physicians to keep their addictions
hidden from their patients.
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Nearly all states have confidential rehab programs that let doctors continue
practicing as long as they stick with the treatment regimen. Nationwide, as many as
8,000 doctors may be in such programs, by one estimate.
These arrangements largely escaped public scrutiny until last summer, when
California's medical board outraged physicians across the country by abolishing its
27-year-old program. A review concluded that the system faile o protect patients
or help addicted doctors get better.
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gctti ng one?

Opponents of such programs say the medical establis
treatment to protect dangerous physicians.
"Patients have no way to protect themselves from me:se,il(]octors," said Julie ·
Fellmeth who heads the niversit of San Die o' enter for Public Interest Law
and led the opposition to California's so-called diversion program.
Most addiction specialists favor allowing doctors to continue practicing while in
confidential treatment, as does the American Medical Associatign.
Supporters of such programs say that cases in which patients are lfarmed by doctors
in treatment are extremely rare, and would pale next to the havoc that could result if
physicians had no such option.
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"If you don't have confidential participation, you don't get people into the program,"
said Sandra Bressler, the California Medical Association's senior director for medical board affairs.
California's program ends June 30. If no alternative program is adopted, the rules could revert back to the zerotolerance policy in place before 1_980, when doctors who were found by the medical board to have drug or
alcohol problems were immediately stripped of their licenses.
No other state has followed California's lead. But the president of California's medical board, Dr. Richard
Fantozzi, said that behind the scenes, regulators nationwide share his ambivalence toward such programs.
"To hide something from consumers, something so blatant ... it's unconscionable today," Fantozzi said.
Between 10 percent and 15 percent of physicians nationwide will have a substance abuse problem at some point
in their lives, a rate similar to that of the general population, according to widespread estimates. An estimated
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7,500 to 8,000 practicing doctors are probably in confidential treatment, or about 1 percent of all physicians
practicing in the U.S., said Dr. Greg Skipper, head of Alabama's program and a leader of an upcoming study on
the issue.
Opponents of such programs are unable to cite any documented cases in which doctors who were confidentially
undergoing treatment botched operations while drunk or high. But they say the very secrecy of the programs
makes it hard to assess the risks.
Nevertheless, some doctors have been accused of harming patients while they were in treatment.
In Montana, a patient accused a doctor enrolled in the state's treatment program of not following up on her
abnormal test results, delaying her cancer diagnosis by more than a year. Montana revoked Dr. Robert Schure's
license last year after he flunked out of treatment six times since 1994, according to board documents . The
·
patient's suit was settled for an undisclosed sum.
A North Carolina surgeon enrolled in the state's program for alcoholism charged patients for one type of gastric
bypass and then performed a shortcut procedure that led to serious complications, including stomach ulcers anq
vomiting, according to patients and a medical board investigation.
It wasn't until Dr. Steven Olchowski lost his license in 2005, years after many of the incidents occurred, that his

participation in North Carolina's program became publicly known.
Opponents of California's program have focused on the case of Dr. Brian West, a Long Beach plastic surgeon
who has been accused of negligence by the state medical board and is fighting to keep his license.
In 1999, West performed a double mastectomy and breast reconstruction surgery on Becky Anderson. The
procedure left her with gaping, infected wounds that wouldn't close and, ultimately, a grotesque lump the size of
·
a melon caused by organs spilling through an unhealed hole in her abdomen.
Weeks before performing his final, futile procedure on her, West was arrested for a drunken-driving,accident.
After his conviction, West entered the diversion program for alt oholism. A year later he performed a tummy
,.
tuck on a 37-year-old woman that also healed poorly.
West ultimately flunked out of the treatment program after investigators uncovered a pattern ofrelapses, binge
drinking and doctored urine tests that "demonstrate that he is a physician who has been long and chronically
impaired by alcohol," according to a 2005 medical board complaint.
West's supporters say he has been made a scapegoat, asserting that he is not to blame for his patients'
complications and that the severity of his drinking problem has been exaggerated by investigators. "I have no
information from any of my investigations that Dr. West has ever cared for patients while under the influence of
alcohol," said his attorney, Dominique Pollara.
West admitted no fault in settling Anderson's malpractice lawsuit for $250,000, Pollara said. The tummy-tuck
patient lost her malpractice case.
Without the assurance of confidentiality, some say, addicted doctors will go underground and continue to
practice without getting any treatment at all.
Jim Conway, a Venice, Calif., drug and alcohol counselor, said that before confidential treatment programs,
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doctors would do whatever they could to hide their addiction for fear they would lose their licenses.
At a Pomona hospital where Conway worked, an alcoholic obstetrician came to work and delivered a baby
while "dead drunk," he said. In the process, the doctor severed the newborn's spine.
"And that's how it will be if they just do a punitive approach," Conway said.
Dr. Jason Giles, a Malibu physician, completed California's program in 2004 after five years in treatment for
alcoholism and addiction to prescription drugs.
"I was never intoxicated taking care of patients. It didn't get to that_ but would have if I didn't avail myself of
that rope dropped from the helicopter," he said.
His experience in rehab was so transformative, he said, that he quit practicing anesthesiology and opened the
drug treatment center he now runs.
Giles said allowing physicians to continue to practice while in rehabilitation is crucial to the success of the
treatment.
· "Working actually helps them get better," he said.
© 2007 The Associated Press
Ads by Google
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) --Troub ling cases in which doctors were accused of botching operatio
thousan ds of U.S.
undergoing treatme nt for drugs or alcohol have led to criticism of rehab program s that allow
physicians to keep their addictions hidden from their patients .
long as they stick
Nearly all states have confidential rehab programs that let doctors continue practicing as
s, by one estimate.
with the treatme nt regimen. Nationwide, as many as 8,000 doctors may be in such program
medical board
These arrange ments largely escaped public scrutiny until last summer, when California's
luded that the
outraged physicians across the country by abolishing its 27-year-old program . A revi
system failed to protect patients or help addicted doctors get better.
Opponents of such programs say the medical establis hment uses confidential treatme nt to
physicians.
heads the University,
"Patients have no way to protect themselves from these doctors," said Julie Fellmeth, who
d diversion
of San Diego's Center for Public Interest Law and led the opposition to California's so-calle
program.
tial treatme nt,
Most addiction specialists favor allowing doctors to continue practicing while in confiden
does the American Medical Association.

as

nt are
Supporters of such programs say that cases in which patients are harmed by doctors in treatme
option.
extremely rare, and would pale next to the havoc that could result if physicians had no such
Sandra Bressler, the
"If you don't have confidential participation, you don't get people into the program," said
California Medical Association's senior dfrector for medical board affairs.
revert back to the
California's program ends June 30. If no alternative program is adopted, the rules could
board to have drug or
zero-tolerance policy in place before 1980, when doctors who were found by the medical
alcohol problems were immediately stripped of their licenses .
Dr. Richard
No other state has followed California's lead. But the presiden t of California's medical board,
such programs.
Fantozzi, said that behind the scenes, regulators nationwide share his ambivalence toward
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"To hide something from consumers, something so blatant ... it's unconscionable today," Fantozzi said.
Between 10 percent and 15 percent of physicians nationwide will have a substance abuse problem at some
point in their lives, a rate similar to that of the general population, according to widespread estimates. An
estimated 7,500 to 8,000 practicing doctors are probably in confidential treatment, or about 1 percent of all
physicians practicing in the U.S., said Dr. Greg Skipper, head of Alabama's program and a leader of an
upcoming study on the issue.
Opponents of such programs are unable to cite any documented cases in which doctors who were
confidentially undergoing treatment botched operations while drunk or high. But they say the very secrecy of
the programs makes it hard to assess the risks.
Nevertheless, some doctors have been accused of harming patients while they were in treatment.
In Montana, a patient accused a doctor enrolled in the state's treatment program of not following up on her
abnormal test results, delaying her cancer diagnosis by more than a year. Montana revoked Dr. Robert
Schure's license last year after he flunked out of treatment six times since 1994, according to board documents.
The patient's suit was settled for an undisclosed sum.
A North Carolina surgeon enrolled in the state's program for alcoholism charged patients for one type of
gastric bypass and then performed a shortcut procedure that led to serious complications, including stomach
ulcers and vomiting, according to patients and a medical board investigation.
It wasn't until Dr. Steven Olchowski lost his license in 2005, years after many of the incidents occurred,-that
his participation in North Carolina's program became publicly known.

Opponents of California's program have focused on the case of Dr. Brian West, a Long Beach plastic surgeon
who has been accused of negligence by the state medical board i nd is fighting to keep his license.
In 1999, West performed a double mastectomy and breast reconstruction surgery on Becky Anderson. The
procedure left her with gaping, infected wounds that wouldn't close and, ultimately, a grotesque lump the size
of a melon caused by organs spilling through an unhealed hole in her abdomen.
Weeks before performing his final, futile procedure on her, West was arrested for a drunken-driving accident.
After his conviction, West entered the diversion program for alcoholism. A year later he performed a tummy
tuck on a 37-year-old woman that also healed poorly.

(

West ultimately flunked out of the treatment program after investigators uncovered a pattern of relapses,
binge drinking and doctored urine tests that "demonstrate that he is a physician who has been long and
chronically impaired by alcohol," according to a 2005 medical board complaint.
West's supporters say he has been made a scapegoat, asserting that he is not to blame for his patients'
75
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complications and that the severity of his drinking problem has been exaggerated by investigators. "I have no
information from any of my investigations that Dr. West has ever cared for patients while under the influence
of alcohol," said his attorney, Dominique Pollara.
West admitted no fault in settling Anderson's malpractice lawsuit for
patient lost her malpractice case.

$250,000,

Pollara said. The tummy-tuck

Without the assurance of confidentiality, some say, addicted doctors will go underground and continue to
practice without getting any treatment at all.
Jim Conway, a Venice, Calif., drug and alcohol counselor, said that before confidential treatment programs,
doctors would do whatever they could to hide their addiction for fear they would lose their licenses.
At a Pomona hospital where Conway worked, an alcoholic obstetrician came to work and delivered a baby
while "dead drunk," he said. In the process, the doctor severed the newborn's spine.
"And that's how it will be if they just do a punitive approach," Conway said.
Dr. Jason Giles, a Malibu physician, completed California's program in 2004 after five years in treatment for
alcoholism and addiction to prescription drugs.
"I was never intoxicated taking care of patients. It didn't get to that -- but would have if I didn't avail myself of
that rope dropped from the helicopter," he said.
His experience in rehab was so transformative, he said, that he quit practicing anesthesiology and opened the
drug treatment center he now runs.
Giles said allowing physicians to continue to practice while in rehabilitation is crucial to the success of the
treatment.
"Working actually helps them get better," he said.
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Assessing San Diego's Hope
By ROB DAVIS Voice Staff Writer
Friday, Dec. 28, 2007 I Taken together, the region's numerous environmental challenges can
seem overwhelming. The world is getting warmer. Massive fires have scorched the region's native
vegetation twice in the past four years. The air is cleaner than it once was, but each rainfall closes
the region's beaches and sends millions of gallons of sewage coursing into the Pacific Ocean near the
U.S.-Mexico border.
We posed this simple question to the region's researchers, politicians, activists and educators: Are
we toast? And we took it a bit further: Despite the challenges, is there any reason for hope? Can
have an understanding of the region's environmental issues and still be an optimist?
The responses were generally optimistic, though few were full of Pollyanna-like vim. Whil
outlook was mixed, one common thread wove through many of the responses. For the r
to be truly optimistic, they said the region needed one thing: Leadership.
Here's what they had to say:
Scott Anders, director, Energy Policy Initiatives Center, !Jniversity of San Diego: "There are some
days when I look at our industrial society and the momentum and inertia we have and the amount
of money invested in the current system, and I get very discouraged. But then I hear about projects
or technologies up and coming and I think there really is the possibility to make a difference. I try
hard when I'm talking to people not to be gloomy. But I don't think it's fair if you say everything's
going to be fine. If you just say we need more wind turbines and solar, everything will be fine -that's naive. [Climate change] could be the biggest challenge in human history. The worst is yet to
come. I hate to say it."
Bruce Reznik, executive director, San Diego Coastkeeper: "We've actually made tremendous
strides ... stopping the bleeding. We deserve credit for that, Coastkeeper and the entire community.
That's the most urgent. We've shown that when we put our mind to it, we can accomplish a lot in a
short time. We need to take that to the second and third phases, restoring the damage done and
addressing the root causes."
Rick Van Schoik, director, North American Center for Transborder Studies, Arizona State
University and a former San Diego State professor: "It is bloody dismal. But business is seriously
changing. Religion has finally got it. These kids I teach, they see the big picture. I come away at the
end of the semester thinking thank goodness I influenced 100 kids, so they not only have it as a tool,
they have it as an affect. It's part of their ethos. I can come away optimistic on the whole. But San
Diego, Tijuana, boy. (He sighs.) You also need some leadership."
Oscar Romo, coastal training program coordinator, Tijuana National Estuarine Research Reserve:
"In my everyday experience, I've found people willing to do something, but also a lot of ignorance
among decision-makers. They're not educated about environmental issues. It's easy for politicians to
just point a finger -- to industry, a group of people, those invisible producers of pollution. There's a
lot of rhetoric and finger pointing, but very little on developing policies. I still believe they can be
educated, and that eventually funding to solve the problems will be found somewhere."
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Donna Frye, San Diego City Council: "The fact that we're at least looking at a pilot program to
increase our water supply locally (with sewage recycling) gives me hope that we're understanding
the necessity to do that. The same thing with energy. The fact that we're looking at producing our
own energy and generating it on a local level, that gives me hope -- that technology will solve some
of our immediate problems."
Tim Barnett, marine physicist, Scripps Institution of Oceanography: "Trying to be realistic, I'm
not very hopeful. On the other hand, I have an appreciation for what humans can do if they're really
motivated. Like global warming, we can really pull that problem up on a fairly short lease.
Idealistically, I have a feeling of what we could do. Realistically, I have doubts we'll do it."
Rick Halsey, executive director, California Chaparral Institute: "How many millions are we
spending on the lagoon at the end of the San Dieguito River? Wow. And the efforts we've made to
restore the bald eagle population? And the public's desire to donate money to buy land to preserve it
for the future? There are some remarkable things the public is doing. A lot of people really do care.
That's what maintains the level of natural integrity that we have. What's the use in moping around?
You need to enjoy what we've got."
David Bainbridge, associate professor of sustainable management, Alliant International
University: ''I'm a pessimistic optimist. I have great faith in humans' abilities to fix things. But we
don't do a good job doing it until we're facing the edge of the cliff. The generational shift in
leadership is going to make a big difference.

But there are certainly some big challenges coming, and we may wait too long. We don't like to make
changes until we have to."
Jim Peugh, conservation chairman of the San Diego Audubon Society: "I'm not a fatalist. I have
lots of hope that we will have a significant learning experience. And it won't be one that wipes out all
of nature. I'm so excited by what we can do. But it's just that it's not a priority on anybody's list."
Jim Waring, chairman, CleanTech San Diego: "If we are able as a region to improve our dialogue
around issues and solutions, without labels and the attacks that follow from labeling people, then I
believe we can solve them. The trigger to that action is leadership. Leadership around the issue. We
have it in our community in the broad sense. It's not always demonstrated in the political world
because of the pressures they're under. But there are a lot of people talking about how these issues
can be addressed in a collaborative sense."
Carolyn Chase, founder, San Diego Earth Works: "What's hopeful to me is that we begin to see
plans coming from a different place. The challenge is to find the leadership to get behind them. The
biggest challenge, honest to God, is leadership. These are all people problems. Whether it's sewage,
habitat, clean air, polluted run off, they all have solutions. Some of them take money, but none of
them are going anywhere without leadership."
Mary Sessom, chairwoman, San Diego Association of Governments and Lemon Grove's mayor:
"We are finally waking up. Do I think it's too late to reverse global climate change? Yeah I do. Is it
too late to avoid radical impacts on our way of life? Oh yeah. But I think we are starting to
understand that we need to do something to make life for our kids livable. And I think we're doing
it. We're finally saying, 'We have a problem."'

Please contact Rob Davis directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.
Close Window
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Solar Panels Continue to Go Up Despite No
Drop in Prices
By ROB DAVIS Voice Staff Writer
Wednesday, Dec. 19, 2007 I Eleven solar panels went up on Robert Offord's La Mesa roof
Tuesday, adding him to the region's slowly growing number of homeowners and businesses who rely
on the sun for their electricity.
Across the region, Offord and others like him benefit from two subsidies that cut solar power's cost.
The retired teacher will get a tax break from the federal government and a rebate from the state.
Together, the subsidies cut the cost of Offord's $ 16,000 system by about $6,000.
"It'll never pay for itself, but the sun is there, and it's free," Offord said. "I might as well use it."
The state rebate comes courtesy of the California Solar Initiative, a $2.1 billion program launched a
year ago and financed by state ratepayers. The 10-year program aims to install 3 ,000 megawatts of
solar panels across the state -- four times as much electricity as can be produced by the South Bay
Power Plant in Chula Vista. San Diego is due to receive 10 percent of the solar panels.
When the initiative was launched, it was touted as a way to help the solar industry mature. By
guaranteeing demand over a 10-year period, the state aimed to spark investment in the solar
industry, hoping to drive down prices and make solar competitive with other power sources.
Without subsidies, solar power is the most expensive way to generate electricity, according to the
Department of Energy. It costs about four times more t n energy from wind turbines, another
renewable source.
At its first anniversary, though, the ambitious state
fact, the price has been increasing -- the result of
Germany and Japan. For homeowners, the deci
environmental ethic, not their pocketbooks.

e has not cut the price of solar panels. In
emand fueled by fledgling solar markets in
nstall solar is still largely motivated by their

," said Scott Anders, director of the Energy Policy
"Prices have not gone down. That's the bott
ink it's going to be harder to get to the goal than
Initiatives Center at University of San Diegq,.
some people think. The real goal is getting soiar power to grid parity -- you're indifferent from a cost
perspective (buying) power from SDG&E or rooftop solar. But 2016? I don't know."
California has offered rebates for solar panels since 1999. But state officials approved those earlier
rebates on a year-by-year basis. "Every year, the solar community said: 'I wonder if we'll be in
business next year,"' said John Supp, program manager at the California Center for Sustainable
Energy, a San Diego-based nonprofit that manages the solar rebate initiative's local rollout.
The latest initiative was viewed as nothing short of revolutionary when it was approved in 2006. It
carried a 10-year commitment -- a signal to the solar industry that California was serious about the
sun.
The initiative "was critical psychologically," said Bill Powers, a local engineer who follows the solar
industry. "It means in California there's a lot of solar activity that wouldn't have been there
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otherwise. But the worldwide push in Europe and Japan is much greater than what's happening in
California."
Since the initiative was launched, the California Center for Sustainable Energy has exceeded its early
benchmarks for solar installation in the region. Across San Diego County, homeowners and
businesses have installed 27 megawatts of solar panels, enough electricity to power 17,500 homes.
The majority have been on the roofs of businesses, which have higher utility bills and more rooftop
space.
While solar prices are slowly increasing, systems continue to be deployed. Some solar users say they
do it for the long-term savings. Many, like Offord, the retired teacher, say they just want to do the
right thing for the environment.
Charles Roberts, an Ocean Beach architect who installed solar panels on his roof, previously paid
$20 to $60 for his monthly electricity bills. Since the installation, he has expanded his home and
added two residents. Despite the increased demand, he doesn't pay any more than $5 a month. He
expects the system to pay for itself within 15 years.
"Realistically, solar is still a costly thing," Roberts said. "The payback on it at today's energy prices is
a long time. Most people who purely look at it from that point of view don't install it."
Supp, the sustainable energy program director, said he believes increasing electricity prices will
continue to make solar look more appealing -- even if its cost continues creeping higher.
"The value to the consumer is going up every year," Supp said. "It may be the case in 10 years that
we have a breakthrough in technology or manufacturing that maintains the cost or lowers it. But if
utility rates increase, the equation for solar looks pretty promising still."
Please contact Rob Davis directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.
Close Window
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Once Taboo, Nuclear Power Experiences Renaissance in California
By ROB DA VIS Voice Staff Writer
Monday, Dec. 3, 2007 I With the state's attention focused on combating climate change, lawmakers
and some environmentalists are increasingly willing to at least talk about building new nuclear
energy plants -- a topic once considered taboo.
Three decades after being banned in California, nuclear power has a long way to go before it could
play a role in the state's ambitious plans to reduce greenhouse gases. Legislation passed last year,
Assembly Bill 32, set a goal for California to cut greenhouse gases to 1990 levels by 2020. An 80
percent cut is planned by 2050.
With those goals in mind, some say nuclear energy could be one tool to cut emissions. Nuclear plants
produce electricity without emitting carbon dioxide.
"The global wanning conversation -- and particularly AB32 -- has given us these concepts in
California to start to consider," says state Sen. Christine Kehoe, who will hold an informational
hearing about nuclear power Dec. 10. "We're not going to meet our greenhouse gas emissions goal
unless we start taking some major steps to find cleaner ways to produce the tremendous amount of
energy we need."
Kehoe, D-San Diego, says the reexamination of nuclear is at its earliest stages. But the fact that the
discussion is happening at the behest of a lawmaker -- and a Democrat at that -- in a state with an
outright ban on new nuclear plants highlights the technology's slowly reemerging popularity. Despite
the stigma brought by Three Mile Island and the Chernobyl disaster, nuclear power is no longer so
taboo.
Throughout the 1990s, the United States' nuclear power industry appeared to be dying. More plants
closed than opened. Faced with a costly upgrade in 1992, one of the three reactors was
decommissioned at San Onofre Nuclear Generation Station. Its two remaining reactors provide San
Diego with 20 percent of its electricity.
Since Congress approved the 2005 Energy Policy Act, energy utilities across the country have rushed
to file applications to build new nuclear plants, hoping to capitalize on federal subsidies and loan
guarantees offered by the legislation. The federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission this year received
its first permit application in 31 years.
Environmentalists and many Democrats have historically been staunch opponents of nuclear energy,
citing its impacts on things such as water quality. Nuclear plants suck in hundreds of millions of
gallons of water, killing marine life that gets pumped in. Concerns have also been raised about the
threat of nuclear proliferation and security risks in a post-Sept. 11 age.
But choosing between climate change and nuclear power, some environmentalists are turning to
nuclear as the lesser of two evils. Some have signaled a willingness to consider new nuclear plants as
a way to supplant the country's dependence on coal, a dirty-burning fossil fuel that provides almost
half of the country's electricity. Many still remain staunchly opposed to nuclear energy. While nuclear
produces energy cleanly, its radioactive waste has long-term storage concerns, plants are expensive
and can take decades to build.
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"Nukes were originally developed to make weapons," says Bill Powers, a local engineer. "They
developed a peaceful purpose for it. But it's got that shadow to it."
California is one of eight states with an outright ban on new nuclear construction. The ban is
designed to stay in place until the federal government opens a repository capable of storing
radioactive nuclear waste in perpetuity. The facility would safeguard the used fuel rods that power
nuclear plants.
The federal government's plan for long-term nuclear storage, tucking it away deep within Yucca
Mountain in Nevada, has moved in fits and starts since first being studied in 1978.
New nuclear plants would not help fight climate change in the short-term. If California's ban were
overturned today, a new plant wouldn't provide energy until 2015 at the earliest, allowing time for
permitting and construction. The last nuclear plant to come online in the United State
ennessee
plant that opened in 1996, took 24 years to be built after receiving its permits.
With such ambitious statewide goals for greenhouse gas reductions, some say
be considered in California.
"Going to 1990 (emission) levels by 2020 is going to be extraordinarily di ,cul , 'says Scott Anders,
director of the Energy Policy Initiatives Center at University of San Diego.
we get there, it's going
to require significant changes in everything we do."
Nuclear should be evaluated, Anders says, "but it should be like any other option -- judged on its
merits. You should at least consider it, with the caveat that there's financial issues, construction
timeline issues and waste issues."
California's discussion about nuclear has been sparked in part by Assemblyman Chuck DeVore,
R-Irvine, who has proposed repealing the statewide ban. Earlier this year, DeVore introduced
legislation to expand the San Onofre plant to power seawater desalination efforts at the same site in
northern San Diego County. Building a desalination plant and a dedicated nuclear reactor at San
Onofre could provide two-thirds of the county's drinking water, DeVore says. The bill went nowhere,
but DeVore's efforts have brought attention to nuclear power.
DeVore has seen little support for his nuclear proposals. He says he will continue advocating for
nuclear -- alone, if need be -- with the hope of even slightly accelerating the day when the ban is
overturned.
"California will eventually have to come around, if we're serious about these global warming goals
and serious about getting rid of coal," DeVore says. "The only way you can make a big dent in the
problem is if you increase the use of nuclear power and dramatically increase electric vehicles
powered by that power."
Nuclear is not the only tool available to fight climate change, though. Princeton professors Robert
Socolow and Stephen Pacala have outlined 15 equal options to stabilize global carbon emissions by
2054. All are based on existing technologies. Among them: Eliminating all tropical deforestation,
increasing cars' fuel economy from 30 to 60 miles per gallon, and doubling the capacity of nuclear
power plants worldwide. Seven options would need to be chosen, the professors say, meaning that
nuclear expansion would not be a requisite.
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California has cheaper options available, says Ralph Cavanagh, energy program director at the
Natural Resources Defense Council, an environmental group. He points to a need to expand
investments in energy efficiency, a strategy that would reduce electricity demand by replacing
inefficient appliances or distributing compact fluorescent light bulbs.
Nuclear power has been on the table for almost 30 years, Cavanagh says. "But no one's been
interested in picking it."
Pointing to plant construction costs that can range as high as $6 billion, Cavanagh says nuclear
energy is too expensive to be revived. It has succeeded in places like France and China, he says,
because their governments have heavily invested in it.
"Nuclear, it's not an ideological decision. It's a financial one," Cavanagh says. "It will be made by the
nation's utilities. It comes down to a hard-headed financial choice by old-fashioned entities like San
Diego Gas & Electric."
Sempra Energy, SDG&E's parent company, has debated whether to continue investing in the San
Onofre nuclear plant, CEO Donald Felsinger said in an interview earlier this year. The investment
made sense, he said, because of issues such as global warming. But Sempra is unlikely to develop a
new nuclear plant, Felsinger said, citing the expense of doing so.
San Diego currently receives 20 percent of its energy from the San Onofre plant, which is jointly
owned by SDG&E, Southern California Edison and the city of Riverside.
"Done properly," Felsinger said, "nuclear energy is a good outcome for the U.S. But it's a long path to
go on."
Kehoe's hearing will be held Dec. 10 in CalTrans offices at 4050 Taylor St. in San Diego.
Please contact Rob Davis directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a letter
to the editor.
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Facing San Diego's Challenges
By ROB DAVIS Voice Staff Writer
Thursday, Dec. 27, 2007 I The San Diego region has no shortage of environmental challenges.
The county is home to more endangered species than any other in the country. Global warming has
contributed to a 7-inch rise in sea levels since 1900, only the beginning of the local manifestations
scientists expect from climate change. Each winter, millions of gallons of sewage-contaminated
runoff sweep down Tijuana's hillsides and get dumped in the Pacific Ocean.
With those issues in mind, we turned to researchers, politicians, environmentalists and bureaucrats
and posed one question: What's the greatest environmental challenge facing the region?
The answers were as diverse as the respondents. They pointed to water, climate change, growth -and us, the very people populating this biologically rich landscape.
Here's what they had to say.
Rick Van Schoik, director, North American Center for Transborder Studies, Arizona State
University and a former San Diego State professor: "There are too few people who understand the
way energy is generated or arrives in San Diego. And too few people who understand how water
arrives in San Diego. And precious few who get the nexus of that energy and water arriving. If we
were rich in either one, it would be a little bit easier to understand the laissez faire attitude. But we
need to be so serious about that connection. We're at the end (of the pipeline for both.)"
Mike White, San Diego director, Conservation Biology Institute: "It is defining our patterns of
growth. As people spread across the landscape, they change it. It's not just San Diego. It's every
county in California. There's no stopping that movement of growth into these rural areas. And it just
has so many implications for natural resources at every level. You have to change your fire
protection, water, wastewater, transportation, air quality. But it's a runaway train. I don't know how
you get your arms around it, with our property rights philosophy."
Rick Halsey, executive director, California Chaparral Institute: "It's the need to help people
reconnect with the natural landscape. Every problem we have environmentally is connected to that
particular issue. People don't know how to mitigate for fire risk because they don't understand the
environment and the fire it's modified by. They don't save water because the water doesn't come
from here and it's seen as an endless resource .... People will say: Who cares? I'm not going to say
that the loss of the Hermes copper butterfly is going to cause anybody's life to become devastated.
That's not the point. But as we lose more of the natural environment, we increase the alienation.
And it degrades our quality oflife."
David Bainbridge, associate professor of sustainable management, Alliant International
University: "Water. It's something that is just not going to go away as an issue. We're just living as if
there is water in San Diego, and there isn't. We import about 90 percent of our water most years.
And you never want to be dependent for so much of your sustenance on someplace else."
David Hogan, conservation manager, Center for Biological Diversity: "The No. 1 environmental
challenge for San Diego is to consume less. To consume less water, less land, less wildlife, less
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gasoline and electricity, which results in one of the biggest threats to our existence in San Diego:
Global warming. On a planetary scale, San Diegans probably consume some of the highest levels of
these things when compared to people around the planet."
Jim Peugh, conservation chairman of the San Diego Audubon Society: "Habitat. Wherever I go, I
see places that had important value as habitat and movement for wildlife and I just see them ge
cut back. Everything we do seems to go in that direction."
Michael Meacham, director of conservation and environmental services, city of Chula
one planetary connecting thing, if you had to pick a resource, is water. With climate ch 1
don't have the snow pack and the watersheds and the flora to sequester and mitigate , I nn
dependent things -- if we don't have water, people and those plants can't survive."

1mate change
Scott Anders, director, Energy Policy Initiatives Center, University of San Diego.
and water. I think that may be the issue of the century for the globe. And we are a particularly
vulnerable area. When I think about our future as an energy guy, it's a whole lot easier to generate
electrons than to create drinkable water from recycling plants or desalination. It's climate change.
How is that going to affect our region in the long run?"
Donna Frye, San Diego City Council: "Water supply. We die if we don't have water. To me it's one
of the most basic. Global warming, it's all related to that. Without water, the immediate effect would
be really serious."
Oscar Romo, coastal training program coordinator, Tijuana National Estuarine Research Reserve:
"Cooperation would be the main challenge. As the wet season advances, pollution is again crossing
the border at many points throughout the region. There's a number of new authorities in Mexico
perhaps willing to help us make a change. Within that cooperation, we can talk about the exchange
of hazardous materials crossing the border, about air pollution, wastewater flows, pathogens, heavy
metals. We have our coasts polluted with trash coming from both communities, San Diego and
Tijuana. It doesn't recognize where it originated from when it ends up on the beaches of either
country."
Jim Waring, chairman, CleanTech San Diego: "There isn't a single pressing issue. What you really
have regionally is the pressure to accommodate a growing population in what's in essence a desert.
That has all kinds of consequences. I don't think it's air, water, habitat destruction. It's all the
consequences of the population."
Tim Barnett, marine physicist, Scripps Institution of Oceanography: "Us. It's us. We are the
problem. For a long time, the developers have run this city and developed everything almost beyond
what's sustainable. That's a real issue. When people face up to it, they're not going to have much
choice."
Carolyn Chase, founder, San Diego Earth Works: "Some people might say water, but that's not an
environmental challenge. It's a human demand challenge. Fires have solutions too. The most
difficult environmental challenge is fundamentally infrastructure to support the growth. We don't
have a well-performing infrastructure plan for transportation. It's just utterly challenging because of
the way the various agencies make decisions."
Mary Sessom, chairwoman, San Diego Association of Governments and Lemon Grove's mayor:
"Water. Managing our watersheds. The thing we're most short of here in San Diego County is water.
The thing we're most dependent on is imported water. The little bit we do have can be subject to
misuse, pollution, poor management. If we do it better, can we assure some portion of our water
independence?"

Please contact Rob Davis directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.
Close Window
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JOHN LOESCH NAMED DEPUTY DIRECTOR IN SEC'S OFFICE OF
INVESTOR EDUCATION AND ADVOCACY
BYLINE: States News Service
LENGTH: 363 words
DATELINE: WASHINGTON
The following information was released by the Securities and Exchange Commission:
The Securities and Exchange Commission announced today that John Loesch has been named Deputy Director of the
agency's Office of Investor Education and Advocacy (OIEA), which is undergoing an expansion announced by SEC
Chairman Christopher Cox earlier this year.
"John brings significant enforcement and management experience to the job and OIEA is fortunate to have him join the
team," said Kristi Kaepplein, Director ofOIEA. "John's leadership skills and commitment to the protection of investors will
serve OIEA well as it acts as advocate on issues important to individual investors."
Mr. Loesch said, "I am excited to begin working with the dedicated professionals of OIEA and look forward to the
opportunity to serve individual investors, especially in light of Chairman Cox's recent expansion of the office."
As Deputy Director, Mr. Loesch will play an important role in the management of the office, recently restructured to
handle new responsibilities. He will advise and assist the Director with planning and managing several new initiatives,
including assessing the views and needs of retail investors, ensuring that those views inform the Commission's regulatory
policies and disclosure programs, improving financial literacy, and helping investors make informed investment decisions.
Mr. Loesch joins OIEA from the SEC's Division of Enforcement, where he has served as senior counsel and branch
chief since September 1999. In that capacity, he supervised a number of complex enforcement investigations in several major
program areas and was one of the lead attorneys assigned to the Enforcement Division's investigation of Enron Corporation.
Before his SEC service, Mr. Loesch worked in the U.S. Senate as counsel to the Committee on Governmental Affairs
and in the U.S. House of Representatives as counsel to the Committee on Education and the Workforce. Prior to that, he
served as a surface warfare officer in the United States Navy.
Mr. Loesch received his undergraduate degree from the United States Naval Academy and earned his law degree from
the University of San Diego School of Law.
LOAD-DATE: December 5, 2007
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
PUBLICATION-TYPE: Newswire
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-- Adam Bernstein
Houston L. Maples Jr. D.C. Library Official

Houston Ledbetter Maples Jr., 80, who spent 38 years with the D.C. public library system before retiring in 1991 as
director of automated services, died Dec. 11 at his home in Chevy Chase. He had lung cancer.
Mr. Houston's earlier assignments included chief of the schools division and chief of the extension department. He also
freelanced book reviews for The Washington Post.
He was born in Annapolis and moved often because of his father's Naval career.
He was a 1944 graduate of Washington-Lee High School in Arlington County and a 1950 graduate of George
Washington University. He received a master's degree in library science from Catholic University in 1951 .
He served in the Army in France during the Korean War.
He was a Chevy Chase resident, and his memberships included the Musical Box Society International, a collector's
organization.
Survivors include his wife of 48 years, Mary Lee Palmer Maples of Chevy Chase; and two sons, Alan W. Maples of
Scottsboro, Ala. , and Arthur B. Maples of Wheaton.
-- Adam Bernstein
L. Lawrence Schultz Labor Mediator, Teacher

L. Lawrence Schultz, 86, who was a labor mediator with the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service in Was
died of pneumonia Dec. 5 at a hospice in Palm Desert, Calif. He was a former Bethesda resident.
Mr. Schultz joined the federal agency in 1961 and retired in 1985. While with the agency, he taught U.S. la
Turkey, India and Switzerland.
After moving to the San Diego area in 1985, he taught labor management at the_University of San D ~ law school.
He also lectured at other college campuses on labor negotiation practices over the years.
Born in Chicago, he had a hardscrabble start. His single mother was unable to care for him, and from an early age, he
was raised in foster homes and boarding schools. Football became a passion and profession.
Mr. Schultz, who was known as Dutch, was a tight end at Centre College in Kentucky and graduated in 1941. He went
on to play for the Chicago Cardinals, a professional team that later moved to St. Louis and Phoenix.
He earned $100 a month, a typical wage in the early days of pro football. He later played for the Army Air Forces
during World War II, and after leaving the military, he was on the coaching staff of the University ofNebraska and became
head coach of Defiance College in Ohio in the late 1940s.
He took up a career as labor mediator in his late 20s. He moved to Pittsburgh to work for Levinson Steel as a labor
negotiator. He still found time for football, coaching a semi-pro team on the side in Pittsburgh. He took a correspondence
course from La Salle University in Chicago in 1962 to earn a law degree.
He lived most recently in Palm Desert with his wife of 65 years, Mae Lenchner Schultz, who survives him.
Other survivors include two children, Eric Schultz of San Luis Obispo, Calif., and Pat Kilduf of San Francisco; and five
grandchildren.
-- Yvonne Shinhoster Lamb
LOAD-DATE: December 20, 2007
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PAl;IFIC BUSINESS NEWS
Monday, Decem ber 10, 2007 - 2:36 PM HAST

First Hawaiian names top trust executive
Pacific Business News (Honolu lu)

.¥.J.i;.~.!. ~~~~-~J~~--~-~:i::1.~ has hired George Weir as senior vice president and manager of its
trust division.
The state's largest bank said
experience" and previously
Harris Trust in Chicago.

y that Weir has "extensive trust and Investment
a. at Hawaiian Trust Co., New Mexico Bank & Trust and

Weir has a bachelor's d
from Arizona State University and a law degree from the
University of San Diego_ An attorney, he is a member of the Hawaii and California Bar
Associations and is former director of the Hawaii Bar Foundation.
All contents of this site ©American City Business Journals Inc. All rights reserved.
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Los Angeles Business Journal
January 7, 2008

Jet Setter
BYLINE: BOOYEON LEE
LENGTH: 1879 words
Scott Duffy is the prototypical serial entrepreneur. In his late 20s, he was on the startup team of an Internet site that
eventually became CBS's Sportsline.com. Then came another tech startup later bought by NBC, and then he helped launch
Fox-Sports.com. He made his first million at 28. Today, he is at the helm of the Virgin Group's Virgin Charter, an online
travel agency for private aviation. The site, scheduled to go public in February, is in its testing stage, servicing about 100
corporate travel departments and travel agents with more than 800 aircraft. Its goal is to become the private aviation version
of what LendingTree.com is for mortgage companies - where consumers can compare the quality of a service, rate it, and
book it online. Raised in Brentwood, Duffy moved to Silicon Valley in 1994 with money he got from selling his belongings at
a Third Street pawn shop in Santa Monica. He slept in his car, and then got his first break by delivering pizza - along with
his resume - to tech startup executives. Duffy met with the Business Journal recently at his office overlooking the airstrip at
Santa Monica Airport to discuss his career, writing his first business plan in eighth grade, and a recent flight his six buddies
took backf,-om Las Vegas on a private j et.Question: How did you end up heading Virgin Charter? Answer: My company
Smart Charter launched in 2006 and we were out raising money. At the time, the Virgin Group was also looking to get into
private aviation. Through their research, they discovered that the biggest problem in the industry isn't that there aren't enough
aircraft, but that it's too hard to buy and sell charters where they already exist. So they decided that the smartest thing to do
would be to create an online marketplace that would connect people with jets. While they were coming to this conclusion, I
had a team in place already building the solution. They ended up investing in the company.Q: Have you always been
entrepreneurial? A:
Yes. Ever since I was young. I remember the first business plan I wrote was actually with my dad and it was why we
should do the play "Peter Pan" at my grammar school. I was in the eighth grade. When I was in high school, I had a little hot
dog stand. I was selling hot dogs at Century City Mall before they had any food. Hot dogs and knishes. Freshman year in
college, I started a painting business where we'd paint people's houses. I had about 20 student employees.Q: What was your
first break? A: A company called Quote.com. We were the first company in the U.S. to get permission from the Stock
Exchange to put stock quotes on the Internet, and we were the first investment made by Mike Moritz from Sequoia after he
invested in Yahoo. I was on the startup team, and that was hot. Q: How many businesses have you launched since then? A:
This is my fifth startup.Q How did you end up in aviation? A: After doing one startup after another, I crashed and burned. I
needed to recharge the battery. During that time, I looked around to do other things, and aji-iend introduced me to private
aviation. And I fell in love with the business because of its high growth potential. I got involved with a company called Blue
Sky Jets, one of the bigger charter brokers, and began to see all kinds ofproblems in the industry, the same type of
inefficiencies we solved using technology in other industries. Q: What were these inefficiencies? A : About half of the 3,000
charter operators in the U.S. have only one or two planes. They are mostly family-owned, very passionate and very
entrepreneurial, which is great. But since they're small businesses, they also don't have the financial or the operational
resources to market themselves, build sales teams, and invest in their companies. So you have a highly fragmented market
where there's not a central place where people buy and sell. What we are doing is filling that need - creating one place on line,
where people can come together. Q: Why is the private aviation industry experiencing robust growth right now? A: it's
estimated to be a $10 billion indushy, growing more than 25 percent a year. Since 9/11, more and more people are starting
to look for alternatives to the long security lines at airports and delays in flights . Businesses, especially, are no longer
looking at flying private as a luxury item, but as a productivity tool. This week, I have six people flying from Santa Monica to
Las Vegas. If they went through LAX, the whole trip would take anywhere J,-om four to five hours. Through Virgin Charter,
they can come to our office, get on a golf cart and be on the airstrip within an hour and 20 minutes. And the price for
grouping everyone together makes it just a little bit more than flying commercial.Q: If your technology solves inefficiencies
in the business, then why is it still more expensive to fly private than commercial? A: In the long run, it won't be more
expensive. The cost offlying private is already starting to come down . There will always be a premium flying private, vs.
fly ing commercial. But the market correction will lead to a small price difference. This is because right now, there is a total
lack of transparency in terms ofprice in private aviation. There's a kind of Yellow Pages that lists who owns the jets, but it
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doesn't provide any information about the availability, cost, safety or quality of the plane. On our site, which provides
all those things, price transparency will lead to competition and that will ultimately lower the price. Q: What is the greatest
challenge that the industry is facing today? A: Higher taxes, user fees , government regulations - the same things commercial
aviation is facing. The things we don't face are air traffic delays, because while there are only about 500 commercial airports
in the U.S., there are about 5,000 private ai,ports.Q : Where was the last trip you took on a chartered flight? A: !flew to Las
Vegas recently on Southwest with six guys for a bachelor party. On our way back, we had our own private jet, but we paid
about the same price we would have paid on Southwest. I knew that in private aviation, you buy four legs of a trip because
the plane flies to the destination and drops me off and doesn't wait for me. It flies back empty. In 2006, 40 percent of all
private flights in the air were empty. So I called a few private aviation operators and asked if they had an empty legfrom Las
Vegas to Santa Monica. Since the operator had already been paid for the empty leg, he was willing to sell the seats for a
much lower cost. It would have normally cost us a couple thousand dollars, but they took our offer of $600.Q: What in your
past experience has most aptly prepared you for the seat you're in today? A: The things that prepared me the most have been
some of the tougher experiences and failures I've had in business. One of the things I've done outside of technology was to
invest in a storage business, which didn't go too well. It's a highly inefficient and fragmented business. But it was through this
experience that I was able to identify the same problems in private aviation. Someone once told me that in life, you 're going
to have good times and you're going to have bad times. But you won't know which is which until sometime later down the
line. I found that to be so true. Q: Was there a defining moment in your career? A: When I was 19, I got into a really bad car '
accident and I had to drop out of school. I was at the Universi(y of Sau Diego at the time. While I was recovering from head
injuries, I couldn't watch TV or read anything and basically had to lie in bed all day. I started to listen to motivational books
on tape. And I really think some of tlwt helped me get better. I was exposed to Tony Robbins, one of the highest-paid business
consultants in the world. When I got better, I applied to be an intern, but he offered me this great job. He said, "You won't be
able to go back to college right now, but we'll teach you all the stuffyou were listening to and we'll make you one of those
guys who teach it." So at 21, I traveled all around the counhy and Canada promoting Tony's programs. I met people who
overcame really incredible challenges, in some cases tragedies, and they had turned them into opportunities. This experience
really shaped my idea of what was possible. Q: What are the most salient memories of your childhood? A: It's growing up in
Brentwood with deep roots in the community. My great grandmother, Edalene Anson, planted the original trees in
Brentwood. For 25 years, she ran the Parasol bakery,frequented, I hear, by Cary Grant and Gary Cooper. It's the presentday site of Pepponi's Restaurant. Q: Who most influenced your career? A: It was my stepdad. He was very successful at
starting and building companies and taught at Stanford for a while on how to write business plans. The best advice he gave
me was to write the last page first when you write a business plan. Start with the financials . Most entrepreneurs get caught
up in the idea and by the time they get to "How do I make money?" they run out of steam. Ifyou can figure out how your
business will make money, then the rest of the plan will figure itself out. Q: What do you do to unwind? A: / am a big fan of
going to sporting events. I love college football. love going to watch the Lakers, traveling the world to go to sporting events.
I went to the Euro soccer finals in Holland, last summer I went to Tour de France. I also love magic. There's something
about watching magic. It's almost hypnotic. Trying to figure out how they do it helps me forget everything else. Q: What is
your proudest achievement? A: Manying my wife. Somehow, I found the guts to ask her to da e with me at a salsa class at
e highest point of your
Club Med and that was it. That was three years ago. We got married last summer.Q: Wha
career? A: Partnering with Virgin. Eve,y time I talk about it, it's one area where I kind of
less. There's been so
much I've gained by being a part of the company. Most companies take care of the investors,
last. At Virgin, the management flips the model. They believe that by creating a great work en 1•111H' , everything else will
fall into place.Q: Lowest point of your career? A: When I made my first million dollars. I always I anft, o make a certain
amount of money by a certain age. My entire life was built around that. I see a lot of entrepreneur o r/11, ut when I got
there, it was like, now what? I learn ed then not to lose sight of what's really important in life, things ar do1 'just bounce
back when you drop them. Namely your relationships and health. I wasn't taking care of those things b k II en I was 28.
Scott Duffy Title: Founder and chief executiveCompany: Virgin CharterBorn: 1970; Santa MonicaEducat10 . I Jpjyccsit.):' pf
San Pie 0 g; did not receive a degreeCareer Turning Point: Instead of joining a family business, he decided to move to Silicon
Valley at the dawn of the dot-com era in 1994Most Influential People: Stepfather, who taught him to write the last page of
the business plan first - start with the financialsPersonal: Lives in Brentwood with wife Rachel and baby on the way Hobbies:
Attending sporting events
LOAD-DATE: January 6, 2008
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
PUBLICATION-TYPE: Magazine
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Kristin E. Rizzo, a USD Law School grad, has joine,l Higgs, Fletcher & Mack as an associate. Rizzo will
practice in the firm's he' 1 car practice group.
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The Times Union (Albany, New York)
December 31, 2007 Monday
1 EDITION

Mayor-elect pursuing a unified city;
Saratoga Springs' incoming leader says background will allow him to
overcome political divisions
BYLINE: By DENNIS YUSKO Staff Writer
SECTION: CAPITAL REGION; Pg. Bl
LENGTH: 759 words
SARATOGA SPRINGS - Mayor-elect Scott Johnson grew up in a federally subsidized Jefferson Terrace apartment, but
went on to make it big as a trial attorney and purchased his own piece of the city, a large home on Caroline Street.
"I've seen both sides," Johnson said. "I know what it's like to not have money in Saratoga."
Johnson said his varied life experiences make him the right person to heal the bitter divisions of city politics, which has
produced seven mayors in the last 18 years.
The Republican defeated Democratic Mayor Valerie Keehn in November on a platform that stressed government
civility. But he also campaigned on his modest upbringing, pledging to donate his $14,500-a-year city salary to fund GED
classes at the public housing facility where he was raised.
Johnson will be sworn in to his first elected position at noon Tuesday in Canfield Casino.
The two-year term is certain to test his leadership skills. Unlike most municipalities, Saratoga Springs operates under a
commission form of government that gives the mayor little more power than the council's four commissioners. Getting things
accomplished depends on working together. So in the front of people's minds is this: Does the 50-year-old former tort lawyer
who retired a year ago after making a fortune arguing national tobacco litigation for the state have the flexibility and fortitude
to guide this changing upstate city?
Even Democrats who lost control of the City Council last month are rooting for him, perhaps hoping that he and two
other newly elected Republicans can solve the city's increasing fiscal difficulties, ongoing public safety space needs and
more .
"He has a tough job ahead of him," acting Democratic Chairman Lou Schneid
be taken care of, and I wish him well. Whatever help I have to give, I'll give ·

. "There's many issues that have to

Johnson had never run for public office when he challenged Keehn .
money, and defeated her by 6 percentage points.
Johnson grew up in the city and went to college through a Ho
ily Foundation scholarship. He attended
Syracuse University and law school at the LJnjyersjty of San Pieri:> efore working as an attorney in Nevada and Manhattan.
He returned to Saratoga Springs in 1987. He is married and has a son.
Johnson worked as a litigator for 26 years, retiring from Thuillez, Ford, Gold, Johnson & Butler of Albany last
December.
The law firm had close ties to the Pataki administration, and was one of six firms to earn a total of $625 million for

http ://O-www.lexisnexis.corn.sally.sandiego.edu/us/lnacademic/delivery/PrintDoc.do?fromC. .. 1/2/2008
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representing New York in a 1998 national tobacco settlement case, the New York Law Journal reported. The firm
received $84.3 million for its work, the newspaper reported.
Johnson gathered and organized documents that substantiated the state's claims, his former partner, Donald Ford, said.
"Scott was a person who could get people into a room, find common ground and get cases resolved," Ford said. "A
consensus builder is what he's been all his life."
In several conversations before and after the election, Johnson has come across as a fiscal conservative who would reach
across party lines. Since his victory, he has indicated that he would appoint at least one non-Republican to city positions. He
hasn't taken a public stand on whether to spend $8 million outgoing Democrats earmarked for a new public safety building.
He's taken a low-key approach to the formation of an administration. His fust two major appointments - Shauna Sutton
as deputy mayor and Joe Scala as city attorney - were announced via press release.
The mayor-elect does not believe the city needs a backup water source to Loughberry Lake and private wells, says it
cannot depend so much on video lottery terminal revenue and favors the New York Racing Association to operate Saratoga
Race Course.
"Scott will bring a lot of professionalism to the office," Republican Chairman John Herrick said.
The new Republican majority wants to address open space issues, find more room for police and courts, develop
waterfront access and increase parking spaces downtown, Herrick said.
Perhaps Johnson's toughest task will be satisfying the city's now famously fickle electorate should he decide to run for
re-election.
The party in control of the City Council has changed four times since 2000, and three of the last five mayoral elections
were decided by less than 2 percentage points .
"You remain in office by doing a good job, and I think Scott will do that," Herrick said.
Dennis Yusko can be reached at 581-8438 or by e-mail at dyusko@timesunion.com
LOAD-DATE: December 31, 2007
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
GRAPHIC: Photo
PAUL BUCKOWSKI/TIMES UNION SARA TOGA SPRINGS Mayor-elect Scott Johnson believes his background will help
him build political consensus in the city.
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SAN DIEGO CLIPPIN G
SD Business Journal

DEC - 3 2007
PROGRESS REPORT

LE~S Facility Ready for Occupancy
:.,usD's1Jew~$34M----S~O~
Chargers Kicker Teams
Up on Fitness Center at
Rancho Santa Fe Resort
Construction has been completed on the
83,000-square-foot School of Leadership and
Education Sciences (SOLES) building located
at the west end of the University of San Diego in
Linda Vista. San Diego-based ArchitectslDelawie
Wilkes Rodrigues Barker provided the architectural

-0

"''

and interior design services for the $34.4 million
project. The two-story facility covers one full block
and encompasses 14 classrooms and seminar
rooms, a 190-seat auditorium, a 60-seat training
classroom, offices, underground parking and cafe.
Rudolph & Sletten Inc. was the general contractor
~
for the project.

SAN DIEGO CLIPPING
SD Union Tribune

LOCAL SPOTLIGHT:
GATHERI NG OF NONP
The ~ niversity of San Die~ ourth annual
Institute for Nonprofit Governance will be
Jan. 11-12 at the Kroc Institute for Peace &
Justice, which is on campus. Details of this
seminar for nonprofit organizations can be
found at sandiego.edu/nonprofit/events.
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• Fourth Annual Institute for
Nonprofit Governance This
University of San Diego ,conference
will be Jan. 11 and 12 at the Joan B.
Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice
at USD. The goal is to inspire,
educate and honor our nonprofit
community. For information and to
register:
sandiego:edu/nonprofit/events or
lbstein@sandiego.edu or (619)
260-7442.
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e conference aims to inspire. educate and .honor our ricn and divers~
munity. · Come connect with colleagues and our. expert faculty.
: USD J-Jonprofit Leadership & Management Program Information:
Orgarii
(619) 260-7442 Cost No Details Available Where: Joan .B. Kroc Institute of Peace
"
and Justice, USD. 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, 92110
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, JAN 11 - CONFERENCE
OR NONPROFIT GOVERN
ANCE

e con ference aims to inspire,
educate and honor our rich
and diverse
mun ity. Come connect with
colleagues and our expert
Organization: USD Nonprofit
faculty.
Leadership & Managemen
t Program Information:
619.260 .7442 Cost: No Det
ails Available Where: Joan
B. Kroc Inst itute of Peace
and Justice , USD , 5998 Alca
la Park , San Diego, 92110
non

•
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The Univer si! of San Diei.' School of
Leadership
Education Sciences Autism
Institute presents their Winte r Autism
Confer ence at 8 a.m. at the Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice Theatre. The
conference is titled "Beyond Behaviors Supporting Competence, Confidence and
Image." National and international speakers
will be speaking about how to better understand and support individuals living with
autism. Register for the conference at
www.sandiego.edu/autisminstitute.
/

an

j
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San Diego Clipping
SD City Beat
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•

WINTER AUTISM CONPE
at Joan
B. Kroc Institute for Peace,~
Linda Vista. A
series of discussions about autism supporting
competence, confidence and image. llo nda1,
Jan. 7, throucb Wedne ■daJ, Jan. 9 . 619260-7509, www.sandiego.edu/autisminstitute_,_1
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Corporate Giving Benefits
Both Donors And Recipients
Expert advice on how to feel good about doing good, done right

•

BY JOE TASH

Philanthropy should be a pla111
United Way's Doug Sawye,:

hilanthropy is a great way for com
increase employee satisfaction, pres
they ' re already reasonably satisfied with
pay. Philanthropy can enhance their image wi
customers and sometimes even boost bottom
lines. Yet before plunging into charitable giving, businesses are advised to follow a few
simple rules to make sure their new relationship
with a nonprofit partner lives up to the expectations of both donor and recipient.
The first step, say officials with San Diego
nonprofit agencies, is for company leaders to
look inward and decide exactly where they
want to contribute, with the goal of synchronizing their philanthropic activities with their
business objectives.
"Often, there's an alignment of the philanJpic program with the goals of the company .. . so it fits with what they are in business to
do," says Nancy Jamison, executive director of
San Diego Grantmakers, a nonprofit advocacy
group that educates local businesses on the ins
and outs of effective giving.

P

26 San Diego Metropolitan

know them personally," Deitrick says.
"There is nothing better than an actual onsite visit, checking out an agency and what they
are doing," agrees the United Way 's Sawyer.
Jamison, while concurring that site visits
can provide valuable information, cautions that
businesses don't always have to conduct
exhaustive research before making a charitable
contribution. She says a company can start
small, perhaps by sponsoring an event, and
increase its support to an organization over
time. As the size of the company 's donation
increases, so will its need for due diligence, she
says.
Bill Geppert straddles both the busiHess
and nonprofit sectors as regional vice president
of Cox Communications and a board member
of the San Diego Foundation.
Geppert advises compan ies to focus on
their passions and, for some large companies,
to find a reputable organization to manage their
funds.
"You need to have someone managing that
at arm 's length ," he says, so the company 's
philanthropic efforts have the "trust and faith"
of donors. The Cox Kids Foundation, which
supports a variety of programs tied to education, children and families , is overseen by
employee volunteers. The company matches
money raised through employee donations and
fundraising drives, and the San Diego
Foundation invests and manages the Cox Kids
Foundation's assets.
The effort and expense of philanthropy
can pay off in measurable ways, says Jamison
of San Diego Grantmakers.
She cites research showing employees
whose companies give back to the community
have a higher level of job satisfaction, and the
goodwill carries over to a company 's customer
base. A study by New York University's Stern
School of Business found that sales increase $6
for every $1 that retailers, banks and popular

"The first thing a
company has to do is
decide what they are
interested in. To just
go out randomly and
give money doesn't
really help anybody,"
says Doug Sawyer,
president and CEO of
United Way of San
Diego County. " My
recommendation
would be for the company to do some
research by themselves or in conjunction with a large entity
in town , the San
Diego Foundation or
United Way, and
through that match
their goals and desires
with specific agencies
that could be recommended to them."
Next, companies
should make sure the
program or group
they're supporting is
on the up-and-up, and that their hard-earned
treasure will be put to good use.
"Do your homework," says Laura
eitrick, a research associate with the
niversity of San Diego 's Caster
Family Center for Nonprofit Research.
One place to start is online. A
number of Web sites, such as
guidestar.nrg and give.org (an offshoot
of the Better Business Bureau), have
databases full of useful information
about specific nonprofits. Guidestar
even includes nonprofits ' Internal
Revenue Service 990 forms , which
detail their income and expenditures,
and contain salary information about
staff members who earn more than
$50,000 per year.
While such fiscal "snapshots" can
be informative, say Deitrick and others ,
Make a personal connection with a charity before givthere is no substitute for visiting a charing, advises laura Deitrick of USD 's Caster Familv
ity in person. "Don 't just get to know
Center for Nonprofit Research.
the organization through paper, get to
sandiegometro.com
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goods manufacturers add to their giving budgets, notes Jamison.
San Diego companies with strong philanopic programs agree that they benefit along
with the recipients of their support.
Amylin Pharmaceutica ls, a San Diegobased company that makes drugs to combat
di abetes and other metabolic diseases, is a
major supporter of the University of California
at San Diego 's biotechnology programs, and
also contributes to such organizations as the
American Diabetes Assoc iation and the
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation.
Amylin 's giving program motivates
employees and "helps them believe in what the
company stands for, " says Julia Brown, adviser
to the company's CEO. UCSD was "the logical
place for us to start" when the company decided to support higher education, says Brown .
"They generally are recognized as one of the

Bill Geppert , regional vice president for Cox
Communications, is an expert on charitable
giving from his work with Cox and the San
Diego Foundation .
most important univers1t1es in the world in
terms of their influence in biotechnology."
Among the programs Amylin supports at
UCSD are a scholarship fund , a science lecture
and education series and special events such as
an annual 5k fundraising run. Amylin began its
support of UCSD four years ago and has since
expanded its giving to San Diego State
University.
"The unifying theme is developing talent
in one way or another" in the fields of math and
science, both for the overall good of the community and to produce the skilled workforce
\ mylin and other science-based companies will
,eed in the future, Brown says. "I would just
encourage other companies to join in," she says.
Amylin is in good company when it
comes to philanthropy by San Diego firms .

Sempra Energy, the parent
company of San Diego Gas &
Electric Co., budgets about 1
percent of its pre-tax operating
income to philanthropy, which
came out to $16.4 million in
2006 , says Molly Cartmill ,
director of corporate community partnerships and executive director of th e new ly
Energy
Sempra
formed
Foundation. Sempra focuses
its giving in such core areas as
hi gher education, the environment, arts and culture, business and economic development, health and human services and community and civic
leadership, says Cartmill, who
has been with Sempra and
SDG&E since the mid- l 990s.
Cartmill oversees a staff
of 15 who evaluate some 6,000
to 7,000 charitable fundin g
proposals received by the company each year. For proposals
submitted electronically, a
Sempra computer program
validates the agency's nonprofit status before the proposal is seen by an employee.
The key is making sure the
proposal is in line with the
Amy/in specifically chose philanthropies related to its product,
company's phil anthropic prowhich increased employee motivation, says Julia Brown, adviser
gram goals for each subject
to the company's CEO .
area, which are published on its
meshproposal
the
If
Web site.
the last of the fire 's embers has turned to ash.
es with company guidelines, Cartmill says, a staff
"There are more nonprofits in need in San
member will contact the nonprofit to discuss its
than we have corporations giving," says
Diego
help.
proposal and determine how Sempra can
❖
Jamison.
our
does
too
so
grows,
company
"As the
phil a nthrop y,"
Cartmill says.
San Diego 's
October wildfires
showed that the
community puts its
wallet where its
heart is: more than
$ 17 million flo wed
local
the
into
Red
American
Cross chapter's fire
relief fund and
another $6 million
was given to the
San Diego Foundation 's fire fu nd.
But those in the
nonprofit sector say
the need for charita- As executive director of the new Sempra Energy Foundation , Molly
Cartmill leads a staff of 15 who evaluate 6,000 to 7,000 charitable funding
ble giving remains
constant long after proposals annually.
sandiegometro.com
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Construction
complete on USD's
School of
Leadership and
Education Sciences
By ERIK PISOR
The Daily Transcript

SAN DIEGO - Construc tion has
been complete d for the new 83,000square -foot School of Leadersh ip
and Educatio n Sciences building
locat ed at the Un iversity of San
(USD).
~
San Diego-based Architects I
Delawie Wilkes Rodrigues Barker
provided the architectural and interior design services for the $34.4
million project.
Michael Wilkes, who served as principal-in- charge for Architec ts I
Delawie Wilkes Rodrigue s Barker,
drew inspiratio n for the design of the
building from 16th century Spanish
Renaissance architect ure, according
to a release.
The two-story facility, which covers
one full block and is anchored by a
See USD on SIC

(

USD
Continued.from Page 30C

large tower, enco mpasses 14 classrooms and seminar rooms; a 190-seat,
auditorium; a 60-seat executive training classroom ; offices; undergro und
parking; a 2,000-sq uare-foot reading
room; and a cafe.
architect s Nowell
Landscape
closely with the
worked
Associates
Architect s I Delawie Wilkes Rodrigues
Barker design team, visualizing the
building as interior and exterior
spaces flowi ng t hrough plazas, a
courtyard and patios.
The exterior design reflects elements of classic Spanish landscap e
through the use of fountains and intimate garden areas.
. The project consultin g team
mcluded Hope Engineering, structural engineer ing; Latitude 33
Planning and Engineering, civil engin~er; Michael Wall Engineering, electncal ~ngineer ; MA Engineers,
engineer ;
mecham cal
Rothennel+Associates, acoustica l
consulta nt; Johnson Consulting
and
consultant;
audio/vi sual
es
.Associat
&
son
ll-Ander
Campbe
'
cost estimato r.
he
t
Rudolph & Sletten Inc. was
general contractor.
erik.piso r@sddt. com
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San Diego, CA
Leader ship & Educat ion
Science s Buildin g
Compl ete
Constru ct ion has bee n co mpleted fo r
the new 8 3, 0 00 sq . ft . Schoo l of Lea dership and Educa ti o n Scie nces bui ldi ng
located at the far w est end of the
U ni ve rsi ty

orSan

Diego ca mpus in the

Lind a Vista area. Arch itects

I

Delawie

Wil kes Rodri g ues Barker provided the
architectur al and interior design services
for the $34.4 million project.
Michael B. Wilkes, FAIA, served as
principal-in -charge for Architects

I

A short walk hrough the main entrance
leads into the tw -story atrium, characte rized by a gas firepl ace, stout wood beams,
coffe red cei lings, and stone tile. Th e space

Delawie Wilkes Rodrigues Barke r. He drew
inspiration for the design of the SOLE S

w ill serve as a ce ntral gathering place
and venue for speeches, presentations and

building from 16th cen tury Span ish Renaissance style of architectur e, wh ich he has

receptions . An adjacent lounge facilitates
co mmunication and provides a space for

studied extensively during his numerous

students to relax .

trips to Spain.
Placed at the no rthwestern edge
of the USD ca mpu s with views to the
Pa cific Ocean, the two-story facili ty has
a commandi ng presence, cove ring one
full block. Ancho red by a large tower, the
building encompasses 14 classrooms and
seminar rooms; a 190-seat, state-of-the- art

Landscape architects Nowell Associates
worked closely w ith the Architects

I

Delawie Wi lkes Rodrigues Barker design
team, visua lizing the building as interior
and exte rio r spaces flowing through plazas,
a courtyard and patios. Th e exte ri o r
design re flects elements of c la ssic Spanish
landscape through the use of fountains and

audito rium; a 60 -seat executive training
class room w ith cu rved rows of plush seats;

intimate ga rden areas .

offices; undergrou nd parking; a 2,000 sq.
ft. read ing room; and a cafe.

Wi lkes Rodrigues Barker design team was
Assoc iate Randa ll Dolph, AJA, w ho served

Staying tru e to the university's vision,
Wilkes designed the building's fa<;ade us-

as project manager; with Ad el Smith -Chap man, NCIDO, directing in terior design .

ing a material tha t replicates the solid stone
prevalent in 16th centu ry Spanish archi-

and Cynthia Barba .

Also part of the Architects

I

Delawie

Other team membe rs include Eric Kovacs

tecture. Smaller towers, wh ich subdivide

The project consulting team included

the exterior, feature recessed windows,
wroug ht iron g rillwo rk, ornate spires and

Hope En gineering, stru ctu ral eng in eering;
Lati tu de 33 Planning and Engineerin g,

decorative moldings that fur ther en hance

civi l engineer; Michael Wall En g ineering,

the building's Spanish elements.

electrica l engineer; and MA Engineers,

The main entrance is of g rand stature,
g reeting vis itors w ith a monument a l
wrought iron and g lass double door and
arched transom . A three-tie red archway

mechanical eng inee r; Rothe rm el+Associates
was the acoustica l consu ltant; Johnson
Co nsulting, audio/visua l consu ltant; and

and w ro ug ht-i ro n g rill work adorn the

Campbell- Ande rson & Associates , cost
estim ator. Rudolph & Sletten, Inc. was the

entrance and plants indigenous to Spain

general contractor .

■
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line the walkway.
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USO plans education open house
SAN DIEGO -- High school students considering careers In education and their parents are invited to a School of
Education Open House at the U.Oiversity of San Diego from 10 to 11 :30 a.m. Nov. 27 in Mother Rosalie's Hall,
Room 122B at USO. Participants will learn about undergraduate and graduate education programs at the
university, meet with faculty and other staff members, and tour the school's new, state-of-the-art, 20,000-squarefoot School of Leadership and Education Services building. To reserve a spot, call (619) 260-7988 or go to
http://www.sandiego.edu/soles/information session.

I.

http://www.nctimes.com/articles/2007/11/21/news/community/15- 30- 3211 - 20- 07.txt
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Alberta doctor helps Mexico's poorest kids
U of A graduate instrumental in building children's
hospital in Tijuana
Sheldon Alberts
CanWest News Service

Wednesday, December 26, 2007

TIJUANA, Mexico - It's the mid-morning rush at the Children's Hospital of the
Californias and the waiting area is packed with young mothers cradling newborn
babies, all wrapped in heavy blankets to protect against the December chill.
A handful of apple-cheeked toddlers mill about the brightly painted play area along
the back wall of the room; others cling to their parents' sides, faces taut with
expressions of wary uncertainty .
This is what success looks like to Dr. Elizabeth (Betty) Jones.
Only 15 years ago, the place these young Mexican families now come to for
ambulatory care was a barren piece of gravelly, government-owned land, tucked
away in the boonies of industrial Tijuana, just a few hundred metres south of the
U.S.-Mexico border at Otay, Calif.
Now the site is home to a 22,000-square-foot pediatric day hospital, the only one in
Baja California, which provides free or subsidized care to indigent Mexican children.
As Jones enters the hospital's front door, she is greeted with a warm hug by one of
the hospital volunteers. Newcomers on the 250-person staff may only know her as
head of the nutrition department, the always-upbeat woman who teaches young
mothers about the health benefits of breastfeeding.
But the hospital's longtime doctors and nurses know the bigger story: that Jones is
also the hospital's founding chairwoman, an expatriate Canadian without whom the
hospital might not exist.
"We started from nothing -- no money, no backing . It was just a crazy idea that we
thought would work," Jones says. "We didn 't realize how difficult it would be."
The unlikely tale of how Jones came to build a hospital for the poor in Mexico
begins with a love story in 1955. Then a 21-year-old Calgarian, Jones came to San
Diego for a vacation after graduating with a degree in nutrition and dietetics from
the University of Alberta.
It was on a southern California beach during a hunt for grunions, the silvery -scaled
fish that in summer come ashore to spawn, that she met a young veterinarian,
Robert Jones. After a whirlwind romance, Betty Jones abandoned plans to settle in
Alberta and moved to San Diego.
"I came down to find out if it was for real and decided, yes, it was for real," she
says.

http ://www.canada.com/components/print.aspx?id=e994b l 9 l-f968-4d8b-8a39-7eb860f3 a... 12/26/2007
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Jones received post-graduate degrees from San Diego State University and the
University of San Diego before going to work at area hospitals. In 1976 she was
approached by a Catholic
o volunteer at a tiny pediatric clinic 30 kilometres
south in Tijuana. A group
·ect Concern was desperate for the help of a
nutritionist to educate docto
ients alike .
"Once I got bitten by Mexico, it wa
you can actually make a difference,"

s. It's the feeling that, in many ways,

At the first Project Concern clinic, Jones helped introduced "kangaroo care" -- a
technique in which tiny infants are wrapped tight against the skin of their mothers .
In the absence of the mother, Jones taught nurses and doctors to act as
surrogates, carrying the swaddled infants in the hospital during rounds .
That intimate skin-to-skin contact, Jones learned, helps underweight or unhealthy
babies thrive.
"They are warm . You can feel the baby's heartbeat. It's almost like they are back in
utero."
Jones volunteered two days a week at the Project Concern clinic until the Mexican
economic crisis in the 1980s, when the clinic's operators donated the facility to the
state government. It was converted into a general hospital.
Suddenly, Tijuana's children had nowhere to go but the city's general hospital -- a
downtrodden facility with sheetless beds and desperate nursing shortages that
sometimes forced parents to provide care themselves .
"We just thought this was terrible . The kids weren't getting anything," Jones says.
With a Mexican partner, Dr. Gabriel Chong King, Jones drafted a proposal for a
pediatric hospital and was thrust into the cutthroat world of fund raising, where she
had to "beg, borrow and steal" donations. The state government in Baja California
donated the land and, by 1994, Jones scraped together $50,000 US to open a tiny
2,000-square-foot day clinic.
But Jones had bigger plans, an expanded facility that could provide everything from
dental care to ophthalmology to orthopedic surgery. So she began knocking on the
doors of wealthy Californians, often driving executives to Mexico in her own car to
see the hospital first hand.
"For myself, I don't think I could ask for a nickel. But for kids, I can be pretty
brazen," she says.
"We thought this would be easy. But it's been lots of blood, sweat and tears."
Jones eventually secured major donations from John Moores, the owner of the San
Diego Padres, and corporations like Mattel and Toshiba, which operate factories in
Tijuana .
The second phase of the hospital, a $2.4-million US facility with 20,000 square feet
of space, opened in 2001.
Jones cultivated a strong Canadian connection to the children's hospital from the
start. It is the only "trinational" medical facility in Mexico, with foundations in
Canada, the U.S. and Mexico providing support.
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The Canadian contributions to the hospital are evident even in the smallest details.
Jones recruited a Calgary architect to help design the hospital and received a
$50,000 Cdn grant from McGill University to make it environmentally friendly.
In 2005, her former University of Alberta classmates established an endowment for
the hospital to mark the 50th anniversary of their graduation . The waiting room's
'play wall' is inspired by one at Alberta Children's Hospital in Calgary, and the
hospital uses a medical records system created by a Calgary communications
student. Each year, Jones brings Canadian college students -- mostly from the
universities of Calgary and Alberta and Calgary's Mount Royal College -- to Tijuana
to volunteer in the hospital.
Colin Robertson, Canada's former consul general in Los Angeles, remembers
hosting a lobster dinner at his home and charging guests $25 a head, with proceeds
going to the new hospital.
"It struck me that this was exactly the sort of 'new diplomacy' project that we
should be supporting," Robertson says.
"Here was this wonderful lady, well into her retirement, who was determined to still
make a difference when she could have been enjoying herself at a villa or looking
after grandchildren .. .. She has passion, conviction and determination. So who
could say no?"
Since the hospital opened, more than 230,000 patients have been treated and
4,000 surgeries performed. But it continues to struggle to pay the bills . Only 25 per
cent of the hospital's staff is paid -- Jones is not one of them.
About 10 per cent of patients, the poorest of the poor, pay nothing for care. Others
pay on a sliding scale, with the maximum charge still just half the cost of services
at other Tijuana hospitals.
"There are pockets of poverty in this city as bad as anywhere in the world," Jones
says, citing the $4 .50 US a day minimum wage.
Like Canadians, Mexicans have a complicated relationship with their American
neighbours that sometimes inhibits outreach and co-operation.
"I think the fact that I'm Canadian has opened a lot of doors," Jones says. "The
most important thing we are doing is building relationships ."
About 80 per cent of the hospital's $1.8-million annual operating costs are raised in
Mexico, but the bulk of money for new capital projects -- including plans for an $8million US surgical centre -- comes from American and Canadian donors.
Jones still sees patients once a week, and when a visitor asks about patients the
hospital has helped, she produces a wallet-sized photo album.
Here's a picture of Jaime Alto, a five-year-old boy who had surgery to fix a cleft
palate.
There's Angel Cuanto, a seven-year-old whose throat tumour shrank after
medication and surgery, allowing him to breathe.
And then there's 28-year-old Alejandro Guevara, who emerges from a meeting
room at the hospital as Jones conducts a tour. At 15, he was paralyzed from
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scoliosis. After several surgeries on his legs, Guevara regained the ability to walk.
He graduated high school, has a job in Tijuana and now volunteers as a fundraiser
for the hospital.
When Guevara sees Jones, he breaks into a broad grin and grips her in a bear hug.
"Maybe I don't have so much money to give," he says, "but I give my time and
anything other thing I can do for the hospital."
Soon Jones, too, is beaming.
"Isn't that a great story?" she says.
Sheldon Alberts is the Washington Correspondent for CanWest News Service
- Tomorrow: A Canadian tycoon in Hong Kong
© The Edmonton Journal 2007
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More Metro news

San Diego scholars, friend of Bhutto family fear for
democracy in Pakistan

By Angelica Martinez and Susan Shroder
UNION-TRIBUNE BREAKING NEWS TEAM

2:33 p.m. December 27, 2007

SAN DIEGO - Local scholars and a San Diegan who was a childhood friend of Benazir Bhutto's husband
said Thursday that the Pakistani opposition leader's assassination is a blow to democracy in the country
and expressed concern for the stability of the volatile region.
Sal Chagan, now a U.S. citizen who owns a bridal shop in Mission Valley, was a friend of Asif Ali Zardari,
Bhutto's husband, while growing up in Pakistan. He said he was stunned at the news that Bhutto was slain
at a campaign rally.
"It's terrible news. I'm so sad, and in shock," he said. "She's democratic and we wanted democracy there.
She's like the Kennedy of Pakistan."
Dipak Gupta, a political science professor at San Diego State University, anticipates the assassination of
the former prime minister will be a serious setback to the democratic process in the politically unstable
country.
"This is really sad because Pakistan, in 60 years of its life, has not produced a single national hero that
everyone looks up to," Gupta said. "Every country needs a Washington, a Lincoln and a Franklin."
Gupta said Pakistan is "very close to being a failed state. There is no central control. When that happens,
then all kinds of terrible things can happen."
Among the ramifications is the potential for the region to become a hub of illegal activity including
terrorism, organized crime and a general level of anarchy, Gupta said.
Pakistan "is already the primary breeding ground for terrorism and this can certainly accentuate the
process," he said.
"The real fear is that when the government crumbles, people look for security, law and order and
deliverance of public goods. And, in this case, al-Qaeda and the Taliban can say 'we're the ones who can
help you out,' " Gupta said.
A likely scenario is that no single group will be strong enough to develop a strong force in the country,
Gupta said.
Chagan, a native of Karachi, Pakistan, said he hasn't been in recent touch with Bhutto's husband, but
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planned to try to contact him.
"There has always been chaos there, but people are used to living with it. There's definitely political cha
because there is no leadership. That's the problem," he said. "It's impossible to govern in that country.
she (Bhutto) believed in the people and the country."
Chagan said before the assassination, he and his family, some of whom are still in Pakistan, had ho
the outcome of parliamentary elections scheduled to take place Jan. 8.
Joyce Neu, director of the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice at the University of San Diego
executive director of USD's new Joan B. Kroc School of Peace Studies, also was saddened by the news.
Bhutto represented an "alternative" for the country and had "huge support" in Pakistan, Neu said.
Bhutto's party had been expected to win about 30 percent of the parliamentary seats in the elections. Her
popularity, notwithstanding its share of opposition, elevated her in political stature.
Neu said she hoped the elections would still take place.
"Whenever the people lose one of their potential candidates, it's a loss," she said.
Neu said one of the biggest programs for the Joan B. Kroc Institute, which was founded in 2000 , is the
Women PeaceMakers Program, which brings female leaders around the world to USO for an eight-week
residency program.
She said Bhutto's death represents "another way to silence women from coming out and seeking
leadership," although she noted that "women like Bhutto understand the risks and the bigger picture. She
was quite brave; knew she was under tremendous risk."
Neu said it is now "incumbent on the leaders of Pakistan and of the international community ... to
condemn this kind of act, to make it clear this is not acceptable and then for (Pakistani President Pervez)
Musharraf to be able to come out and encourage calm and for the leadership to reiterate his commitment
to the democratic process."
At the Islamic Center of San Diego in Clairemont Mesa, Imam Taha Hassane was greeting Muslims who
had come to Thursday afternoon prayer.
Hassane said he had expected that some type of violence would occur in Pakistan prior to the elections, but
he did not think it would be of this magnitude.
"No Muslim nor any people of conscience like to see things deteriorating to this chaos," he said. "People
here could not find any justification for this assassination; it does not contribute to anything good to the
region and to the Pakistani nation," he said.
Hassane also expressed concern for the region's stability.
"What happened today cannot but contribute to the chaos over there," he said.
The news was especially jarring following a Christmas holiday that for those who celebrate it, symbolizes
peace.
"You know it's a bit of a reminder to us that we live in somewhat of a bubble in the United States in many
ways; the juxtaposition of the holidays and people kind of in this turkey-induced stupor ... the fact is that
there are about 25 major wars going on in the world today," Neu said.
"The world is not such a happy place," she said. "It's improving, but we still have a long way to go."
Chagan, for his part, said he hopes Pakistan can still "find a path to democracy."
■
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• International Human Rights
Day Commemoration, celebrating 59th anniversary of Universal Declaration of Human
Rights adoption, set for Monday,
December IO. Six actors, one narrator perform reading of Lemkin's
House, described as "a thoughtprovoking drama about the horrors of genocide," Monday, December 10, 7 p.m., Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice,
f,!nj_versity of San Diego (5998 Alcala Park). Free. RSVP: 619-2607509. (LINDA VISTA)

•
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HUM AN BIG HTS DAY
COM MEM O
at Joan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace, U
Linda ·
Vista . A reading from Lem
kin's House , escribed
as a drama abou t the horr
ors of genocide . At 7
p .m. Mon day, D ec.
10 . 619 -260 -750 9 ,
peace.sandiego.edu.
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UARY 15-18, 2008
oan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice
e University of San Diego and CMPartners

at
are partnering co offer global best practices in negotiation and conflict management in a worldclass setting. A portion ,of tuition helps fund the
IPJ Nepal Project and CMParcners' critical public-sector projeccs under way in Nepal, Kashmir,
Burundi and the Middle East. $3,800 (group
rates available). Contact Laura Taylor, 619-2607807. peace.sandiego.edu/events/2008/01-1508NCML.html.
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JSD students rally for more diversity on
campus
y Eleanor Yang Su
TAFF WRITER

(

One black tudent spoke
bout how she ha never t It
omfortable since the day she
·ved at the University of San
Die20 because of the lack of
minority students.
Other students recited poem about raci m and tolerance, and poke of the Catholic
university's decade-long struggle to reduce the number of
incidents on campu motivated
by hate.
ln all, about 250 tudeots,
faculty and admini trators gath.'! red yesterday to rally for diversity. It wa the first of two days·
of events tudent organized in
r pons to five incidents this
fall, including a noo e seen on
campu and the defacing of a
gay tud nt organization sign.
'This school is in crisis,"
ophomore Chri tine Holloway
said. 'There isn't enough diversity on the campus. The few
p ople from diver e background that are here are not
welcomed in the community,
and people assume that we
don't de erve to be here."
HolJoway said he was upset
by two incident , one involving
a contract construction worker
who drove onto campus with a
noose hanging from his rearview mirror. Campu official
aid they que tioned the workr, who appeared apologetic
and surpri ed that the noose
was offen ive. He was asked to
1 ave and not return, they said.
1n another incident, a sign
for the Pride student organization, which promote the acceptance of gay, lesbian and transgender tudent , was defac d.
The sign was altered from reading "PRIDE i an alliance of
undergraduate men and worn-

II(
··-.....

University of San Diego sophomore Christine Holloway recorded the diversity rally held yesterday
on the campus. "This school ls in crisis," she said. "There isn't enough diversity on the campus."
Peggy Peattie / Union-Tribune

en at USO ... " to "PRIDE i an
alliance of PERVERTS ... "
One October incident, conider d a hate crime, involved
German word related to azism that were painted on a
fence near the tennis court .
The incidents have add d
significance becau e of similar
occurrence during the pa t decade. ln the past four years,
about 25 hate incidents and

crimes have b en reported on
campu . Befor that, in 2003,
more than a dozen hate incid nts were r ported, including
the burglarizing of a campus
apartm nt, in which racial slurs
were written on student ' walls,
desk and mirror. 1n 1997, antigay, raci t and anti- mi tic graffiti were found in r troom
and on bull tin board in the
law chool.

Un iver ity President Mary
Lyon said she's working to increa e minority ranks among
the tudents and faculty, to
make them feel more welcome.
'We are not h re just to give
lip service," Lyons told the
crowd, citing a goal to increa e
und rgraduate minority enrollment from 27 percent to 33 percent by 2011. Sh also noted
recent efforts to boost the num-
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1.

ber of minority faculty, which
has grown to 20 percent from
16.5 percent in the past five
years.
'That's not good enough, but
it's some progress. We have a
lot of work to do," Lyons said.
Some alumni criticized the
administration's pace.
''We don't want just plans.
We need the end result, now,
today," said Marilyn Annenta, a
graduate who organized rallies
after the 2003 incidents. The
campus needs to work faster
and harder to increase minority
enrollment, she said.
Since 2003, the university
has taken several steps. It now
requires all undergrad uates to
complete a semester-long di-

"We don't want just

plans. We need the
end result, now,
today."
MARILYN ARMENT~.

(

USD graduate
versity course and offers an ethnic-studies major and minor.
Student organizers yesterday acknowledged that effort,
but said they want USD to recruit more minority students,
offer them more financial aid
and improve the campus climate.
The rally follows a similar
event at San Diego State University on Monday, in which
about 200 students gathered after a series of anti-gay incidents
on and around campus.

-

EIHIIOI' YIIINJ Su: (619) 542-4564;
eleanor.su@uniontrib.com
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2007 Family-Owned
Business Honorees
On December 13, 2007, the San Diego Business}

nal partnered with the University ofSan Diego s Family Business Forum to present awards to the regions
outstanding family-owned businesses. In partnership
with title sponsor Wachovia, the seventh annual Family-Owned Business event recognizes family businesses
in the categories of Small, Medium, Ltlrge, Emerging,
Longevity and Community Action.
The event was the culmination of months ofwork. A call
for nominations went out in !ale September andfamily
businessesfrom around the county replied. Nominations
were received and reviewed by an independent panel of
judges and, from that group, the honorees and finalists ·
were selected

1
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Continuing Education Changffi To Help Working Adults

to Thriv e
Matri culati on mantr a at San Diego institu tions goes .frvrn Survi ve
By Terence J. Burke
or decades the matriculation mantra for
the working professional enrolled in a
continuing education program has been simply Survive - survive the marathon of
coursework with dashes through classes and
a steeplechase of hurdles to study.
But today, in the new track of continuing
education being paved by San Diego institutions of higher learning, the curriculum trend
is to change that mantra from Survive to
Thrive.
For an institutional sector whose main
value is to prepare its students to succeed in
being, and leading, the workforce in today's
business world of unprecedented technological, international and informational change
- amid a milieu of economic vagaries - it's

F

about time. And it's never been more about
value for the student.
1be most important enterprise in continuing education for schools is how to provide
more value to new students. In 2006, several
graduates of Point Loma Nazarene University
approached the university to explore ways to
foster the entrepreneurial spirit among all students and programs. These conversations with
Professor Randy M. Ataide, director of the
Fermanian Business Center in the School of
Business, led to creating the F.ntrepreneur
Enrichment Program last spring.
The program supplants competition-driven business projects and models for collaboration and counsel between students and
industry leaders, entrepreneurs and financiers .
''We believe that successful entrepreneurs
are often the ones able to leverage good busi-

ness planning and conception while simultaneously having solid personal and professional relationships," says Ataide. 'The EEP I
recognizes that the ultimate value in these
programs is not always obtaining venture
funding in a 'winner takes all' format but
rather the enhancem ent of relationships that
will sustain the enterprise for the long term."
The new program is open to all undergraduate and graduate students, no matter
their area of study at Point Loma.
"We were extremely pleased with the
high level of interest, diversity of interests
and quality of applications for the inaugural
EEP," says Cathy L. Gallagher, manager of
the Fermania n Business Center.
The bridge - and from many students'
point of view, the gulf - between theory and
su CONTINUING EDUCATION Page 2 .,.

CONTINUING EDUCATION from Page I

practice is th~ overarching focus in management education at California State
University San Marcos. Its MBA program
specifically seeks to be that bridge and provide students with skills and knowledge to
advance in their careers.
The emphasis on career is reflected in the
program schedule, designed for full-time
working professionals with Saturday and
evening classes.
"Cutting edge" takes on a new definition
in fields where the edge can be subatomic.
Going from lab to marketplace is challenging
enough; amid a field of international players
in a race to market, it is patently daunting.
Connect, San Diego's world-renowned
public benefits organization to foster local
innovation, assists and mentors selected
aspiring technology and life science entrepreneurs - and even companies and venture
capitalists.
Innovators are paired with Entrepreneurs
in Residence who have related domain
expertise and experience in raising capital or companies. The coaching helps develop a
business proposition, model and commercialization strategy over three to five months
and culminates in a presentation to a panel of
VCs, angel investors, lawyers and industry
experts, who offer feedback. Connect has
more than 80 CEOs and business leaders
available to serve in the program.
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A little listening can go a long way
Family Business
Matters
By Peggy Eddy

The processes of management
'and ownership succession are not
·easy for families in business to
•Weather. Even in the closest of
'families, old resentments, sibling
·rivalry and hesitancy on the part
:of the founder or long held regrets
·can get in the way of a smooth
~ransition from one generation to
•the next. What makes these
·processes even . more difficult is
family members' tendency to not
:really listen to one another.
These days, communicating via
cell phone, e-mail and ·'text mes:saging tends to create a sense of
'_ isolation and, to some degree,
·alienation. What is amazing is
how reluctant some families are
to take time away from the busi,ness to really talk, really listen
:and stay connected in non-elec:tronic ways.
- Let me recount a recent conver.sation that took place in my office
=between a father and son who
were working on ownership suc' eession issues. The father was
· ~penly irritated at the outset of
·the meeting, as he looked out the
'window and tapped his pen on
·the conference table. With his
'shoulders hunched, he began our
appointment by saying, "I know
·you just can't wait until I leave the
business, so you can do things
·your way!" The son was a bit sur:prised by this uncharacteristic
outburst from his father and
·responded, "I never said I wanted
:you to leave completely or that I
:would change everything you do
' in the business!" The son wasn't
_looking at his dad - he was look:ing at the ceiling and frowning
'the entire time. From there, you
can imagine how the conversation
· continued until I intervened.
I suggested each person remain
' quiet for a moment and consider
' What the other person had really
~said. I suggested each of them
think about how important it is to
'be really heard and understood, in
-order to build trust and the ability
fo' re'solve· issues. We talked about
._',

how part oflearning to listen well
is to put yourself in the other person's position. This requires quiet,
time and a sincere attempt to take
your own self out of the equation
and imagine what it's like being
the other person. Paying attention
and not being distracted is ru;iother way to be a better listener.
Putting down your pen and
looking at the other person with a
welcoming facial expression are
external indicators that you are
present in the conversation.
Internally, relaxing and putting
your own needs and points aside
will create a calmer approach to
listening and being open to the
other person's statements.
Lastly, I boldly suggested we
learn more from listening than
from talking - a point my father
impressed on me at a very young
age with the adage, "More people
are in jail for talking than for any
other reason, Margaret!"
I suggested each party to the
conversation re-visit what they
thought the other had said by verifying statements and asking
questions. From my outsider's
viewpoint, it appeared to me that
the father was disappointed his
son was not respectful or thankful
for what his dad had accomplished. The son felt that his dad
was inflexible and that his parent's way was the only way to run
the company, even after he
retired. I shared my interpreta- ,
tion of their short conversation
with them and stated that I could
be wrong. I wasn't emotionally
invested in their interchange and
needed to use amplifying questions such as what, why or how,
rather than make my own
assumptions.
I coached them to frame a
response with a clarifying question such as "Do you mean ... ?"
The son started first. "Dad, do you
mean that you feel you are being
pushed out of the business and
that what you have done thus far
to be a success doesn't count any
more?" This was a prime example
of trying to understand what the
other speaker is saying by putting
yourself in their situation.
By maintaining eye contact and

I
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aiting patientl y for an answer to
clarifyin g question , the results
be amazing .
After what seemed like five mintes, the father finally turned and
aced his son. Putting his pen down,
"th his shoulde rs somewh at
lumped, he respond ed a bit more
ntly, "I guess so ... I just don't
ow what life will be like after I
leave the business and it won't ever
be the same once you take over!"
The son nodded, acknowl edging
that he had heard his father. "So,"

the son said, "We need to talk about · practicin g. They were optimist ic
your role after you retire, right,
enough to calendar weekly meetDad? It must be a bit scary to think ings during which they would •
about life beyond the business when
address a series of manage ment
it's been such a focus of yours for so
succession tasks and promise d to
many years." The father and son try to use an empathe tic and active
continue d their conversation, doing listening approach.
their best to ratify what each other
Thlking about cash flow, cutting
said and clarify each other's view- back in times of economic decline,
point. It was a bit awkwan l at first,
sacrifices that may be needed from
but by the end of the meeting, they family member s, taking on a major
were doing fairly well.
project that will use funds originally
At the end of the meeting, I conearmark ed for distribu tions, or
gratulat ed them on their listening planning for a founder's retireme nt
skills and told them to continue
are all touchy conversations that
must be held. Active listening
among family member s can create a
great deal of trust and openness,
making these kinds of difficult conversations go more smoothly.
In recently reflectin g on the
father-son experience I described
herein, I have reached a conclusion
that perhaps families in business
aren't opposed to talking with each
other: It's the listening part that
holds them back. Can your family
become better listeners?

Eddy, CFP, is president of San
Diego-based Creative Capital
Management Inc. and co-founder
of the Family Business Forum at
.!l§!l. She can be reached at
peggy.eddy@sddt.com. Comments
may be published as Letters to the
Editor.
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USO students help bring
a posHive image to MB
Last Tuesday, I participated in
the press conferen ce about the
introduction of the Administrative Citation Program to SDPD ·
1orthern Division
at the invitation of Councih nan Kevin
Faulcon er.
As a represen tative oftheJJW;
,versi~ of San Diego, I menHone to the media bow
enforcem ent of this program
should not be viewed as a "threat
targeting college students , but
as a standar d by which all
beach community residents
should abide.
USO students have a large
presence within Mission Beach
and they generally have a positive reputati on.
While some students ' behavior may occasionally offend their
neighbo rs, USO students by and
large have maintai ned a good
image in our beach communities. This reputation has been
underscored in recent years by
USD's cooperative relationship
with SDPD, student involvement
in the Neighborhood Watch program, beach clean-up s organized with other universities
and, more recently, the appointment of a student liaison to the
Mission Beach Town Council.
The safety and well-being of
our students is a paramo unt concern to USO, whether they are
on or off campus . This interest
includes the obligation of both
the institution and the students
to be responsive and responsible
neighbors.
In defense of the USO students
who do make an affirmative
addition to the community, I
thought it was necessary to
share these details with your
readers. Thank you.
Tom Cleary
Director of Community &
Government Relations
University of San Diego
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More Metro news

State lawmakers hold hearing to analyze October fire
response
UNION-TRIBUNE

8:53 p.m. December 12, 2007

SAN DIEGO - Following hearings this month
turn Wednesday to hear from local and st
October's wildfires.

ers of Congress, California lawmakers took their
cials on what went right and wrong in the response to

bers of the Joint Legislative Committee on Emergency
Meeting at the University of San Diego,
Services and Homeland Security covered familiar ground in learning that military aircraft were
underutilized and more money is needed for fire engines and equipment.
San Diego fire Chief Tracy Jarman told legislators that the main lesson for the city is "we find ourselves
alone and on our own in the first 24 to 48 hours" of a wildfire.
Engines and aircraft from Cal Fire, the state firefighting agency which has an agreement to help the city,
are tied up battling blazes to the north and east, where fires driven by Santa Ana winds invariably strike
first, Jarman said.
Lawmakers said they are eager to review reports being compiled now by Cal Fire and other agencies before
recommending legislation to better prepare for wildfires.
• Mark Sauer: (619) 293-2227; mark.sauer@uniontrib.com

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/metro/20071212-2053-bn12fireconf.html
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International bonds
Summer Hansen Institute brings students from across the globe
to SDSU
By: Alanna Berman, Assistant City Editor
Posted: 12/10/07
San Diego State hosted 30 students from 12 different countries in July as part of the first ever Fre ...
Hansen Summer Institute on Leadership, and this year's program will unite more students from
the globe.
For three weeks, international students and some from SDSU and the Universit of San Die
e to
study conflict resolution at SDSU. The first program of its kind is designed to provide a university-based
leadership experience and instruction in international cooperation.
Last summer, topics including "Image of the Enemy- From Identity to Violence" and "Understanding
Immigration and Border Issues" were presented by members of SDSU's faculty. Students who
participate this summer will learn about problems in developing countries from students who actually
live there.
Out of the classroom activities like a trip to the US-Mexico border are funded through a $1.7 million
grant from the Fred J. Hansen Foundation, which will continue to fund the all-expenses-paid program
for five years.
Expansions are being planned so that more students may participate. A bi-coastal program with a
university in Washington, D.C., is also being looked at as an option.
One of the program's goals is to create an understanding among college students across the globe about
peace. Applicants are required to demonstrate their leadership potential through community activities in
their home country as well.
Applications for this summer are now being accepted and can be found on the Hansen Summer Institute
Web site. The deadline for U.S. students is Feb. 15 . International students must submit applications by
Jan. 4.
Visit www .hansensummerinstitute.org for more information.
© Copyright 2007 The Daily Aztec
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Lean and Green

Do Your Body and the Environment Good at th is New La Jolla Cafe
9~1ifelfil

+

Writing I Kell y Cochran
944.com 'kellycochran
+ Read More
94 4.com /dnnkanddine

I

l's the end of another long workday and hunger
st r ikes. Instead of dri ving home and whipping

up a warm, home-cooked meal, it·s easy to fall in
the face of weakness: the drive thru at a greasy
burger joint.
Take solace, weary traveler. Thanks to La
Jolla entrepreneur Miguel Patterson, there is

packag ing, .. he says. Qu i te the mouthfu l , as are
the giant serv ings the staff creates fresh for
every Lean and Green customer.
Hidden in the La Jolla Business Center at
Fay and Silverado, Lean and Green looks like
just another juice bar at first glance . Upon
further inspection, however, Lean and Green

now a way for San Diegans to eat healthy on

far surpasses expectations with a plethora of

the go . Patterson·s concept, aptly named Lean

breakfast, lunch and dinner options to satisfy

and Green for its organic and eco-conscious

even the pickiest customer. They even offer a

cuisine, addresses two hot topics in the U.S.

build-it -yourself salad and wrap bar in case a

today: obesity and the environment. .. We are

customer wants to stray from the creative menu

an organic, quick-serve cafe with eco-friendly

options.
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Patterson says that Le an and Green offers "a
universal hea lth produ ct," noting that the menu
contains vegetarian and vegan, as well as meat
items to satisfy every type of diet. Patterson
is conv inced that no one wants to ea t fast food
anymore. "Even McDonald ·s is serving ·gourmet
salads· now," he says. But unlike fast food joints
that offer few healthy options such as salads and
fruit sides, Lean and Green serves everything
from steel-cut oatmeal to teriyak i bowls, roast
beef and raw cheddar w r aps to protein shakes .
Taking his health kick one step further,
Patterson notes that 90 percent of the offerings
at Lean and Green are organic [versus just
70 percent at other "organic" restaurants!.
"Organic is not a fact:· says Patterson, who gets
his produce from California su pplier Alb ert"s
Organics. In fact, all of the cafe·s smoothies are
made with 100 percent organic fruit, unlike many
chains that use only one organic ingredient.
Every detail has been taken into account in

niversit x,> f San Diego
graduate, he has always had a love for the food
industry lin fact, he·s one of the investors at

the creatio n of Lean and Green - from the giant

downtown's swanky Confidential). "I love to eat

apple tree gracing the sto r e·s lobby to the fresh

and I love to serve people, " he says.

squeeze d OJ backer for the organic wheatgrass
shots [saving female customers· lipstick in the

To finalize t he concept for his new venture,
Patterso n enlisted the help of a certified

process!. Although all these choices may seem

nutritionist in vegetarian/vegan/raw cooking,

daunting at first, Patterson notes that every item

an organ ic chef specia li zing in cooked food and

on the menu ca n be tailored to fit any dietary

produce selection, and a nationally ranked spa

need. Case in point, when the staff sub stitutes

chef to give the menu its finishing touches . Even

soy yogu r t for its dairy counterpart to make a

the colors of the cafe were taken into account -

Gu iltl ess Orange Creamsicle shake a deliciously

green for life and amethyst for health . Patterson

digestible treat.

even enlis ted himself to assist with the design of

Lean and Green is not only organic, but it
is also eco-friendly. Patterson notes that his
small cafe serves al l of its menu items in fully

the store; he·s a lic ensed feng shui practitioner.
"I wanted to do something to fit my needs,
so mething that allows m e to eat healt hy on the

compostable containers . Customers can enjoy

go:· Patterson says. Now t hat he has a working

a Spr ung Monkey shake out of a cornstarch

recipe for his healthy and eco-fr iendly cafe, the

straw, eat an Asiago Chicken Caesar with

r estaurate ur ha s extens ive plans for expansion.

SpudWare™ utensils [mad e from 80 percent

Ear ly next year, Sa n Diego will see its second

potato, 20 percent soy l, take a Botox Berry shot

Lean and Green at a location to be determined .

out of washable aluminum, and throw recycled

Within 18 mo nths, a total of nine Lean and

unbleached napkins into biodegradable trashcan

Greens should be up and running throughout

l in ers after a satisfyingly healthy meal.

San Diego and Los Angeles count ies . Ifs an

·we are comm i tted to making the least

"We are an organic. gu1ckserve cafe with eco-friendly
packaging."
Miguel Patterson

exciting thought for the many folks who could do

amount of impact on the environme nt as

w ithout eating a quarter pounder w ith cheese for

possible:· r eads Lean and Green·s mission

dinner - aga in.

statement. "We even use zero-emissions
ve hi cles:· Patterson jokes, pointing to the giant

Healthy never tasted so good at

green bicycles used for local deliveries .

7825 Fay Avenue, La Jolla

Although Patterson is a r eal estate investor

858 .459.5326 I www.leanandgreen .com
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A cco01pl1shed an D1egan realizes a novic e write r s

NOV l 5 2117

•

drea01 with publi cation of 01e01oir Summ er at Tiffany

t-.J

°"

grew up with an affinity towards
Tiffany and Co. On each girl's 13th
birthday, Hart takes them to a
Tiffany store and has them pick out
a piece of silver jewelry. Her
youngest granddaughter just turned
13 last month. "I thought: I hope I'll
live long enough to do this."
And here she is!
Hart was in her late '70s when
she decided to write her first book,
and her vision was only to self-publish and have copies around for her
family to read. So she decided to
put her efforts into overdrive, participate in the 2006 San Diego State
Writer's Conference, submitted 10
pages of her first book, and hoped
for the best
But what was about to unfold
at the writers' conference was
something magical, something that
only happens once in a blue moon.
"This is unheard of, this is
truly a Cinderella story, and every
writer or aspiring writer, wishes
they'd be that lucky," said Beverly
Trainer, of La Jolla, a friend of Hart
who also helped edit her manuscript. Trainer, a long-time freelance writer, now specializes in
memoirs and family histories.
Only five people from the pool
of writers who attended the writing
conference won a spot to be published, and Hart certainly won a
spot in Jennifer Pooley's heart, too.
Pooley is Hart's editor from Harper
Collins Publishing.
After opening a manila folder
with Hart's first 10 pages, Pooley
recalled how she was instantly captivated by her words, which
described the two young women's
adventures.
"I immediately felt that I was
right there on the double-decker
bus with Marjorie and Marty: desperately hoping__to ge! a job. at Lord,
and Taylor; devastated when it
looked like hope for a position as a
ars!"
All six of her ~ddaughters shop girl was lost; and nervous!

By Molly Nance
As a retired art history ~ cher
from the ll!!!xec,ity o( Saa ieeQ
and a professional cellist - who
has performed throughout Europe
and for the San Diego Symphony
- Marjorie Hart, a wife, mother
and grandmother, has many stories
to tell and a legacy that she hopes to
pass onto her family.
But first, Hart, 83, decided it
was time to document one important summer of her life and little did
she know her story - titled Summer at Tiffany - would get picked
up by a major publishing house.
The summer was 1945 and the
place was New York Coity; Hart
found herself tag-teaming with her
coy and fun-loving best friend,
Marty Garrett, as they both landed
jobs in one of the most glitzy and
glamorous stores in the Big Apple,
Tiffany and Co. Years later, Hart
would look back and· realize that
she was also standing front and
center in one of the country's most
historical moments, the end of
World War II.
"It was the close of the war,
and I remember viyidly the Queen
Mary coming into the harbor, with
14,000 soldiers," she said.
She witnessed Trmes Square
filled to the rim with thousands of
soldiers and proud Americans. She
was on site when President Eisenhower graced 5th Avenue on V-J
Day, celebrating the nation's victory.
As an accomplished musician,
Hart did not think of herself herself
as a writer - but wanted her story
on paper.
"I thought I really need to
write this down, for my kids," Hart
said, expressing concern for her
lack of poetic, flowery prose. '1
was intimidated by my grandchildren, who are Shakespearian schol-

following Marty's charge through
Tiffany's front door with my own
timid steps," said Pooley, who
wanted to be right there with them.
"And I certainly wanted to know
what happened next!"
"[Hart's story] also made me
think of my own first day in New
York City in 1998," said Pooley.
"Closing my eyes, I started thinking about my own 21st summer,
when my best friend decided on a
whim that we must get summer
jobs on Martha's Vmeyard, and led
me headlong into the best summer
ofmy life."
Uncertain if she will pursue
writing another book, Hart's return
to New York City, and Tiffany and
Co. came about in the 2004, many
years after her memorable summer.
"I'll say it changed! ," Hart
said of the 6()-year transformation
of the store. From the change of
ownership, to the new floor plan,
and to the numerous people
buzzing and pouring in and out of
this once very exclusive shop, Hart
is thankful that she did what anyone would do to preserve precious
memories - she wrote it down.
Marjorie Hart
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Sen ior Scen e
KNITTIN G CLASS: For beginners, from 10 a.m. to
noon Mondays , Wednesdays and Fridays at McClellan Senior Center, 1400 Vale Terrace Drive, Vista.
Free. Informat ion: (760) 639-6160 .
HANUKK AH CELEBRATION: The College Avenue Senior Center, 4855 College Ave., will host a
special luncheon and concert at noon Wednesday.
Cost: $5 general, $3 seniors. Informati on: (619)
583-3300.
i.m.
Die
San
of
versity
Friday, USO M
r . erforman ce
Center, ~ 2 0 6,
by the USO Choral Scholars and Concert Choi r. For
ages 55 and older. Cost: $45. Reservations: (619)
260-4815 .
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APRI L 26, 2008
Join the University of San Diego
sociarion in honoring the recipients of the Author E. Hughes, Mocher Rosalie Clifton Hill,
Bishop Charles Buddy and Chet & Marguerite
Pagni Athletic Hall of Fame awards with dinner
and dancing. 5:30 to 11 :30 p.m. Jenny Craig
Pavilion, USO. Contac t Kara Marsh, 619-260• 4819. sandiego.edu/alumnihonors.
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SPECI AL
"With Gratltude••.Selectlons
from the Colectlon," exhibit of
more than 20 paintings and prints
by such artists as Dilrer, Rembrandt,
Goya, Bierstadt, Chagall that were
gifts to fine art collection at University of San Diego continues through
Friday, December 21, in Robert and
Karen Hoehn Family Galleries of
Founders Hall at University of
Diego (5998 Alcala Park) . Free.
619-260-4261 . (LINDA VISTA)
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ONGOING

Phel Steinmetz: "Social Landscapes" Through
Dec. 13. Hvde Gallerv, Grossmont College.
Pastel Society of San Dlqo: "Fall Colors"
Through Dec. 14. Mission Trails Visitor Center.
WIiiiam Glen Crooks Through Dec. 14. Scott White
Contemporarv Art.

Chiou-sen Don Chen: "East MHtS West":
Elaine Davis: Maurjo Ruer Through Dec. 15. Gallerv 23, Spanish Village.

John Dlllemuth: "Behind the Wheel" Through
Dec. 16. Galeria H&H.
"Zoth Century San DietJo Art from T- Col•
lectlons" Through Dec. 21. Simavspace.
"With Gratitude-. Selections from the Collec•
tlon" Through Dec. 21. Founders Gallery, ~
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MWith Gratitude ... Selections
from the Collection," exhibit
of mo re than 20 pain tings and
p rints by such artists as Dilrer,
Rembrandt, Goya, Bierstadt, Chagall that were gifts to fine art collection at University of San Diego
continues thro ugh Friday, Deceifi:
ber 2 1, in Robert a nd Ka ren
Hoe hn Fa m ily Ga ll er ies of
Founcjers Hall at University of an
Diego (5998 Alcala Pa rk). F.ree.
6 I 9-260-426 I. (LINDA VISTA)
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JAN • 3 20f18
• A Professional Grant Propq
Writing Workshop will b
8 a.rn. to 5 p.rn. Jan. 9-11

Voiversjtv ot sag Qjegi..

Information:
• www.theQrantinstitute.com.
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It Local Publis h; "d c·hildr en 's
Book Autho rs divulge lessons
. they've learned about writing and
publish ing when Society of Chil dren's Book Writers and Ill ustrators meets on Monda y, Decem ber I0. Meeting begins at 2 p.m. at

a

----------y

L- --- --- --_

[

Hahn School of Nursing building
at L!!) iversity of San Diego (at Linda
Vista Road and Marion Way). $9.

a. 6 19-660-886 1. (LINDA VISTA)
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Toreros acing for legendary Kentucky
By Hank Wesch
STAFF WRITER

The matchup was co
ed a few weeks before h~ was
hired last March, Uif~ men's
basketball coach 1 Grier
said. It was the culmination of
long-term efforts by USD
Athletic Director Ky Snyder.
Grier didn't fully realize
until he'd been on the job a
few days that seve n weeks
into his first season at USD,
he'd be taking his seniorless
team to Lexington, Ky., fci r
the first game between the
Toreros and the storied University of Kentucky Wildcats.
Now the day has arrived.
"When you talk about college basketb all th ere are
three or four prog rams that
immediately come to mind ,
and certainly Kentucky is one
of them," Grier said recently.
"The history and traditi on
that is Kentucky basketball.
"It's a great opportunity fo r
this program. And for these
kid s to go into Rupp Arena
and play could be an experience of a lifetime for them."
To put it mildly, it hasn't
been a stellar season for the
school of the seven national
championships.
The program elevated to
the heights by legendary
coach Adolph Rupp.
The school that produced
w

~

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

AINSiC HAMPIONS
The USD men's basketbaU program has its first meeting with seven-time
NCAA champion Kentucky today, in Lexington. How the Toreros have fared
against other programs with NCAA championship banners:

USD men at Kent ucky

Team

TV/Radio: ESPNZ/1090-AM, 105.7-FM

Local Division I games today
Site/time: Rupp Arena, Lexington, Ky., 11 a.m. PST

Championships

USDrecord

1997

0 -1

Records: USO 6-8. Kentucky 5-5

1959

1-2

Outlook: Wildcats ended a rare-for-program four-game losing streak wj th

Indiana

1953, '76, '81, '87

0 -1

Kansas

1952 , '88

0 -3

1962

1-1

1955, '56

30-29

Stanford

1942

1-3

Texas-El Paso

1966

0-1

UCLA

1964-'65, '67-73, '75, '95

1-2

UNLV

1990

0 -2

Utah

1944

1-3

Arizona
. Cal

Loyola of Chicago
San Francisco

-HANK WESCH

teams with nicknames such
as th e "Fabulou s Five,"
"Rupp's Runts" and "Pitino's
Bambinos." Of Louie Dampier, Pat Riley, Cotton Nash,
Dan Issel, Jack Givens, Kyle
Macy, Sam Bowie and Jamal
Mashburn.
The school with 105 years
of tradition.
The Wildcats are 5-5. They
lost th e second game in the
tenure of Billy Gillispie, successor to Tubby Smith , to
Gardner-Webb at Rupp Arena

in November.
T hey ended a losing streak
of fo ur games, the program's
longest in 17 years, with a
69-4 7 victory over Tennessee
Tech a week ago.
All that asid e, the Toreros
.can expect to have to. deal
with a crowd in 23,000-seat
Rupp Arena that fi gures to be
a third again as large and at
least as intense as the 12,851
th ey experie nc ed thr.e e
weeks ago at New Mexico's
infamous "Pit."

victory over Tennessee 'fech and have had a week to prepare for Toreros.

"Kentucky is talented but
young and th ey've had some
injuries," Grier said. Coach
Gillispie does a terrific job
defensively, so we can 't expect to get any easy baskets
at all. We'll have to work for
everything we get."
Patrick Patterson , a 6foot-9 freshman forward , led
the Wildcats against Tennessee Tech with 24 points and ·
15 rebounds. Sophomore
guard Jodie Meeks missed
the first six weeks of the season with a stress fracture, returned to score 21 poin ts in a
loss to Houston, ·then sat out
the most recent game with a
hip fl exor strai n. He's expec-.
ted to I1lay to day.
USD players say they're
ready for the challenge.
"We've got to go in and
play like it's a regular game,
don't think about their name
and go at 'em from the start,"
junior point guard Brandon
Johnson said. 'They'v~ lost a
few games, so there's a lot

more pressure on them than
there is on us.
"We've got to go in with
confidence and believe that
we can do it."
Said freshman forward Rob
Jones: "It's an opportunity for
. a young g uy like me to make
a name for myself and my
team. If you're into college
basketball, you know Kentucky sets a high standard for
everyone else to shoot for.
We're also getting close .'to
the start of conference and
playing a team like Kentucl_{y
has got to be good helping us
prepare for that."

Murdock not on trip
USD junior Ray Murdock
did not travel with the team
fo r this week's games at Kentucky and Marshall. USD i:eported Murd ock, averaging
5.9 points, is taking a person-.
al leave of absence, and will
meet with Grier when the
team return s to San Diego ..

-

.
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Grier, To eros bask
in glow:
uge win

By Hank Wesch
STAFF WRITER

By his count, .J.!SD,;men's basketball coach Bill Grier received 60
text messages and about 20 phone
calls in the wake of the Toreros'
81-72 victory at Kentucky on Saturday.
Congratulations were in order.
Congratula tions were received.
From friends and acquaintances
made over a 21-year coaching career begun atlhis alma mater, Cottage Grove (Ore.) High School, and
continued through 16 seasons as
an assistant at Gonzaga. And from
people he'd met in the nine-month
tenure of his first college head
coaching job since taking over at
USD.
"Good ones from coaches from
all over the country," Grier said by
phone yesterday from Huntington,
W.Va., where USD takes on Marshall today. "And there was a very
nice voice mail from (ESPN anchor) Neil Everett and a great text
from (ESPN) analyst Jay Bilas."
That USD could outplay a Kentucky team in Rupp Arena in the
nationally cablecast (ESPN2)
game, even a Wildcats group that's
struggled as much as the 5-6 group
of first-¥ear UK coach Billy Gillispie, was a surprise to everyone.
Grier included.
"In 17 years at the college level,
I've been in some impressive
' places, but I walked in that arena
and even I was a little intimidated ," .
Grier said. 'The seats go up, not
out, so it feels like the crowd's right
on top of you. And there are 23,756
people, all dressed in blue and
cheering for them."
But when liis team exited the
locker room for the opening tip, the
surprise was a pleasant one for
Grier.
"I. was surprised how confident a
look they had in their eye," Grier
said. "lbe coaching staff had talked
about Kentucky being beatable, but
that we had to win all the hustle
points, and we had to shoot well
from the perimeter because it was
going to be tough to get anything
inside.
"We got off to a good start, which
has been our Achilles' heel in other
games, and for the second game in

COLLEGE BASKETB ALL
Local Division I games today
USD men at Marshall
Site: Huntington, W.Va.
Time: 11a.m. PST
TV/Radio: None/1090-AM, 105.7-FM
Records: USO 7·8, Marshall 6-4
Outlook: The Toreros are two days
removed from a stunning victory at
Kentucky. The Thundering Herd is two
days removed from a home loss to
Lipscomb.

a row we did a great job of taking a
game plan, sticking with it and executing it"
Two weeks earlier, Grier and the
Toreros had suffered a disappo~ting home loss to Stephen F. Austin.
Grier was aitical of the team's mental preparation and physical effort
immediately afterward and began
practice the following week by announcing that save for those of
Gyno Pomare and De'Jon Jackson,
all starting jobs were open.
Brandon Johnson and Rob Johnson responded strongly to the challenge and retained theirs. Devin
Ginty, a freshman walk-on guard,
stunningly claimed the fifth spot
''We felt he was the best at doing
the things that we wanted done,"
Grier said after Ginty produced two
points, one turnover and missed his
only three-point attempt in his first
start, a week ago Saturday in a
home victory .over Texas San Anter
nio. "He's a tough, hard-nosed kid
who knows how to play the game.
He's a good ball-mover. He doesn't
have tremendou s athletic ability,
but he makes up for it in other
ways."
Ginty's second start was Saturday in Rupp Arena He came in
having played in seven of USD's 14
games, averaging 5.4 minutes, and
with a season total of five points
scored. He played 29 minutes
against Kentucky, took five shots
from the field and made them all,
four from behind the three-point
arc, and was 4-for-4 from the freethrow line. Eighteen points and
only one turnover in 29 minutes.
''We knew we didn't have too
much to lose," Ginty said afterward.
''We knew we had to come in here
and play harder than them and
compete harder than them. We
ended up coming out with the win,
and it's just a dream to play in a
place like this."
Said Grier. "He had the game of
his life. For a freshman walk-on to
play with that kind of poise . .. he's
going to remember, and talk about
that game for the rest of his life, as
all these kids will. By the time he's
70, that 18 points is going to be
(remember ed and recounted as)
more like 38."
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NEW ENGLA,ND PATRIOTS FINISH 16-0
J1SD MEN STUN KENTUCKY 81-72
> •
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USD guard Brandon Johnson celebrates win over Kentucky
before 23,756 at Rupp Arena. James Crisp I Associated Press

USD wins in old Kentucky home
0oach calls it greatest victory in school's history
By Eric Lindsey
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Bill
Grier was not even sure what
he was seeing.
As thousands of fans clad in
blue and white headed for the
exits yesterday in historic Rupp
Arena in Lexington, Ky., the
first-year head coach had to
make sure his eyes were not
deceiving him.
"I had to go double-check

and make sure it was
zero on the tim
Grier said.
Sure enough,
saw what many
ot believe:
grass State cou1
Unheralded llSl:Lwent head-tohead with coliege basketball's
winningest program and de-

feated the Kentucky Wildcats
1-72 in front of 23,756 fans at
uppArena.
"This is one of the greatest
atmospheres in college basketball, and it was an unbelievable
opportunity to play here," USD
guard Devin Ginty said. "It was
great to come out with a win,
especially a great team win.
This is great for our program."
Ginty· was largely responsi5 EE

Toreros, C4

BIG WINS
USD's victory at Kentucky
yesterday might have been the
biggest in the program's history.
other significant wins:

1988·89: Beat New Mexico
64-53 to win the Lobo Classic
in front of about 19,000 fans in
the daunting "Pit."

2002·03: Beat 14th-ranked
UCLA 86-81 in OT at Pauley
Pavilion.
2002-03: Beat Gonzaga 72-63
to win the West Coast Conference
tournament final to earn an
NCAA Tournament berth.
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23,756 fans .
r~e Kentucky
,use to USO
ble for the landmark victory.
The walk-on freshman making
just his second career start
scored a career-high 18 points,
more than bipling his season
total of five points.
Although the freshman's
breakout game came out of
nowhere, it was of no surprise
to the struggling Wildcats. The
Cats have been plagued by disappointing losses all season
lo_ng, starting with a loss to
Gardner-Webb early in the
year and culminating with a
loss to the Toreros (7-8).
Despite UK's storied success in its 105-year history, the
Cats have stumbled out of the
gates under first-year head
coach Billy Gillispie, losing
five of their last six games
while falling to 5-6.
•
·
Even with the Cats' struggles, the legendary Kentucky
teams of the past would have
' a hard time stopping the
.-shooting Ginty and junior
guard Brandon Johnson.
Ginty was a perfect 5-for-5
from the field , including 4-for-4
.(rom behind the arc. Meanwhile, Johnson added a career
high of his own, scoring 27
points while adding eight rebounds.
Ginty started his career day
early. The freshman knocked
down two three-pointers less
than five minutes into the
game to give the Toreros an
early 11-5 lead. The Cats
clawed back for much of the
first half, but Ginty's third
three-pointer, with 4:08 left,
pushed the Toreros' advantage to 29-24.
"I was open a lot today because they were really focusing on Brandon and Gyno (Pomare)," Ginty said. 'The
coaches just told me to already
have my feet set because the
ball will be coming to me. I just
hied to do whatever I could to
help my team."
~ er trailing 35-33 at the
.J, the Cats bied to clamp
down on Ginty. The freshman
added another nine points, but
his breakout game helped
pave the way for Johnson in
the second half.

SUMMARY ·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __J
USO 81, Kentuclly 72

Though Johnso n was just 1for-6 in the first half, the junior
guard exploded for 19 secondhalf points to finish the day
_7-for-15 from the floor.
More importantly, John-·
son's ability to take it to the
basket and penetrate the Cats'
defense helped open up shots ·
behind the arc. The Toreros
hit 56.3 percent of their shots
from three-point range to just
23.1 percent for the Cats. ·
"A big part of our game plan
was not to let another point
guard come in and control the

U5D
II.Johnson
Ginty
Ponlare

i.t Ari\ n-A

R A FPis

35 7-15 10-12 1-8 3 2 27
Z9 5-5 4-4 0-1 1 1 18
34 3-8 HI 5-12 O 3 13
Jones
33 3-6 1-2 0-3 4 2 8
Jackson
36 0-7 8-8 2-3 O 1 8
TJohnson
17 2-6 0-0 0-0 2 4 5
Lewis
6 0-0 2-2 1-2 1 1 2
Brown
3 0-1 0-0 0-0 O 1 o
Houst011
7 0-0 0-0 2-3 0 2 O
Totals
21111 »e lZ-36 1:H4 11 17 81
l'llantllJl1; FG .417, n .889. )Nit Galls:
9-16, .563 (Ginty 4-4, 8.JohnSOII 3-5, Jones 1-1
T.Johnson 1-3, Jackson 0-3). Tt1111 lllllalllls: z. '
lladlld 11D1s: 4 (Jones 3 Pomare) n..wn:
16 (B.Johnson 7, Jones 4, Pomare Houst011 2,
Ginty). SINls: 10 (Jooes 3, a.Johnson 3, Jack5011
Houst011, Ponlare). Teclncal FNs: Nooe.
IIENIUCIIY i.t Ari\ n-A
R A F Pis
Bradley
31 6-14 6-6 0-2 1 4 zo
Porter
7 0-1 0-0 0-0 o 1 o
Stewart
5 0-0 2-2 1-2 0 0 2
Harns
26 3-7 0-1
1-2 2 1 6
PatterSOII
36 7-12 6-6 2-5 4 4 zo
Jasper
14 0-1 0-0 0-2 4 2 0
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0-0
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Crawford 3, Harris Z. Stewart Stevenson Jasper'
Meeks). SINls: 10 (Porter 2, Coury Patterson 2'.
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35

46 - 81

lllnllldly(~
33
39 - 72
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3 p.m.
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7 p.m.

"As far as going into
a place as high-level
as this and winning,
this has got to be
the biggest win in
the history of the
school."
BILL GRIER
pace of the game, but that is
exactly what happened," Gillispie said of Johnson's performance.
The Toreros trailed only
twice during the game, falling
behind 3-2 in the opening minutes and 41-39 with 15:45 left in
the game. Freshman phenom
Pabick Patterson and senior
guard Ramel Bradley paced
UK with 20 points apiece, but
the Toreros matched the Cats
shot for shot
After Ramon Harris gave
the Cats their final lead with
just over 15 minutes left, Johnson silenced the crowd with a
layup of his own. USD extended its lead to eight points on a
three-pointer from Johnson
with 6:50 remaining. Another
three-pointer from Ginty with
four minutes remaining silenced the UK rally for good·.
Grier called this the biggest
win in school history.
"Certainly, the program has
been in the big tournament
before, but as far as going into
a place as high-level as this and
winning, this has got to be the
biggest win in the history of
the school," Grier said.
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USD's Gyno Pomare looks for a shot against Kentucky's Patrick Patterson.
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it isn't enough again st USD. Associated Press
Kentucky's Ramel Bradley scores 20 points, but
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San Diego.
pulls .off
stunner -at
Kentucky
From the Associated Press ,

=

Brandon Johnson l e d ~with a career-high 27 pmiii's
to stun Kentucky, 81-72, on- the
Wildcats' home floor on Saturday at Lexington, Ky.
The win was one Johnson and
San Diego will chertsh.
"I would say this is arguably
the biggest win in the history of
the school," Coach Bill Grier
said. "As far as going into a place
as high-level as this and winning."
The Wildcats (5-6) were led by
freshman forward Patrick Patterson, and Ramel Bradley who'
,
had 20 points each.
Rupp Arena was the biggest
venue Johnson has ever played
·in, he said ..
"It was intimidating [Friday] ,
with no one in the stands," he
said.
The Toreros (7-8) and Wildcats traded leads twice early in
the second half, but San Diego
took the lead for good on a free
throw by Gyno Pomare, making
the score 44-43 with 13:49 to play
in the game. Pomare led San Diego with 12 rebounds.
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MALCOLM C. KNOX

A SOCIATED PRES

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Bran
don Johnson led the Universi~ of San Die~ men's basketall team WI a career-high
27 points to stun Kentucky 8172 on the Wtldcats' home floor
on Saturday.
USD's Brandon Johnson celebrates his team 's 8 1-72 win

over Kentucky on Saturday.

Kentucky feeling blue

The win
was one the
Toreros will
cherish.
"I would
say this is ar■ Who :
guably the
USD at Marshall
biggest win
■ When: 11 a.m.
in the history
Monday
of
the
■ Radio:
school," said
105.7 FM
first-year
1090AM
USD head
coach Bill
Grier. "As far as going into a
place as high-level as this and
winning."
The Wildcats 5-6) were led

by freshman forward Patrick
Patterson and Ramel Bradley,
who had 20 points each.
Johnson said Rupp Arena
was the biggest venue in
which he had ever played.
And while Kentucky is having
a sub-par season, it is regarded as one of the most storied
programs in the history of college basketball.
"It was intimidating (Friday), with no one in the
stands," Johnson said.
Johnson might have still
been jittery in the first half
when he made one field goal
and had five turnovers.

Gillispie said. "We're not getting any loose balls. We're not
getting any rebounds."
USD (7-8) outrebounded
Kentucky 34-25, and Gillispie
estimated that they got eight
of 10 loose balls in the first
half.
Patterson and Perry
Stevenson led the Wildcats
with five rebounds each.
"I'm just furious," Patterson said. "It's just an awful
feeling to prepare for this
game, coming off a win and
everything clicking together."
The Wildcats had lost four
in a row before beating Tennessee Tech last weekend.
Kentucky fans, some of the
most deman ding in college
basketball, were slowly filing
out of Rupp Arena with a few
minutes to go in the game and
let out a chorus of boos a few
times.
Gillispie was asked during
th postgame media confer-

"As a point guard, that
kind of hurts," he said.
But it was Johnson who
hurt the Wildcats in the second half, scoring 22.
The Toreros' point guard,
listed at a generous 6 feet tall,
also had eight rebounds.
The Wildcats allowed Johnson to "totally control the
game," Kentucky coach Billy
Gillispie said.
"They ran the game the
way they wanted to and we
didn't make them do anything
different
on
defense,"

JAMES CRISP / AP

USD's Gyno Pomare, right, Is

smothered by Patrick Patterson
of Kentucky.

ence what he had to say to
fans who don't think the Wildcats are very good this season.
"I couldn't disagree with
them very much with the way
we're playing," he said.
They did cheer when
guards Jodie Meeks and Derrick Jasper were sent-into the

►
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game. The two sophomores
had missed time this season
after injuries.
Jasper had not played this
season and Meeks had played
in one of Kentucky's past
eight games. Jasper, who had
knee surgery during the offseason, still limped a little,
but had four assists. Meeks
had two points and two rebounds.
The Toreros and Wildcats
traded leads twice early in
the second half, but USD took
the lead for good when Gyno
Pomare hit a free throw to
make the score 44-43 with
13:49 to play in the game. Pomare led the Toreros with 12
rebounds.
USD led most of the first
half, including a 35-33 edge at
halftime.
Kentucky tied the game at
31 and 33 but a pair of free
throws by Pomare with 3.7
seconds to play gave the
Toreros their halftime margin.

The Wildcats' only lead of
the first half was 3-2 after
pointer by Ramel Bradley. I 4 2
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l oreros
earn 'A'
on final

USD 69, Texas-San Antonio 54
lEXAS-iMAHT.
Mn

By Hank Wescti

11111

Iii,\

...

69
54

(

FT

0-T A PF Pis
Gabbidon
37 4-15 4-5 3-5 0 3 13
Spencer
23 2-4 2-2 1-4 1 3 6
Shank
12 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 4 0
Gibson
26 3-5 1-4 0-1
2 3 7
Allen
31 4-8 0-0 0-3 0 2 11
Greer
12 1-3 0-0 0-0 0 1 3
otis
9 0-1 0-0 0-1
0 0 0
Smith
30 5-7 3-4 0-3 3 3 14
Davis
0 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Permenter
2 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Ludwick
3 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Dade
15 0-1 0-0 2-5 1 0 0
2IXI 1945 10-15 8-ZA 7 211 54
T~
l'IRenlagts: FG .422, FT .667. M'Nlt Golil: 6-16,
.375 (Allen 3-5, Smith 1-2, Greer 1-2, Gabbidon 1-4,
Shank 0-1 , Gibson 0-1, Olis 0-1). TIIIIIGlnls: 2.
IIDdlld 91111s: 1 (Smith). ~
18 (Allen 3,
Gabbidon 3, Dade 3, Gibson 3, Olis 2, Shank, Permenter, l.udwidc, Spencer). 511B 6 (Gillsoll 2, Smith,
Greer, Allen, Spencer). 1iclllal FtllllE None.
U5D
R
FT
1111 Iii,\ IN o-r A PF Pis
Pomare
34 7-9 1-2 2-5 1 1 15
Jones
27 6-8 1-1 2~ 1 3 13
8Johnson
34 5-14 6-8 0-4 6 3 18
Ginty
14 1-3 0-0 0-0 0 2 2
.Jacllson
33 2--4 0-0 0-2 2 2 5
T.Johnson
30 5-7 0-0 1-2 3 2 10
LNis
12 0-2 0-0 0-3 0 2 0
Brown
1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Mwdodl
7 0-0 0-0 0-0 3 0 0
Milter
1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0
Houston
6 2-2 2-2 1-1 0 0 6
lozNU
1 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0

STAFF WRITER

Lest we forget, college basketball players are also colle
s udents. finals week,
Monday through Frida
fered
..ll5ll'._s
Toreros
Jones from
his freshman
UT- San Antonio
classmates
only in the
extra obligation he had.
"Five classes, five finals, a
...nal every day, a lot of studying, up late every night, then
you still have to practice," Jones
said. 'Those few hours of practice, though, we really homed
in on basketball and left everything outside on the outside.
"I had some summer school,
so I was probably a little bit
better prepared than most stu-,
· dents. But it's definitely not
high school anymore. You
could probably cruise through
a little in high school, but here
you've really got to take the
time to study and do the work."
The USO men's team, which
looked rather disjointed in losing to Stephen F. Austin two
days before finals started, apparently did its homework during the week and got a passing
grade from head coach Bill
Grier following a 69-54 victory
over the University of TexasSan Antonio yesterday before
1,545 at the Jenny Craig Pavilion.
"I thought they took the

FG
Iii,\

r...

DI _,. 1IH3 'HI 16 15

e

~ FG 571, FT .769. , . - . . . 3-7,
.429 (II.Johnson 2-3. Jacksca 1-1. Gilty 0-1, Lewis
0-2). .._ . . . _ . l ..... . _ 3 (Pomare 3).
-....C 15 (T.Jomson 4, .lnson 3. Jones 2.
Pomare 2, '8. Johnson 2, IMdoli. Gilty). 511B 7
(Pomare 2, Jones 2, T.Jomson 2. II.Johnson). Tldllt-

CIIIF-=None.
,.___
... ,ff

Devin Gibson reaches ln'from behind to try to block a layup by
another Devin, USD's Devin Ginty. Jim&ird/ Union-Tribune

game plan we had worked on in
practice out on the floor as well
as they've done since Hawaii,''
said Grier, referring to an 81-67
victory at the JCP on Dec. 2. "I
thought we had good guard
play, especially in the first hau;
and Gyno (Pomare) continues
to be very efficient."
The Toreros (6-8) had foillj
players reach double-figure
scoring total . Junior guard
Brandon Johnson led the way
with 18, followed by Pomare's
15, Jones' 13 and Trumaine
Johnson's 10. For true freshmen Jones and Trumaine Johnson, the scoring totals represented career highs.
'Trumaine and Rob really
stepped up and did a good job

and that's what we need," Brandon Johnson said of a contest
that ended a USD losing streak
at three games. "We'd been losing a lot, and the coach got on
us this week in practice. We
practiced hard all week, and
everybody was focused.
"Everybody did their part,
everybody pitched in and we
came out with the win."
UTSA (5-5) jumped off to a
5-0 start and maintained a 4- to
5-point advantage through the
first 13 minutes. The· Toreros
edged in front 19-18 on a dunk
by Pomare off an assist from
Ray Murdock with 8:38 remaining an.d were ahead 26-23 when
the Roadrunners' Travis Gabbidon cashed a three-pointer to

a

a -

54
29 • •
~1,545. -....srian Rood, steven Dreher, M~
chael Greenstein.
USD(. .

•

tie it up with 5:50 left before the
break.
USD went on a 9-0 run in the
next 3:30, creating separation ·
on the scoreboard it was able to
maintain the rest of the game.
The Toreros outrebounded
UTSA28-24.
"We really came out with a
spark tonight," Jones said. "Finals are over, everybody was
focused on basketball and then
on getting ready to go on break
and get home."
The Toreros' next game is
Saturday, a first-ever matchup
against the storied Kentucky
program at Rupp Arena in Lexington.
Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
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Toreros rebound for a
dominant home victory
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR THE N ORTH COUNTY T IMES

SAN DIEGO - So this is
hat Bill Grier's transplanted
onzaga motion offense is
upposed to look like at the
Uniyersity of San Die~o.
The Toreros, shaing off
their worst home performance of the
USO
69 season last
U1SA
54 week, bounced
back Saturday
afternoon with a 69-54 win
over Texas-San Antonio before 1,545 fans at Jenny Craig
Pavilion.
"I still don't think we're
quite there yet, but I think today was a heck of a lot better," said Grier, the former
Gonzaga assistant who's in his
first year as the Toreros' head
coach. "We still have stretches
when we don't screen, we
don't execute the entry, and
we don't run the break. But
today we certainly made
progress."
Junior guard Brandon
Johnson, coming off what Grier called his best week of
practice "by far," led four
Toreros in double figures
with 18 points and six assists.
Johnson had 13 points at halftime as the Toreros (6-8) led
40-28.
"I thought we had good
guard play, especially in the
first half," Grier said. "And
Gyno (Pomare) continues to

DENIS POROY / A SSOCIATED PRESS

USD's Rob Jones (22) shoots
over the defense of Texas-San
Antonio's Keith Spencer, left,
and Travis Gabbldon du
the
first half Saturday.

be very efficient."
Not only was Pomare efficient - he made 7-of-9 shots
- but the 6-foot-8 junior from
El Camino High also had five
rebounds and three blocked
shots.
The Toreros needed to see
progress after a lethargic 5650 loss on Dec. 15 against
Stephen F. Austin, which
plays in the same Southland
Conference as Texas-San Antonio (5-5).
At the Toreros' next practice following the loss, Grier
said, he and his staff decided
they "needed to shake things
up." They told the players

that only Pomare and sophomore guard De' Jon Jackson
were guaranteed starting
spots.
After a week of practice,
the main change turned out
to be the addition of walk-on
true freshman guard Devin
Ginty to Pomare, Jackson,
Johnson and true freshman
forward Rob Jones in a threeguard starting lineup.
Ginty, a 6-2 gym rat from
Alta, only contributed two
points, but points aren't necessarily what Grier wanted
from him.
" The staff and I felt
Devin does a good job of
running exactly what we ask
him to do," Grier said. "I
thought he deserved an opportunity to step in there,
and I thought he did a nice
job."
Behind Johnson's inspired
play, Jones responded with 13
points and eight rebounds
and true freshman point
guard Trumaine Johnson
scored 10 points off the
bench.
"We executed better than
usual," Johnson said. "I
thought Trumaine came into
game and helped, and Rob
played big. That's what we
need from our role players. If
they step up every night, we'll
get a win."
USD next plays at Kentucky on Saturday in a
game that will be televised
byESPN2.
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USD'·Sfour freshmen
waiting for big score
along with Johnson and Houston - for violation of a team
rule during the season-openWhat could be categorized ing road trip that produced a
as a breakout game has yet to victory in Hawaii.
Johnson, a 6-2 guard from
be produced by any of the
our true freshmen on the Houston, has played in 12
US!2Jnen's basketball team. • games, averaging 17.l minBut Toreros coach Bill utes, 2.8 points and 2.1 assists.
He is the backup to scoring
Grier has seen enough shortterm flashes of ability from and assist leader Brandon
forwards Rob Jones and Clin- Johnson (no relation) at point
.
ton Houston, guard Trumaine guard.
'The point (guard) is the
Johnson and center Nate Lozeau to remain convinced such toughest position to play in
a performance could be forth- college .basketball," Grier
coming from any one of them, said. "He has been up and
with Jones ranking as the pri- down, like most freshmen
are. He's still trying to figure
mary candidate.
Entering this afternoon's out exactly what it is we're
Jenny Craig Pavilion visit by asking of him.
"At times he buys in (to the
Texas-San Antonio, the 6foot-6, 230-pound Jones is the system) and at times he fights
team's second-leading re- it That's what eyery freshman
bounder at 4.7 per game and goes through. He has shown
. fourth-leading scorer at 6.3 some flashes, but the main
points per game. Jones is also thing for him is to get strongtied for second in blocked er and tougher with the ball
shots (seven) and is third in and finish shots."
The 6-10, 260-pound Lozsteals with 10, one behind
eau, a summer transfer from
Johnson.
"I think Rob is going to be a Eastern Washington, has avheck of a player," Grier said eraged 9.4 minutes, 1.9 points
earlier this week. "Probably and 1.2 rebounds in 12 games
unfairly to a freshman, we've withonestatt.
Houston, 6-7, 220 from Dalasked him to learn two positions, both the wing (small las, is averaging 9.5 minutes,
forward) and the No. 4 (power 0.7 points and 2.2 rebounds in
forward), which can be diffi- 11 games.
cult
"He's had a tendency to try USD women win
Three Toreros scored in
and hurry things and also I
don't think he realizes how double figures as USO won its
strong he is. If he just slows third straight game, beating
down I don't think there are host Cal State Fullerton 75-43.
USD's Kiva Herman
very many guys that will be
scored 16 points; Amanda
able to handle him."
Jones, from San Francisco, Rego had 11 points, 11 assists
has played in 12 of the 5-8 and five rebounds, and AmToreros' 13 games and started ber Sprague added 10 points
10, averaging 23.1 minutes. against the Titans (1-8). USD
He missed the second game, shot a season-best 59 percent
against Cal State Monterey from the field and outrebounded the Titans 48-30.
Bay, serving a suspension By Hank Wesch
STAFF WRITER
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Toreros produce stinker in
a loss to Stephen F. Austin
TOM SHANAHAN
Cou TY T IMES

FOR THE N ORTH

DIEGO - If you
to make a case that
Yember is too soon to
ollege basketball
eason, you'd packge up video of the

unfrersiry 0t say

Diego~ mid-De_cember home loss to Stephen
F. Austin and send it to the
..
NCAA.
It might be the best way to.
explain the.J'oreros' flat performance in a 56-50 defeat
Saturday afternoon before an
announced crowd of 1,631 at
Jenny Craig Pavilion.
"I don't know if guys don't USD's Gyno Ponlare shoots over
want to play when there Matt Kingsley, left, of Stephen F.
aren't a lot of fans in the Austin during the second half.
stands," said USD junior Gyno Pomare. "I don't know and the Lumberjacks (8-1)
what it was, but we've got to are enjoying their best start
bring our own energy. We in 26 years.
"Definitely," Pomare said.
can't come out and play like
that on our home court. That's "We should have blown them
out. They're not that good,
ridiculous."
Pomare, a 6-foot-8 for- but my hat goes off to them
ward/center from El Camino because they came out and
High, scored half the Toreros' played hard."
The game had the feel of a
points with 25 on 8-of-11
shooting from the field and 9- late February meeting beof-10 · from the three throw tween two teams buried in
their conference standings,
line.
It was a game the Toreros but USD doesn't open West
(5-8) should have won, Po- . Coast Conference play until
mare said, even though the Jan. 12 against visiting San
visitors from Nacogdoches, Francisco. USD has a week
Texas, were coming off a 66- off before another 1 p.m. Sat62 win at Oklahoma on Dec. 8 urday home game against

Texas-San Antonio.
· "I don't know if it was
playing 'in the afternoon and
not in · front of anybody or
what, but it shouldn't matter
if we play at 6 a.m., 6 p.m ..or
midnight," USD first-year
coach Bill Grier said. "You
have to be ready· as competitors to go. We had a good
practice (Friday), and I felt
good going into this game,
even though they're a good
team that has beaten Oklahoma."
Junior guard Brandon
Johnson is USD's second scoring option, but he was limited
to five points after playing
only nine minutes in the first
half because of foul trouble.
USD was leading 43-39
with 4:40 left in the game af.
ter Pomare hit both free
throws upon drawing a fourth
foul on Stephen F. Austin center Matt Kingsley (17 points).
That left the Lumberjacks'
two leading scorers in foul
Josh
Forward
trouble.
Alexander (22 points) already had four.
But down the stretch,
Alexander and Kingsley
helped Stephen F. Austin
outscore USD 17-7.
Alexander hit three
jumpers, including back-toback three-pointers for a 4943 lead, and Kingsley scored
·inside for a 51-47 advantage
with 55 seconds remaining.
Comment at sports.nctimes.com.
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Toreros
lethargic !
in defe..,.
By Hank Wesch
STAFF WRITER

ene and
Lack of energy. In
n's basketball
inefficiency. The USD
team displayed the classic symptoms of
a di pirited holiday shopper in yesterday afternoon 's
Stephen F. Austin game against Stephen F. Austin.
And with help
from the visiting
Toreros
Lumberjacks, USD
presented itself
third
a
with
straight loss, 56-50.
One piece missing from the holiday
scenario, however, was a crowd. The
announced number was 1,631, but at
the 1 p.m. start the Jenny Craig Pavilion contained a person in a Santa suit
and not enough helpers to staff the day
shift at the North Pole toy factory.
. They witnessed USD (5--8) going
through scoring droughts of six and
three minute in the first half, totaling
11 points in the first 11:36 of the game,
committing 11 first-half turnovers and
somehow trailing only 21-19 at the
break.
They saw the Toreros claw to a 43-39
lead with 4:39 remaining, and then fall
apart, being outscored by SFA (8-2)
I
17-7 to the buzzer.
The Lumberjacks got 22 point from
6-4 junior guard Josh Alexander, who
had 19 a week earlier in a victory over
Oklahoma at Norman that ranks a one
of the biggest in school history. The
Lumberjacks also got 17 from 6-9 junior center Matt King ley.
Alexander and King ley weren't always on the floor together - both
wound up with four fouls and missed a
combined 20 minutes - but whoever
was in action at the moment usually
managed to give the Toreros fits.
USD's only answer was junior forward Gyno Pomare, who scored 25
points on 8-of-11 shooting from the
field and 9-of-10 from th foul line. The
rest of the team was 12-of-27 from the
field, 1-of-4 on free throws and matched
Pomare's 25 point total.

56

50

And while giving grudging respect
SUMMARY
to Stephen F. Austin, USD couldn't
56, USO 50
Austin
f.
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0
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Aellalnls:
THIii
0-2).
,Lewis 0-1 , Murdock
Houston). U.-.: 18 CB.Johnson 5 Jones 4 I.Johnson 3
m I wa going to play the point," Jones.
'
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'
Pomare 2, Jackson, lewis, Mtrdock).
Jack on said. "But Brandon got in foul ::-F. A,ati,
35 - !i6
21
31 - !ill
19
trouble and never got into a groove and
Ir 1,631. Olllcills-Oavid Libby, Marc Beasley, Huqhes Soffren.
we didn't get into a groove a a team to
get th shot going.
'The talent (of SFA), compared to
other teams w 've played, wasn't there.
But the intensity and defen ive presure was. tephen F. Au tin i a good
team."
Po mare, like Jack on, was at a loss to
explain U D's lack of enthusiasm and
inten ity.
"Coach can't mak it happen; we've
got to make it happen ourselve ," Po-mare said. "We can't come out and play
hard from the start on our own court?
Ridiculou .
"I can't do it alone. BJ Qohnson)
can't do it alone. We need all five guys
out there playing together to do it."
On the pathway to preparation for
West Coa t Confer nee play, which is
now the main goal, the Toreros regressed yesterday in the estimation of
first-y ar coach Bill Grier said.
"It' a step back of£ n ively in terms
of the turnovers," Grier said. 'We had
b en g tting better at protecting the
ball the la t four game . Today we
didn't.
"D fen ively, I thought for the mo t
part w played pretty well. Offensively,
you look at our hooting percentage
(52.6 percent), and we were pretty
good. But the turnovers were a big
factor.
"You have nin tumov r out of two
of your starter , that' horribl ."
In addition to the five from Brandon
John on, fr hman forward Rob Jones
had four.

=

Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
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Surrounded by USD players, SF A's Nick Shaw clears the ball around Toreros' Rob Jones. Jim Baird / Union-Tribune
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-~Toreros hope ,king Lumberjacks out of woods will cool them off
.By Hank Wesch
, S,T AFF WRITER

Sometimes men's co
, ball scheduling is like
, lates. You never kn
going to get
.
J
,. Take the two-year, '-"'"and-home
•,~ries between USIJ, and Stephert F.
,Austin that concludes with today's ·1
-p.m. contest at the Jenny Craig Pavilion .
When the agreement was reached
in 2006, it appeared to be an advanta_geous one for coach Brad Holland and
..l;µs Toreros. Both schools were coming off modest winning seasons and

decent but unexceptional league finishes, but USO's was achieved in the
more highly regarded West Coast
Conference and Stephen F. Austin's in
the Southland.
Then the Lumberjacks laid a 71-62
noogie of a loss on USO at Nacogdoches, Texas, in last yeafs season opener.
And today Stephen F. Austin comes
in w.ith a 7-1 record, tied for the East
Texas school's best start all-time with
the 1981-82 team. The Lumberjacks
are on a five-game winning streak,
with three pf those coming on the
road, including a 66-62 upset of Okla- ,
homa in Norman.

SFA is ranked No. 25 in the MidMajor poll of Collegeinsider.com. Atop
that listing are Saint Mary's and Gonzaga, West Coast Conference rivals of
USO.
. '.'It doesn't get any easier," first-year
USO coach Bill Grier said of a schedule that has had the Toreros (5-7) on
the road for six of their past eight
games, with the most recent being
losses at New Mexico and Nevada.
Not coincidentally, two of USO's
three wins in those eight games were
attheJCP.
f
The Toreros are averaging 69.4
points per game at home while giving
up 63.6. The corresponding overall

numbers are 63.8 and 66.2.
A pattern in recent road losses has
been for USO to shoot poorly at the
outset, fall well behind and then prove
incapable of recovering.
'The concern with the offense has
been impatience early (in games) and
fatigue late, which has made us break
from the game plan and what we want
to do ," Grier said. "We've had
stretches where we look pretty good
and then stretches where we tJy to go
one-on-one. That's when we get in
trouble."
Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com

7
USO men vs. Stephen F. Austin
Site/time: Jenny Craig Pavilion/
1p.m.today

TV/radio: Channel 4 San Diego/
1090-AM, 105.7-FM
Records: USO 5-7, SFA 7-1
Outlook: Toreros return home, where
they're 3-2 this season, after going 0-2
at New Mexico and Nevada.

USO women vs. Pacific
Site/time: Jenny Craig
Pavilioo,l4 p.m.today

TV/Radio: Channel 4 San Diego
Records: USO 5-4, Pacific 3-6
Outlook: The Toreros are coming off a
spirited victory over UCLA. while the
Tigers have lost five in a row.
~
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Toreros remain cold to the touch in loss at Nevada
falls to 5-7 after
30 pe~cent
N·T RIBUNE

RENO, Nev. - USD's shooting
was just as cold - if not colder • than the freezing temperatures descending the Sierra Nevada mountains and into the Truckee Meadows.

The Toreros basketball team nearly mirrored its poor shooting performance from last weekend in New
Mexico as it lost to Nevada 76-62 last
night in front of 6,640 fans at Lawlor
Events Center.
"We missed point-blankers to start
off with and got ourselves in a big
hole," Toreros coach Bill Grier said.
'These kids have been doing this all
year. We get out of a hole and dig
ourselves out and then we turn

NEVADA 76,

TOREROS62

around and shoot ourselves right in
the foot."
USD shot 27 percent in the first
half but improved enough in the second half to finish the game just above
31 percent (19-of-60) from the floor.
Gyno Pomare posted a game-high

22 points for USD (~7) before fouling
out with 6:12 left in the game. Brandon Johnson scored 18 points and
Chris Lewis added 10.
"It was a game we could have
won," Pomare said. "They're a good,
athletic team."
Shooting wasn't USD's only problem, though. Stopping Nevada's penetration in the paint and outside
SEE

Torero1, D3

...,,

CON TINUED FROM PAG E D1

Bright spot
is Pomare's
game-high 22

u,
0

shooting were just as difficult.
The Wolf Pack shot 49 percent
from the floor, including 41 percent from long range.
Grier saidJaVale McGee and
Marcelus Kemp caused trouble '
and made it difficult for his
team to defend. McGee scored
13 points and had eight rebounds while Kemp added 11
points (including two threepointers) to help Nevada (4-4)
win its second consecutive
game. Nevada had five players
score in double .figures.
"McGee, I think, has got a
chance to be pro. He's just so
long and athletic, so he's a
handful," Grier said. "Kemp is
such a great player. It just gives
you a 1-2 combo from the Pf'-rimeter to inside that's hard to
deal with."
McGee and Brandon Fields
put on a dunk clinic with all

three slams bringing the crowd
to a standing ovation. McGee
extended for a right-handed
slam in the .first half and added
another with 10:33 left in the
second.
Fields, v.rho had a team-high
17 points, made the most electrifying move when the sophomore
guard dunked over Pomare with
his back facing the hoop.
The Toreros, though, came
out stronger in the second half
by outscoring the Wolf Pack
13-6 in the .first .five minutes.
Pomare, Johnson and De'Jon
Jackson each contributed from
either the free-throw line or in
the paint. USD totaled two
more points (36-34) than Nevada in the second half.
'The fact that we dug back
in, to me that's positive," Grier
said. ''What we have to do is
stop putting ourselves in such a
big hole. They (Nevada) do
such a great job sticking with
their stuff. When we cut it to
six, they immediately took it
back up to 12 or 14, and that's a

credit to their team, their staff
and their system."
Shooting woes plagued the
Toreros in the .first half when
they made 9-of-36 field goals.
'The biggest thing in the
.first half is we were so intimidated by McGee that we adjusted every shot- we shot probably five airballs in the .first half
- and when Gyno was going to
work, he was going at him,"
Grier said. 'We can't play tentative or scared in this game and
expect to be successful."
Nevada led USO by five
points (27-22) with with 6:49
left, then closed the first half
with a 1~ run.
"I thought we played really
solid in a lot of ways in the .first
half," Nevada coach Mark Fox
said. "We were unselfish and
executed well on offense. We
played as well defensively for
extended periods as we have
this season."
USD returns home for two
games, beginning with Stephen
F. Austin on Saturday at 1 p.m.
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me: Lawlor Events Center,
tonight
'Wlra lllD: None/ 1090-AM, 105.7-FM

Records: USD

i-6,Nevada 3-4

Outlook: Four-time defending WAC
champ Nevada returns one starter from
last year's 29-5 team. Wolfpack is 26-2 at
Lawlor, 2-1 this season.
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USD's Pomare has
22 in loss to Nevada
A

OCI ATED

PRES

0 , Nev. - Brandon
cored a career-best
-.u ....... ts to lead Nevada
over the University of San
Diego men's basketball
team, 7b-62, on Wednesday
night.
JaVale McGee added 13
points, Matt LaNevada 76 - Grone 12 and
USO 62 Marcelus Kemp
11 for the Wolf
Pack (4-4).
Gyi:io Pomare had 22
points and Brandon Johnson
had 18 for USD (5-7), which
cut a 16-point halftime
deficit to eight at 51-43 with
12:57 left in the game.
But an alley-oop dunk by
Fields sparked a 10-4 Nevada run that extended the

lead to 61-47 with 8:22 left.
USD would get no closer
than 10 points the rest of the
way
.
The Wolf Pack outscored
the Toreros· 15-4 over the final seven minutes of the
first half after USD had cut
the lead to five at 27-22.
Kemp hit a pair of 3-pointers
and McGee a pair of baskets
during the run.
The Wolf Pack hit 57.1
percent of its shots on-16-for28 shooting in the first half
as it built a 42-26 halftime
lead.
Nevada finished at 49.1
percent shooting for the
game and held USD to 31.7
percent .
. McGee had eight rebounds as the Wolf Pack outrebounded the Toreros 4137.

1
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Toreros
Report
Today: at Nevada
05 at Lawlor Events Center, Reno, Nev.

Records~~ 5-6, Nevada 3-4

Radio: 1
M/105.7 FM
At a glance: USD shotjust 16-0f-50 from the field ln a 57-47 loss Saturday at
New Mexico, and junior PG Brandon Johnson and junior F/C Gyno Pomare (El
Camino High) were both plagued by foul trouble. The Toreros didn't score their
first basket until nearly six minutes had elapsed in the game .... Freshman F
Rob Jones led the Toreros with 12 points, but USD needs Johnson and Pomare to score consistently to be successful. ... Nevada is USD's fifth game
against a Western Athletic Conference opponent; the Toreros are 3-1 against
the WAC. USD swept Hawaii and beat San Jose State but lost to Boise State .
... The Toreros struggle against big lineups, and Nevada's features 7-foot
JaYale McGee (13.7 ppg, 7.0 rpg). The Wolf Pack's leading scorer is senior G
Marcelus Kemp with 19.1 ppg.... Nevada had lost three in a row before beating Montana State on Saturday.... Nevada lost to UNLV 79-67 on Nov. 24 and
USD lost to the Rebels 66-55 on Nov. 17. ·
- Tom Shanahan
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Toreros never a factor
against New Mexico
A

IAT ED

PRES

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
- Darren Prentice came off
the New Mexico bench Saturday to score 14 of his gamehigh 19 points in the first
half, leading
the Lobos to
Mexico 57 a 57-47 men's
47 basketball
victory over
the University of San Diego
at thePit.
Prentice hit 7-of-9 shots
from the field and scored
eight of 10 New Mexico
points in the midst of a
game-opening 21-6 run.
"It was a game where we
pretty much led start to fin.
ish," New Mexico coach
Steve Alford said. "And it's
hard to do at this level
against anybody."
New Mexico (8-2) opened

the contest with an 11-2 run
and never trailed. The Lobos
held the Toreros (5-6), who had
a two-game winning streak
snapped, scoreless for almost
six minutes to start the game.
Neither team started well,
with the teams combining to
miss their first 10 shots.
"It was a like a pitchers
duel," said USD coach Bill
Grier. "It was a shutout. We
missed some point-blankers
and so did they."
The Toreros failed to crack
the score.board until 5:49 was
gone when Rob Jones, who
led USD with 12 points,
drove the lane for a basket.
"We're been kind of struggling offensively," Grier said.
"We've had some games
where we've been able to get
some stops and score easy in
transition. Our half-court
game is just not quite there
yet on execution."
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Lobos place limitations ·on
USD stars
Defensive effort
stifles Pomare
dB.Johnson
TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE

RQUE, N.M. randon Johnson
are had been
than 30 points
------==-1,1 a game for the
JlSQ.men's basNew Mexico
ketball team.
But yesterday,
the junior duo
Toreros
could only manage 14 as the
Toreros lost
57-47 to New Mexico in University Arena.
USD's shooting was consistently cold throughout the
game. The Toreros shot 32
percent on identical 8-for-25
lines in each half.
"It was a combination of
both poor shooting and (New
Mexico's) defe n e," aid Toreros coach Bill Grier. "We
have been kind of struggling
offensively: We've had some
games where we have been
able to get some stop and
score easy in transition . Our
half-court game is just not
quite there yet on execution."
USD (5-6) , which had won
its last two games, never got
started on this one.
The Toreros missed their
first six shots and didn't score
until Rob Jones drove
through the lane 5:50 into the
game. Jones led San Diego
with 12 points, while the only
other Torero in double figures was Johnson , who had
10. De'Jon Jackson had five
assists and Jones snared sev-

57

47
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en rebounds.
The Lobos (8-2) missed
their first four shots, then
found the range for an an 11-2
run and never trailed. Darren
Prentice came off the New
Mexico bench to score 14 of
his game-high 19 points in the
first half. Prentice hit 7-of-9
shots from the field and at
one point scored eight of 10
New Mexico point in the
midst of a game-opening 21-6
run.
"Neither team could core
(initially) ," Grier said. "It was
like a pitchers' duel. It was a
shutout. We missed some

point-blankers, and so did
they."
Taking USD ou t of its comfortabl e shooting rhythm,
particularly Johnson and Pomare, was a big part of the
New Mexico game plan.
"We didn't want their posts
to touch the ball," said New
Mexico's Roman Martin ez.
''We wanted to make sure we
didn't get outhustled and outrebounded."
New Mexico showed defensive quickness, sliding into
position to take seven charging fouls, including five in th e
first half. USD finished with ·
nine often ive foul s.
"It wasn't all about execution," Grier aid. ''They did a
good job of stepping in there
and taking the charge. We got
fru strated, and that got us into trouble."
It all kind of nowballed on
USD after the poor start, said
Toreros forward Chris Lewis.
''We just struggled offensively shooting the ball," he
said. "I don't think the crowd
got to us, but we did haxe
trouble trying to talk to each
other when we were on the
floor."
Every tim e it appeared
USD. was going to make a
game of it, the Toreros would
make a mistake and the
Lobos would capitalize.
USD got within 51-42 with
under four minutes remaining, but the Torero had nothing left.
"We have a team of almosts," Grier said. ''We were
right there with USC. We
were right there with San Diego State. We were right there
with this team. We have to get
over that hump. We have to
now get over that hump."
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USO freshman forward Rob Jones, who led the Toreros In scoring and rebounding, found defending
New Mexico's J.R. Giddens (15) to be a grimace-inducing task. Marla Brose/ Associated Press
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at The Pit, Albuquerque,

. US~5; New.Mexico 7-2 •
R
Rado: 1090 , 105. 7 FM
At apa: USO won its second
straight game and third in the past four
to get back to .500 with a 6040 win
.over San Jose State on Thursday. The
Toreros won despite a performance that
included 34.4 percent shooting in the
first half. ... Junior PG Bnnlon Johnson
led USO against SJSU with 13 points,
seven rebounds, six assists, six steals
and only two t□l'l'lOvers. He ranks third
among West Coast Conference players,
scoring 17.5 points per game . ... New
Mexico won its first seven games under '
new coach Steve Alford, who left Iowa.
But the Lobos have lost their past two
games on the road to Mississippi, ~
77, and New Mexico State, 71-62 ....
One of New Mexico's wins in a 6-0
record at home was an 8%0 rout of
Hawaii. ... Sophomore GChad Toppert
(66) leads the Lobos' balanced offense, scoring 12.6 points per game.
- Tom Shanahan _,,,,
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USO stifles
the Spartans
SAN DIEGO - Brandon Johnson and Gyno
Pomare scored 13 points
apiece to lead the _Uni_y_~
USO (men) 60 "'or""'San

Sal Jose St. 40

D1e~o, '

mens
basketball team to a 6040 win over San Jose
State on Wednesday.
Johnson also led the
Toreros (5-5) with seven
rebounds, six assists and
six steals.
Thomas
De Vonte
paced the Spartans (3-2)
with 11 points and eight
rebounds.
USD used a 13-4 run
in a six-minute span of
the first half to open up
a 21-10 lead at the 6:06
mark. The deficit could
have been greater, but
the Toreros missed 6 of 8
free throws in the span.
USD, ahead 25-14 at
the half, never led by,
less than nine points the
rest of the way.
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Cold-shooting
Toreros chill
colderSJSU

~
1

CONTINUED FROM PAGE D1

USO holds Spartans·
to 14-point first half

TOREROS60,
SAN JOSE ST. 40

'

I J

By Hank WHCh

•<

STAFF WRITER

Asked for the proper word to de;ribe last night's game against San
Jose State, ~ men's basketball
coach Bill Grier chuckled and said, "I
could think of a few, but you can't print
'em."
Then he somewhat sheepishly offered, "sloppy," "grinder" and, finally
"a win."
The 60-40 victory before 1,643 at the
Jenny Craig Pavilion was that And for
all it lacked for style and aesthetics, it
did complete a sweep of a two-game
homestand and got the Toreros back
even (5-5) for the season.
And unsightly as it was overall San Jose State (3:-2) shot 24.1 percent
for the first half and 27 .8 percent for
the game, USO was &for-16 at the
free-throw line - USO junior guard
Brandon Johnson did manage to put
SEE Toreros,

u,

'°

► TOREROS

D4

up some good-looking numbers. Johnson had 13 points, tying Gyno Pomare
Jor the team high, and led the Toreros
,in rebounds (seven), assists (six) and
,steals (six). The assists raised his career total to 312, passing Brock Jacobsen into fourth on the USO all-time list
:The steals were one shy of the school
"single-game record.
. Liberally listed at 6 feet, Johnson
1
was somewhat surprised, and gratified, with a rebounding total that was
one short of his career best, set last
· _March against Pepperdine.
, "The coach has been on me the last
,couple games because I haven't been
getting many rebounds," Johnson
,said. "I got in there and fought hard
and I might have caught a couple
,elbows but I got a couple rebounds
:,.nd I think the coach might be happy
:4bout that.
' "I am going to go back in there
·Oocker room) and let Gyno know
about it."
1
, USO scored the first eight points of
the game, freshman Rob Jones scoring two baskets and assisting on another, and although the play went
from rough to rougher the rest of the

way, the Toreros never trailed.
"Just a strange game all the way
around," Grier said. "I thought we had
a decent approach coming out of the
locker room and for the first four minutes and then ... I don't know."
Physical play was largely tolerated
by the refereeing crew - a factor that
figured to be in favor of a Spartans
team that started 6-9, 255-pound freshman Oliver Caballero and 6-9, 255pound sophomore CJ, Webster. But
even though they got several close-in
shots, the Spartans won the "coldestshooting team" prize for the first half
hands down. San Jose State clanked
22-of-29 shots (for a 24.1 shooting percentage) and totaled just 14 points for
the first 20 minutes.
USO was an only slightly wanner
11-for-32 (34.4 percent), a dismal 1-for10 from behind the three-point arc,
2-for-8 at the free throw line and still
held a 25-14 lead at the break.
"If you were coming to watch an
offensive clinic, this wasn't the game
to see," Grier conceded. "But that is a
tremendous defensive effort to hold
them to (the first half totals)."
USO never led by fewer than 10 in
the second half.
Next up for USO are road games.
against New Mexico on Saturday and
Nevada next Wednesday.
"I told the team I wanted them to
approach this like a (West Coast Conference) home weekend," Grier said.
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USD 60, Sin Jose State 40
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"You have to win on your home floor if
you're going to be successful. . .. We
got the job done."
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Toreros
Report
Today: vs. San Jose State
Tipolf: 7:05 p.m. at Jent¥ Craig Pavilion
Records: San Jose State 3-1; USO 4-5
Raclo: 1090 AM, 105.7 FM
At a glalce: The University of San Di!;
is coming off what the ~ayers 9nd coac
Bl Grier consider the team's best al~
around performance, an 81-67 win OJer
Hawaii on Sunday. The double-digit victory
came despite the return of Hawaii'G Matt
Gibson, the Rainbow Warriors' secondleading scorer. Three weeks earlier, the
Toreros opt!ned the season at Hawaii with
a 73-72 victory when Gibson was injured .
... USO junior PG Brandon Johnson, con• sistently strong at penetrating to the basket his first two years.in the program, continues to show an imprcNed outside shot.
He scored 25 points against Hawaii and
is averaging 18.3 points with 3.5 assists .
.. . San Jose State will be USD's third
straight'opponent from the Western Athletic Conference. USO lost 77-71 to Boise
State last week before the game against
Hawaii, a club Grier considers one of the
strongest in the WAC . ... San Jose State
is coming off a 78-63 win OJer Cal State
Bakersfield. The Spartans' other wins are
OJer Middle Tennessee and Appalachian
State, with a loss to Lipscomb.... CJ.
Webster, a 6-9 sophomore center, leads
the Spartans with 12.5 points and 10.5
rebounds a game.
- Tom Shanahan
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.,plays
-:;'best
JJame'
By Hank Wesch
,S TAFF WRITER

Playing the University of Hawaii appears to bring out the
best in the USO men's basketball team.
Half of the victories this season
Toreros
for the 4-5 Toreros have now
come again t the
Hawaii
Rainbow Warriors. And in any
ranking of the
quality of play in the victories
fo r USO, the Hawaii contests
would be 1 and 2.
In their season opener at Honolulu on Nov. 9, the Toreros
showed poi e, and presence in
' battling the Rainbow Warriors
into the final minute, then got a
steal and free throw by Gyno
· Pomare with two seconds re, mai.ning to pull out a one-point
'victory.
· ' Yesterday aftern oo n USO
' put together it mo t c~hesive
offensive and defensive effort of
the season to build a 49-33 halftime lead and then made the
. necessary plays in the second
· half for an 81-67 rout before
. •~.921 at the Jenny Craig Pavil-

81

,

The Toreros' Rob Jones slams home two his seven points against Hawaii. K.C. Alfred/ Union-Tribune

came in to the game with
I.42thatmore
turnovers than assi ts

for the eason got on the right
side of the ratio 15-12.
"We had kind of b en
individual ball, someplaying
ion.
coache have been on
the
thing
"I think our be t game was
. tonight," USO junior point th team about all week," John'The first couole
guard Brandon Johnson said. son said.
gam of the year we played
· 'W e came out and executed
and I
' pretty good, everybody was in- more team basketball
the
shared
we
tonight
think
of
win
t
bigge
our
volved. It's
t
i
as
more
way
had
W
ball.
•'- year (by margin of victory).
had.
usually
've
w
than
1 very good."
"I think everybody getting in-·
Johnson had 25 points and
d makes you want to play
volv
• four assists, Pomare 18 points
hard."
· and eight rebounds and sophoJohn on ca ' h cl three of hi
~ more forward Chris Lewi 10
three-pointers for the
four
· point and 10 rebound . Nine
a 22-4 Torcro run in a
in
game
Toreros scored, eight got at
period of ight minutes in the
least one rebound and a team

fir t half that built a 26-16 ad- team i at its b st when it can·
vantage and put USO in com- get out and run."
U O hot 57.1 percent ov rmand lo stay.
Whi le Joh nson's long-range all, Hawaii 39.7.
"If you can get tops and
shooting provided the spark
USO' ability to rebound Ha~ pu h the ball, what it do s i it
waii mi ses and beat th Rain- allow you to get ea y ba ket '
bow Warrior (2-4) down court so that every time down th
for early offense wa a major floor you're not grinding in
factor in that and another 13-0 your often e," Gri r said. "But
every tim we did have to go to
run later in the half.
. "I thought th biggest thing . the half-court offen e (in th
m the fir t half wa the defen- fir t hall) I really think we had
s ive energy," said fir t-year guy moving and er ening
USD coach Bill Grier. "I and Brandon was filling it."
USO's largest econcl-half
thought that was the best half
d fen ively, we've played thi ' lead wa 23 point , Hawaii was
nev r closer than 10.
year.
"It allow d us to get off and,/
I6 I
run and g t some easy basket
in transition and I think thi

SUMMARY
USO 81, HAWAII 67

"W ju t came togethe r, off nsively and defensively," said
ecLewi , who recorded hi
ond straight double-doubl . He
had 11 points and 10 rebounds
on Wedn day at Boi e State.
Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
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Strong defensive
effort propels USD
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR TH e N ORTH Cou TY T IMES

~N DIEGO - Three
we?s ago Hawai i played
witho ut -one of its leadin g
scorer s when the Unive rsity
of San Diego men's basketball
team escap ed Oahu with a
one-point season-opening win.
So what hap ene
the tea
1 son
healthy and back
in the Warriors' lineup ? The
Toreros turned up their defensive pressu re en route to
an 81-67 win Sunda y afternoon before 1,921 at the Jenny Craig Pavilion as USD (4-5)
swept Hawaii (2-4) in the nonconfe rence home- and-ho me
series.
"We had good ball movement and we were clicking offensively in the first half, but I
thoug ht the bigges t key was
at the defens ive end," said
first-year USD coach Bill Grier. "That's the best 20 minutes
of defens e we've played this
year."
Junio r point guard Brandon Johnso n led the Toreros
with 25 points and four assists. Johnson, who is splitting
time at shooti ng guard this
year, hit 4-of-7 3-poin ters

when true freshm an Trumaine Johnso n (no relatio n)
played point. Trumaine Johnson contri buted two points
and four assists.
"This was our best game of
executing the offense," Brandon Johnso n said. "This was
probab ly our bigges t win of
the year."
USD junior Gyno Pom?re,
6-8 forwar d/cent er from El
amino High, added 18
oints and eight rebou nds.
ophom ore forwa rd Chris
Lewis had his second straight
double-double - the first 'two
of his career - with 10 points
.and 10 rebounds.
The Toreros turned up the
heat on defense just four days
after Grier questi oned their
lack of hustle in Wednesday's
77-71 loss at Boise State.
"The Boise performance is
on me, because I had us playing too many games in a short
stretch," Grier said. "We had
tired legs, but that's an excuse. We gave (Boise) 55 percent shooti ng. We talked
about how we have to hang
our hat on the defensive end
of the floor."
USD had lost three of four
games in a six-day span that
includ ed three in the Anaheim Classic and the trip to
Boise.
But agains t .Hawa ii, the
Toreros took away the shoot-

LENNY IGNELZI / AP

Hawaii's Kareem Nitolo gets off
a shot over Trumaine Johnson of
USO during the Toreros' 81-67
win over the Warriors.

ing of Gibson and Bobby Nash
en route to a 49-33 halftim e
lead. Nash, averag ing 18.6
points , was plagu ed by foul
trouble and finishe d the game
with 15 points. Gibson, averaging 18.0, scored only six.
Grier's philosophy is defensive pressu re will provid e
easy transit ions basket s that
ease the grind on the halfcourt offense.
USD trailed 12-6 early before the Toreros went on a 132 run. USD led 28-19 when a
19-4 run bumpe d the lead to
·
49-26.
The Toreros had to suryive
a 16-2 run by Hawai i in the
second half, but the Warriors
got no closer than 72-62 with
4:37 left in the game.
Comment at sports.nctimes.com.
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Toreros
Report
Today: vs. Hawaii
Tipoff: 2 p.m. at .lemJ Craig P.Mlion
Reconls: Hawaii 2-3; USO 3-5
Rado: 1090AM, 105.7 FM
At a glalce: .LJSllind
days after the'""icireros opened
son with a 73-72 win in the Islands. With
the score tied, junior F/C Gyno Pomn
(El camino High) made a steal in the ~
nal seconds and was fouled, hitting the
first of two free thrtMS for the victory. ".
USO is coming off a 77-71 loss at Boise
State. The Toreros 11cM! won only one of
their past six games after opening with a
2-0 start ... Ball-handling has hurt the
Toreros against teams that can apply ful~
court pressure, but defense cost the
Toreros at Boise. The Broncos hit 55.1
pelCellt of their shots ... USO coach •
Grier isn't hapr,;with his team's shot selection, SS'jing his players settle for too
ma~ 3-point shots. The Toreros were 3for-18 from 3-point range at Boise ....
Hawaii was without senior PG Matt GlblOl'I for its first four games, but he led
the Warriors to a 79-58 win o.oer Coppin
State on Tuesda>J at home with 18 points
and six assists. ... Hawaii alum and former NBA player Bob Nalh is in his first
year as the head coach after being an assistant for nearly 30 years (the last 20
as associate coach) to the retired RIiey

Walace.

- Tom Slalalal
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Tfawaii's visit will be like starting
overforUSD
on their shoulder, ' USO coach Bill eve of the contest.
Gibson is one game back from the
Grier said. "And you'd think that we'd
ST Aff WRITER
and marked his return with an
injury
have confidence (from the earlier viet, six-assist production in 26
18-poin
don't
I
group,
this
The men's basketball season for tory). But with
s
of hard to minute of playing time. Hawaii has
USO got off to a promising start when know. So far, it's be n kind
three other players with double-figure
to b
going
i
h
the Torero s pulled out a 73-72 victory tell what their approac
scoring averages for five games Jed by
·
."
to-game
gam
over Hawaii at Honolulu on Nov. 9.
the coach's son, senior swingman
openthe
Hawaii has gone 2-2 since
In the return engage ment this afterBobby Nash, at 18.6.
New
at
and
Illinois
to
'es
'
lo
noon at the Jenny Craig Pavilion, USO er with
USO ha had two day to recover
Als over
will be looking to kick-start a season - M xi o and om victorie
a streak of ix game in 11 days.
from
RainThe
State.
Coppin
and
that has sputtered with five losses in com State
ed only one win , a week ago
produc
It
coach Bob
the past six games. And Hawaii will, of bow Warrior of first-year
Irvine, and ended with a
UC
against
best
their
of
one
course, be seeking payback for the Nash were without
Wedne sday at Boise
on
loss
77-71
players, 6-foot-5 senior guard Matt
earlier game.
tate.
against
p
matchu
"You would certainly think they Gibson, in the first
Gri r conced d on Friday that the
d on the
would come in with a little bit of a chip USO with an injury incurre
-fatigue of such a schedu le was a contributing factor to the loss at Boise
State. He welcomed the luxury of having two days to focus on Hawaii.
"You look at it and it's the end of
November and we've played eight
game already ," Grier said. "We've
had to get ready for one team after
another and haven't had much practice time to work on getting better at
the things we want to do."
Despite the record, the first-year
coach said that overall he is encouraged by what he sees of a team without any seniors that is still in the
process of learning new offensive and
defensive system s.
"You watch the game films and
there are stretch es where we're so
close to getting it," Grier said. "When
we have both effort and execution
we're pretty good. But we have to hav~
them both."
Junior point guard Brandon Johnson leads the Torero s with 17.1 points
per game.
Ju~ior _forward Gyno Pomare is averagmg 13.8 points and eight rebounds.

By Hank Wesch

Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
◄
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Escape From Jonestown

How basketball gave life to a son and grandson
of the infamous cult leader Jim Jones
Posted : Monday December 24, 2007 12:36PM; Updated: Thursda

Bv
, Garv
, Sm ith
Tell me, does it get sweeter than this? The big
handsome kid gliding to the glass in warmup drills,
that's your son. He's the best high school player in the
city. One look at the visitors, who've come from 40
miles away, tells you all you need to know: He's the
best player in the house tonight.
Better still, your two brothers are in town, right beside
you. All three of you grew up together on a basketball
court. All three of you were starters on the same team.
You can see it on their faces. They're reliving it too .
Everyone filing in, it seems, calls or waves to you, the
friendly father of the star. Your kid looks up and gives
the slightest nod . He's dedicating this game to your side
of the family. Got to love that too .
Had Jim Jr. (left, with Rob) been in Jonestown
at
the time of the mass suicide, he likely
You all rise for The Star-Spangled Banner. Then your
son and the other team's big man crouch at midcourt for would have died.
Robert Beck/SI
the tap . Your eyes, like your brothers', like your son's,
A0')EF,T15E.MEMT ~lock on the basketball. As if you owed your lives to that
thing. Which all four of you do .
~

O.K. , there's something else going on here. The kid's dedicating this game to your sister -- his aunt,
Suzanne -- who just died of colon cancer. No, not a pretty way to die, but more dignified than face-down
in the mud on the edge of a South American jungle, like your mother, father, wife, unborn child, two
brothers, a sister, four nephews and a niece.
None of you here tonight should exist. Not you, Jim Jones Jr., the one who carries that name. Not your
brother Stephan, the one who carries that blood. Not your brother Tim, the one who carries the visual
memory of your relatives and friends among the 910 bloated bodies lying shoulder-to-shoulder, the

http://si.printthis.clickability.com/pt/cpt?action=cpt&title=SI.com+-+Magazine+-+Escape+...
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largest mass suicide in modem history.
And no, not your son down there, the Reverend Jim Jones's grandson.
You were spared that day : Saturday, Nov. 18, 1978. You, Stephan and Tim were teenagers, 150 miles
away, playing against Guyana's national basketball team . You were saved by this sport.
But then ... if you hadn't been away that day, maybe you could've stopped it. Maybe you'd have stood up
to your father when he ordered everyone in the Peoples Temple to drink the cyanide-laced powdered
grape punch in Jonestown, Guyana. Maybe you could've saved your family, saved everyone. You were
cursed by this sport.
His son controls the tap. Archbishop Riordan High begins to run a play. Jim Jones Jr. looks around the
gym. This is the last place he dreamed he'd be in his mid-40s, in December 2006. This is the last sport
his child was supposed to play.
1 of9

By Gary Smith
The kid misses a four-footer, gets whistled for climbing
a defender's back on a rebound, then flings a pass outof-bounds -- all before the game, against San Ramon
Valley in the final of the Crusader Classic, is 45
seconds old. Focus it, thinks Jim. Focus that fire
His son knows how much Suzanne meant to Jim upon
his return from the massacre. Knows that a game's more
than a game. He barrels in for three layups, then slashes
across the lane and feathers in a turnaround jumper,
igniting Riordan to a 17-8 lead. He's settling down now,
becoming who he is: RobJones, San Francisco's
reigning high school player of the year. RobJones, the
kid who keeps that loaded last name glued to his first
one so that nobody will ever lose sight or sound of it.
Who would he be now if he didn't know? Yes, this had
been the million-dollar question for Jim and his
surviving siblings after their children were born: Would
they tell the kids of the horror, and of their relation to
one of the most diseased men and moments in U.S.
history? Would the next generation ofJoneses have to
carry the stain?
Jim glances at Suzanne's two adult children, cheering
for their cousin. Only on her deathbed, a few months
ago, had Suzanne disclosed her family history, though
she'd dropped out of the Peoples Temple long before its
As a freshman forward Rob (22) averaged 23
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hasty flight from San Francisco to the jungles of
minutes and 6.3 points in San Diego's first 13
Guyana in 1977. Surely Jim could've tried to quash his games this season.
past too. Could've started life over far from the Bay
Robert Beck/SI
Area, the cult's home base, and disowned the legacy, sealed it from his three sons. Jones, after all, was
the fourth most common name in the U.S., and he, unlike the notorious father who had adopted him and
made him his namesake, was black.
But Jim's an extrovert, the life of the party, not the keeper of secrets: a lousy vault. Hell, he'd named
Rob, his firstborn, after the father of his teenage wife, Yvette Muldrow, who'd drunk the cyanide and
died along with their unborn baby. When Rob was a toddler, Jim marked the anniversary of Yvette's
death by taking him to the mausoleum where her ashes are interred and letting him play while Jim sat
near the um, devoured by shame that he was alive and she wasn't . .. because of a game.
He knew that one day he might have to pass on his story to his son. But how could he ever pass on his
game?
2 of9

By Gary Smith
Wait a minute. Where's Jim? He's not sitting with his brothers in the upper section anymore. He's down
in the lower section, beside his wife, Erin. He winces as his son misses a chippy, outmuscles everyone
for a putback that misses as well, and then, dammitall, goes up again .. . yes! Jim raises his fist as Rob
takes a feed a moment later and slams. The kid's 6' 5 1/2", 230, a furniture truck with springs and speed.
But Jim remembers the pipsqueak he could lift overhead. Back when he still thought he had plenty of
time to figure out how and what he'd tell his son; hell, the kid was only four. ..
.. . when Waco happened. A 51-day FBI siege of another sect -- the Branch Davidians in Waco, Texas -that left 82 dead in 1993 and kept TV commentators harkening back to the last American cult horror:
Jonestown. "Jonestown?" echoed little Rob in front of the TV. "There's a town named after us? I want to
go there!"

Oh, God. For 15 years Jim had been going there and fleeing there in his head, and finally -- he'd thought
-- found refuge, a nice numb little cove. At first, of course, that had been impossible. A Secret Service
agent, a customs agent and a Treasury agent were assigned to him and each other player on their way
home to the U.S. He'd been interrogated in an airport hangar the moment he'd set foot in America, then
placed under police surveillance for months while he lived in Suzanne's Bay Area apartment. For weeks
he'd been mobbed by reporters on his way in and out of federal courthouse hearings on the Jonestown
tragedy, splashed across San Francisco newspapers and, when people pointed at him in malls, made to
feel like a leper. He was 18 years old.
He'd swallowed his fears and shown up at a half-dozen
funerals for temple members whose bodies had been
shipped back to the Bay Area. Then the mother of one
of the dead, at a post-funeral gathering, put a gun to his
head and hissed, "Why should you be alive when my
daughter's dead?"
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"I don't want to be alive," Jim replied. "Kill me now."
Mourners grabbed the gun and gave him some advice:
Stay away from the survivors; they'll blame you . Hell,
he blamed himself, mostly for having sent Yvette, the
pregnant bride who had wanted to stay at his side, back
to Jonestown a few weeks after their wedding in
Georgetown while he remained in the Guyanese capital
to do public relations and liaison work for Jonestown's
economic and outreach projects, including the
basketball games against the host country's Olympic
team.
"So you're Jim Jones, huh?" said his boss at his first job
in his new life, as he prepared to head out on his route
as a bank courier. "You going to pick up some KoolAid on your drive tonight?"

Marceline and Jim Jones adopted Jim Jr. (top
row, far right) and six other children of
various etlmicities.
Don Hogan Charles/Getty Images

"That's not funny," said Jim. "That's my father."
"What?"
"That's my father."
"You can't be serious. Jim Jones was white."
"I was adopted by him."
His boss looked at him and said, "You're fired."
The stain was deeper than Jim had feared. He tried college but quickly dropped out. Too much mind
static. He tried the office-furniture delivery business alongside brothers Tim and Stephan and former
Jonestown teammate Johnny Cobb. He tried Buddhism, Islam, Pentecostalism and Catholicism. He tried
Telisa and Alice and Danette, hasty engagements to three tall, light-skinned, curly-haired AfricanAmericans born under the sign of Scorpio .. . just like Yvette. He became the last thing that his socialist
father could've imagined : a Republican.
Why not a new identity -- or his original one? He considered changing back to his birth name. He settled
on James Jones, safe but not a lie, and winced through 11 years of Kool-Aid jokes from people who
never dreamed that a man so likable, a black man, could be the mega-killer's son.
Then one day in 1989, after he'd gotten a two-year degree in respiratory therapy from California Pacific
College and gone from hospital orderly to respiratory therapist to director of cardiopulmonary services
at a San Mateo hospital, he stared at the name affixed to his new office door. Apparently all the
certification initials listed after his name -- CRT, CPFT, RCP -- had made James Jones Jr. too long for
his name plate, and someone had shortened it. To Jim Jones Jr.
No, he thought. People would find out. He'd have to have that changed.
Something stopped him. Jim Jones Jr. was who he was. Sure, it would be risky. The woman he loved, a
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neonatal nurse named Erin Fowler, had bolted from his car on their first date, just a few years earlier,
when his relationship to the Rev. Jim Jones had spilled out of him. But she'd calmed down. Even
married him.
He began introducing himself as Jim Jones and letting a few people know that he was the cult leader's
son. The dispassion with which he spoke of it sometimes perplexed them. But they'd marvel at the
miracle that a man who'd lived through what he had could come out the other end as successful and
affable as Jim. He felt a little better now, at least.
Two places remained off-limits. The first was the basketball court. The sport that had taken him away
from where 24 members of his family had died still flushed him with guilt. The second place was inside
himself. He refused psychotherapy. "The mind's a dangerous neighborhood," he'd say. "Don't go there
unless you have to." He wouldn't, he couldn't disturb the buried pain, because then he couldn't be Jim,
the charismatic guy with the deep, rich voice that boomed down hospital corridors. Besides, it was just
too difficult to convey to a stranger, even a hired empathizer, what it felt like to be him. The closest he
could come was this: Imagine there's a painting of you, he'd say, with the background all there, right
behind you. And 20 years later, you're still there in the painting, but all the background's gone. There's
nothing behind you. The people, the setting, your way of life and belief system -- gone.
3 of9

By Cary Smith
He'd sink into depressions each November, the anniversary of the tragedy. He'd dream Yvette back to
life, then watch her vanish each time he drew near. He'd dream that his father was coming after him.
Then wake up, go to work and crack the Kool-Aid jokes himself. But now it was '93 -- with Waco on
everyone's lips and Jonestown suddenly disinterred -- and the coworkers to whom he'd confided his past
kept asking, "You O.K, Jim? You O.K.?"
"Are you O.K.?" he started snapping back. Something was bothering him, something stirred by Waco -so many children, dead again -- something that he just couldn't reach. And now his child was asking
about Jonestown. He could dodge it, keep the kid in the dark. But that carried an explosive risk too .
He swallowed hard and started in the shallow end. He started with the story of a minister and his wife
entering an Indianapolis orphanage in 1961 to adopt a Caucasian baby girl, only to be distracted by a
wailing 10-week-old African-American boy whose unwed mother, age 15, couldn't raise him. Jim told
Rob what his adoptive mother had told him, how Jim had stopped crying the moment Marceline Jones
lifted him into her arms, and how she and her husband decided right then to make him the first black
child in Indianapolis ever adopted by a white couple, and to consecrate their belief in racial equality by
giving him his father's name.
Jim tried to humanize that man with raven hair and sunglasses and the Chairman Mao cap. He told Rob
about the gentle side of the Reverend Jim Jones, his hugs and kisses, his ability to make Jim Jr. feel
unique, prized, chosen . Then one day Jim peeled an old family portrait from a scrapbook, framed it and
placed it on the mantel. "See, Rob?" he said. "They called us the Rainbow Family. Seven of us eight
kids were adopted, and we came from all over." He pointed to Agnes, an elder sister who was part
Native American. Then to Suzanne and Lew, both adopted from Korea, and to Tim, a close family
friend whom the Joneses ended up adopting as well. Then to Stephan, their one biological child. Then
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Jim told Rob about the two who weren't in the picture: Goldie, the eldest, who married and broke ties
with the family before Jim was adopted, and Stephanie, another child adopted from Korea, who died in a
car crash.
He told Rob about the adventures of the Rainbow Family, the years abroad in Brazil, Argentina and
Hawaii, and the long caravan that formed in 1965 when Father -- as everyone in the church called Jim
Jones Sr. -- led 70 Indiana families to the Peoples Temple's new home, a tiny hamlet in the vineyards of
Northern California. About the orphanages his dad ran, the soup kitchens, free clinics and senior
citizens' homes he opened, the theaters, restaurants and hospitals he desegregated. About his dream that
their church would be the seed for a new world, one without barriers between rich and poor, races and
sexes and ages.
Little Rob didn't need to hear the messy details. Not yet. Didn't need to know that it was Grandpa's
raging paranoia that drove the Rainbow Family to Belo Horizonte, Brazil, and then to Redwood Valley,
Calif. -- two sites listed in a 1962 Esquire article as among the likeliest to survive a nuclear holocaust.
That it was his lust for greater power that sent the family and the temple to San Francisco in '72, and that
it was published stories about his alleged abuse of church members that stampeded them to Guyana in
'77.
The kid was way too young for that, and besides, Jim had learned something. When he spoke well of his
father by day, his father stopped stalking his dreams at night.
4 of9

By Gary Smith
Rob can feel it now. No one here can stop him. He whirls and powers through two defenders to score,
giving Riordan a 30-19 halftime lead. But where's Jim?
That's him, slipping outside the gym and lighting a cigarette, sucking hard so he'll have time to light and
suck a second one. Always dropping out of sight when he can't be the wonderful guy everyone knows.
But no, it's nothing like it used to be, back when Rob was four, when Jim started heading out for work or
an errand ... .
... and vanishing. He would drive for hours, tearing at himself. Dammit, he'd been on his father's security
team, protected him from danger. Walkie-talkies, earphones, weapons, code words, the works. He would
park his car at the beach and pour from a bottle into a plastic cup, hoping vodka worked as a solvent on
the stain. He'd skulk back home, wrung out and ragged, a day or so later.
Waco had started the slide, then his eldest son's questions about Jonestown, then the thing that began to
appear in the boy's hands, that round thing wrapped in dimpled leather, that .. . basketball. "Dad," he'd
ask, "can we play?"
Jim took the ball in his hands. All the old guilt and remorse began to seep from it. Selfish. So damned
selfish to have been offplaying basketball on his family's day of reckoning .... See, that was the problem:
Jim's father had pounded that basketball shame into his sons even before Jonestown, and then, in the
sickest possible way, proved himself right! He wouldn't forbid them to play. He was a master at
knowing just how far he could push people, and he seemed to sense that basketball was the boys' outlet
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from the demands of temple life. He'd shame the boys instead, snort, "What a folly! What a waste of
time when the world's in shambles and we need to be changing it." Didn't Jim, of all the boys in the
Rainbow Family, see how exploitative the sport was, how it kept blacks from using their minds to smash
the shackles of a repressive capitalist society?
The Jones boys' basketball guilt was laced, of course. Laced with liberation, a feeling that they were
thrusting a middle finger at the holy hypocrite every time they shoveled snow or swept leaves off their
concrete patio court and went at it. They'd come home from a two-hour practice at Ukiah Junior High,
grab a ball and play again. Normality. That was the game's gift. A couple of hours to feel like regular
kids instead of the cult loonies who'd invaded Redwood Valley.
That's what they were doing, playing pickup ball at a temple picnic back in the early '70s, when they
heard that gunshot and froze, and saw Dad lying on the ground, clutching his chest, his shirt soaked in
blood, then waving frantic temple members away once they'd carried him into his house ... so he could
resurrect himself and have the shirt framed as a temple relic.
If only Jim had exposed the fraud when he started seeing it a few years later. But he'd bought into his
dad's vision of a just world, swallowed the ol' end-justifies-the-means snake oil: the larger Father
loomed, the farther the word spread and the more converts -- nearly 20,000 ultimately -- rushed to the
ramparts. Hell, nobody in the temple would've listened to Jim anyway. Its members had turned over
everything to that man: their children, their life savings, their homes. And no one owed him more than
Jim did. That man had rescued him from an orphanage, perhaps saved him from the life of drugs and
prison that would eventually befall two of Jim's three biological brothers ... and then saved his life again.
Laid his hands on six-year-old Jim's dead body after a drunken driver hit the Joneses' station wagon,
causing Jim to fly out the backseat window, across the hood of the spinning car and back in through the
opposite window! That's what he'd grown up being told, anyway, that his soul had left his body until
Dad prayed over him, reviving him long enough for doctors to mop up the job.
And so when Dad took him to the theater one day when he was 12 to see a documentary about an
evangelist, Marjoe Gortner, who'd begun wowing tent-revival throngs at age four, and told Jim that he
had the charisma, rich voice and near-death anecdote to pull that off, Jim said, well, O.K. He watched
the movie a few times, got the groove. When summer came, he and the Peoples Temple began piling
into their 13 Greyhound buses to go soul-harvesting at tent revivals and churches across the U.S. In a
suit and tie, Jim would take the microphone, the stutter that sometimes afflicted him suddenly gone, and
warm up the people with a few parables sprinkled with parallels between Jesus and Jim Jones Sr. Then
he'd downshift into his personal tale, the black boy twice saved by the white father, and whip 'em -mostly African-American mothers and grandmothers -- into an "Amen! Go, little Jimmy!" tizzy, then
into tears, then into tongues. An offering plate would appear, followed by the white father himself,
emerging to conduct faith healings, often involving removals of tumors that were actually raw chicken
giblets.
How had he ever let himself get swept up in ... "Dad! Hey, Dad, are you listening?" his three sons would
yammer, tugging at him on the couch when Erin was working night shifts at the hospital two decades
later. Yeah, yeah, he'd reply, but no, he was gone, lost again in lonely guilt, flailing like a flipped turtle
to find his way back to sunny-side up.
Good ol' optimism: Jim's favorite cleansing agent. Lasted longer than vodka, got him through 18 years
in that dysfunctional family and 18 more in its ashes. That's it, keep dwelling on the positive, keep
smiling. Keep standing up at meetings with work colleagues or school parents who might've heard of his
lineage and telling everyone, "I'm willing to offer any help I can, except providing the punch." Ha-ha -beat 'em to the punch!
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One problem. The more happy he slapped on, the less he could feel at all. No pain had a price: no joy.
His arguments with his kids and his wife grew sharper. Full of misgivings, he agreed to co-coach Rob's
CYO basketball team, but jumped on his son so hard that Erin begged him to back off.
It all came to a head early in '98 when Jim vanished as Rob and brother Ryan, younger than Rob by two
years, were celebrating their January birthdays together at a bowling-alley party, leaving Erin to chase
their youngest son, three-year-old Ross, and referee two dozen seven-, eight- and nine-year-old boys
with bowling balls. Then, on the eve of Rob's CYO championship game a few weeks later, just before
the team's final practice, he vanished again. "Where's Coach?" Rob's teammates asked .
Off somewhere with old basketball echoes pounding in his head, with his marriage and Rob's world
about to fall apart. That's what he might've replied. But Rob was in third grade. He winced and shrugged
in silence.
5 of9

By Gary Smith
There's Jim. Up on the runway, above and behind the basket. It's perfect. He can look right down over
the hoop . There are no seats up there, no people. No conversations that might become personal.
He looks down and sees Robbolt ahead of the pack, pluck a long pass overhead without breaking stride,
then dunk with such violence as he's fouled that he has to hang on to the rim till the world stops shaking.
He lands and bounces, fist-pounds his heart and chest-bumps a teammate halfway to the bench.
There it all is in one five-second burst, why all those big football factories -- Southern Cal, Notre Dame,
Oregon and Cal -- keep calling and sending love letters. Keep craving Rob for the job for which his
height, bulk, speed, ferocity, hard head and soft hands are all custom-crafted, the position at which he
shattered school records: tight end.
The kid will look right past people who say he's nuts -- spitting away a multimillion-dollar NFL career
for a sport in which his size and game fit the specs for no particular position -- and walk into a tattoo
parlor to have the image of a basketball and the words MY PASSION burnt into his right biceps. Then
have a single word seared onto his left biceps, beneath a cross and a crown: JONES.
Jim remembers when the kid began to grasp the connection. The day just after third grade ended that
Jim, his wife and three sons stepped out of a small airplane, boarded a truck, bounced across a dirt road,
came over a rise ... and stared at Jonestown.
Or what was left of it in 1998, after scavengers and termites had picked its bones, and vines and weeds
had choked it. Jim blinked in the tropical glare. He'd never dreamed he'd be there again.
ABC had asked him to go back to film a segment for a 20/20 special on the 20th anniversary of the
tragedy, and after his initial shock, he'd agreed. Maybe there, somehow, he would find an answer to the
why? that had wrought such havoc in his life, and threatened now to rip apart his family. But hell , he
was still playing games with himself. Three days before his departure he had yet to apply for his
passport; the panicking network had had to pull strings to ramrod it through.
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It thrilled Rob to be handed a machete to hack through the bush. Jim took one as well. He'd remained in
Georgetown after the slaughter, never returned to Jonestown or laid eyes on the bodies. That had both
preserved him and kept the carnage unreal, kept him from ever confronting it head-on. He began
walking through the ruins and searching for something he could touch.
He approached the remnants of the pavilion where his father had gathered his tribe beneath the
thunderclouds on that frantic final day. He probed the underbrush and earth with his machete. The blade
struck something. He began to dig. Even with all the rust, he recognized it: the oil drum that temple
members had sawed in half and soldered handles to, the container that the cyanide, powdered punch and
water had been mixed in and spooned from into paper cups ....
He scooped dirt away from it and stared. Now he had something tangible, an artifact not only from the
tragedy but also from all the meals the community had shared there, back when Jim was still a teenager,
still full of hopes and plans to head off to medical school in Havana with his soon-to-be bride, Yvette.
Back when he, his brothers and lifelong temple pals would gather on their makeshift basketball court -still there, rotting in the weeds on the other side of the settlement -- and lose themselves in the old sweet
rhythm of the game.

0

Stephan had revived it for them, one bleary day after another of the "white nights." Sickened by those
vigils -- when their father's amphetamine- and barbiturate-blurred mind would concoct the threat of
imminent attack to spread fear through his disciples, harangue them with all-night rants on the P.A.
system and test loyalties to see who'd fight to the death or drink poison in suicide drills that always
turned out to be hoaxes -- Stephan had resorted to his old closet rebellion, erecting a backboard and rim
alongside the abandoned flooring of a storehouse whose walls and ceiling had never been built. It was
only the size of two Greyhound buses parked side by side, and it was raised four feet off the ground to
protect it from the torrential rains, making each drive to the basket a dangerous adventure and each
errant pass a pain in the ass. But the boys' game, each day for hours until the sun sank, was back on.
Their father, anxious to improve strained relations with his host country, gave grudging approval to the
boys' proposal for a series of games against Guyana's national team. Blue-and-white uniforms were
ordered, and Jonestowners cheered as the squad ran laps and three-man weaves in the fields to prepare
for battle. But the team, as it departed on its overnight boat journey to Georgetown, sensed an
uneasiness among the thousand settlers as they bade the boys farewell. There was talk that California
congressman Leo Ryan might soon pay a visit, accompanied by reporters and former temple members
hoping to reclaim loved ones from the cult, and Jones's lifelong fear of betrayal and abandonment was
growing. Who would stand up to Father, should the congressman's visit tum ugly, now that the athletes
were gone?
The first game against Guyana was a calamity. Out of sync and out of shape to play a full-court game,
Jonestown's 12-man team was devoured by 30 points. Jim, a long-armed 6' 4" center whose specialty
was rebounding and shot blocking, seemed as lost as his teammates against taller foes who'd been
training and competing for years.
Two days later Ryan arrived in Georgetown. Their father's voice crackled over the CB radio in the
temple's headquarters in the capital, where the team was bunking, and demanded they return. Nobody
dreamed what was brewing. Jim and his brothers agreed: hell, no .
The congressman and his entourage departed in a small chartered plane for Jonestown . Jones Boys &
Co. took on Guyana once more in Georgetown. Suddenly, from all their years together, they
remembered the music. Point guard Johnny Cobb began running the pick-and-roll and hitting the open
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man. Rail-thin Stephan's sweet outside shot bloomed again, Tim found his old ferocity and his running
one-hander, and Jim did the dirty work on the boards and in the lane. The Guyanese coach, his players
trailing in the first half, called a timeout to rant at them.
Late in the game Guyana's conditioning and depth wore down the Americans, and it won by 10. But the
Jones boys walked off the court knowing it was only a matter of time, lung- and legwork: They were
going to take that team down.
Most of the squad went to the movies the next day, Nov. 18. Jim was the only Jones at their lodging
when his father radioed again. "Where are the others?" he demanded.
"At the theater," said Jim.
"Go get them!" he ordered. Ryan's entourage had just left Jonestown with several defectors, and Father
said he had sent "avenging angels" in a tractor to pursue them to the airstrip in nearby Port Kaituma.
"Why?" cried Jim. "Why are we doing this?"
By the time his brothers returned from the theater, the killing had begun. The avenging angels had
jumped off the tractor with rifles, blown away Ryan, two NBC newsmen, a San Francisco Examiner
photographer and a female defector, and left a host of others wounded in the dirt.
Jim, his brothers and their teammates stood around the radio, frozen. Their father's voice came from the
speaker once more. "We're going to see Mrs. Frazier," he declared. Their eyes jumped to the nearby crib
sheet that translated the code. My God. Mass suicide was about to begin.
"No, Dad, why?" they cried. "It's not that drastic! Is this real?"
He ordered them to use knives, medicine or piano strings on themselves if they had no poison. Jim felt
as if he were watching it all unfold from somewhere else. "There's got to be another way!" he heard
himself saying. "Why? Why?"
The boys ran to the U.S. embassy. Maybe, somehow, they could get help and arrange a chartered flight
to Port Kaituma. The Guyanese guards at the gate, who'd just received reports of the shootings at the
airstrip, refused to let them in. The boys were helpless, with no way to reach Jonestown, where Father
was summoning his flock to the pavilion over the P.A. and informing them that there was no escape, that
the senior citizens and children would be tortured by U.S . soldiers, that their only choice was to drink
from the vat and die in dignity, commit "revolutionary suicide" that would show the world the depth of
their beliefs before paratroopers began raining from the sky. They were all so weary from months of his
manic alerts. Armed men, members of Father's inner circle, fanned out around them, and their will to
live began to wane.
One by one, except for the 85 who melted into the jungle, they drank and lay down. So many kids, so
many earnest and passionate friends and loved ones with whom Jim had prayed, danced and sung, so
many people who had invested everything in an idea and couldn't see a way out now that the dark sky
had smothered it so suddenly ....
Jim and his teammates returned to their lodging and found more horror. Four other temple members
who'd been living there -- a mother and her three children -- were dead, their throats slit. Guyanese
soldiers poured into the complex with M-16s and took up posts, two to a room. The Jones boys, crying
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one moment, staring into nothingness the next, weren't teenage basketball players anymore. They were
orphans and suspects in an epic massacre, under house arrest.
They spent five days that way, being awakened at night and interrogated by soldiers, wondering if they
were about to be thrown into a roach- and rapist-infested Guyanese prison. Stephan was, for three
months, the police thinking at first that he had some hand in the four Georgetown deaths. Tim and
Johnny Cobb were flown to Jonestown to help authorities identify the 910 bodies there, which included
Jim's father -- dead of a gunshot wound in his head -- and 23 of Jim's other relatives ....
But maybe they hadn't really died. Even now, on a sunny day 20 years later, Jim kept looking toward the
trees, half-expecting them to walk out of the jungle now that the coast was clear.
6 of9

By Gary Smith
Shard by shard, young Rob began piecing together his father's and grandfather's stories. Jim showed his
sons the National Sports Hall in Georgetown, the site of his final game. He showed them the house
where the floor had fallen out of his life. It began to hit Rob: the enormity of what his dad had lived
through and lost. The stay of execution granted to his father, and the breath of life granted Rob, by
basketball. He remembers feeling awe.
When they got home from Guyana, Jim set down his baggage but didn't empty it for a few days, putting
off the trip's end just as he'd put off its beginning. At last he pulled out the shoes that he'd walked in at
Jonestown and stared at their soles. Yes, he'd found the vat there, but no clarity, no answer, no why. The
only thing he'd brought back, it struck him, was the dust in those soles .. . the red dust of Jonestown.
That was the click that opened the lock. He buckled and wept. He finally knew it now, in his gut and
gasping chest: There were plenty of whys for what had happened, but no why. No answer. No closure.
Ever. What had happened couldn't be made rational. It could only be felt. Now that his heart understood
that, it freed him to stop asking -- and dodging -- the question.
The tears and anger he'd clenched back for years kept flowing for weeks. The dreams returned and
gnashed his sleep. His wife, who'd withstood so many storms as a neonatal nurse, didn't flinch. For six
months Jim saw a counselor and attended Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. He stopped disappearing.
He began to feel again. And he finally saw the lonely little boy -- the son of a World War I vet who'd
been mustard-gassed in Europe and returned an aloof alcoholic -- inside the monster his dad became. He
forgave his father. "I had to forgive him," Jim says, "to forgive myself."
Forgive himself for what? Jim's eyes mist. "For still living."
The red dust of Jonestown would remain with him forever, Jim knew, working in crevices so narrow no
brush could ever reach it. But now another realization arose from that dust. The only answer to what had
happened lay in the future, not in the past. It lay in his sons.
Jim began playing more ball with Rob, banging with him one-on-one, testing his grit. The kid flared -why, it wasn't fair that his old man was heaving his 250 pounds against a fourth-grader. "You'll
survive!" his father would reply. "We're Joneses! Our name demonstrates to the world, We survived.
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What doesn't kill us only makes us stronger!" Rob had heard that from his father before. But now he
understood exactly what it meant.
Jim knew his limits as a coach, and what his son's would be if the boy kept playing suburban-white-boy
ball. He knew he'd have to take Rob to where Jim didn't want to go, the place he'd avoided for two
decades : the Fillmore District in San Francisco, the African-American neighborhood where Jim had
played high school ball and lived on the third floor atop the Peoples Temple.
Jim and his fourth-grader got in their car one day in 1999. Jim began to drive toward Fillmore, where an
AAU team, High Hopes, played ball. Rob was dying to play for it. Jim's dread grew. He turned onto
Geary, his old street. So many memories still living there -- of people who were dead. So many friends
and relatives of those dead people still living there too. What if they saw him and challenged him? The
sneaker was on the other foot. Now Rob and his love for basketball were testing Jim's new grit, tugging .
·
him further and further ... back toward himself.
Rob made the team. Nobody raised the ghost of Jonestown, but sometimes Jim saw it in people's eyes
and felt it on his skin. He blocked it out and began, in that ever-cheery, High Hopes way of his, to help
the team raise money, to work the ticket table and concession stands. That didn't hurt, but nothing
helped like knowing that the team needed your kid.
One by one -- gym by gym -- Rob and his new team pulled Jim to the old haunts, the last playgrounds of
his innocence before it had been crushed. They had plenty of car time now to talk. Now and then Rob
would pop a question, each a level deeper. How did it feel to lose both your parents when you were only
18? Why did your dad kill all those people? Why didn't you name me Jim Jones ?
Jim would take a deep breath and answer as best he could, each airing of the issue diminishing its
charge. So that Rob, by the time he was a high school junior, would suffer only a moment's indecision
when the subject of cults and Jim Jones Sr. suddenly reared itself in a Life Issues class, then raise his
hand and declare, "That's my grandfather." And only wince in a bookstore checkout line when his eyes
fell on 100 Most Infamous Criminals and he opened it to find Grandpa nestled among Hitler, Charles
Manson and Jack the Ripper.
7 of9

By Gary Smith
Where's Jim? On the floor now, beneath the opposite basket. It's late in the fourth quarter. Riordan's
rolling. Rob's got 30 points and 17 rebounds. Jim looks up. The students are chanting, "Rob who?
RobJones! Rob who? RobJones!" Jim's nephews and nieces are waving and making faces to try to get
Rob to smile. Forget it.
The kid's still breathing fire. Damnedest thing .... Jim spending his life trying to turn a white-hot ember
into ashes. Rob spending his turning an ember into flames .
The kid knows he's going to need all that fire. He knows that college is not going to be like tonight,
knows the knock that has kept the big-time college coaches away. He's a 6' 5 1/2" forward with a power
game, a bull entering a land of gazelles and giraffes, and only a few such men have excelled at the
modem game's highest level -- Adrian Dantley, Mark Aguirre, Charles Barkley -- men whose furnaces
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had to be as large as their haunches to pull it off. Why, RobJones wonders, don't the big-time coaches
understand that his is?
Controlling the flames -- that's his challenge. Jim has seen it happening, watched his son's investment in
basketball grow so deep that he'd run to the court near his house with ankle weights, a jump rope and
cones for a half hour of conditioning before his two hours of shooting practice began, that he'd sprint
even when coaches called for three-quarters speed, that he couldn't understand it, couldn't bear it, when
teammates bungled the fundamentals and derailed his team. He'd slam walls, slam lockers, slam mates -"You guys are terrible! You lost that game!" -- until finally , in his sophomore year, coach Rich Forslund
had had enough and benched him for an entire game. That's when his game took the big jump.
Riordan wins 59-46. There's Jim, standing off to one side as Rob and his teammates sing their alma
mater to the crowd. There's Rob's brothers, Ryan and Ross, well on their way to being just as
.
comfortable as Rob with their family's past. There's Tim and Stephan watching from above, relishing the
paradox of their nephew's personality. "So soft-spoken and humble and gracious off the court, such a
ready smile," says Stephan. "But on it? He's a warrior. It's his court. He gives no ground and leaves
nothing on the court. He has a hero's heart."
Rob doesn't tell his uncles. He doesn't tell his dad. It's an AAU coach, who also happens to be named
Rob Jones, whom he'll confide in during a long heart-to-heart in a hotel room after an AAU tournament
game. "People," he tells his coach, "are going to forget about Jonestown."
"How?" asks Rob Jones.
"I'm going to make them forget it," says RobJones.

By Gary Srnith
He's a freshman starter at the University of San Diegg now. His coach, Bill Grier, calls him the
cornerstone of the program he's building. His point guard, Brandon Johnson, calls him the Beast, and his
scratched and bruised teammates shake their heads at the intensity and aggression he brings to practice
every day. "He's like a young wild animal," says Johnson. "He goes to the basket with collision on his
mind."
"This sport gave me life," says Rob. "That's made basketball more personal. My dad went through so
much pain and suffering, and he didn't let it stop him. He went through so much bad, something good
has to come out of it. His life taught me that you've got to be able to get over something. You've got to
let it go and build something new.
"By my success I can show people that things can be changed, that nothing has to stay as it was or as it
is. It's giving me more fuel for the fire -- that I can help people feel motivated and make my dad feel
better about his life too.
"My father became open about everything, and it's been a positive in his life, so why shouldn't I? If you
try to hide something, people can use it against you. If you're open, it shows you're not scared. You can
make it part of life. It doesn't feel like a burden. It's one of the better feelings I've had in my life. I'd have
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been fine if they'd named me Jim Jones. That would've intensified it even more."
He's ready, he says. Ready, should any fan or opponent be so small, so enormously small, as to hurl
Jonestown at him during a game. "Taunts rally me," he says.
"This kid," says Brad Duggan, the former University of San Francisco coach who spent months honing
Rob's skills in private sessions after his junior season, "will end up being a president of a bank, or mayor
of San Diego, or senator from California. That's the kind of kid this is."
Jim Jones Jr. gropes for words. How can the son of such a father explain what it means to be the father
of such a son? How can he explain what happens inside a man after he's been spared and stained forever
in the same instant -- the obligation to justify that sparing, the despair that one man could ever cleanse
that stain. And then one day he realizes that someone, almost without knowing it, is doing just that. And
it's his son.
"I spent half my life," Jim says, "trying to tell people that there was a different side to Jim Jones and
Peoples Temple. No one wanted to hear it. But Rob embodies that difference. He plays like a lion, but
even more, he's such a substantial person off the court. I don't have to explain it anymore. I just have to
say, Look. There he is.
"I'm so proud of all three of my sons. When they're born, you wonder: Will they have to carry the legacy
of Jim Jones? But there's no stigma on Rob. There's no stain."
Nowadays Jim sells biofeedback technology, which helps doctors quickly identify heart attacks. But he
catches himself, at age 47, daydreaming about retirement. A daydream, unimaginable just a decade ago,
in which he sees this old guy with a grizzled beard pulling up in front of an old city gym each morning,
balancing a coffee and a newspaper as he pulls out a ring of keys, and letting in a bunch of
neighborhood kids. Then sitting courtside, reading his paper and sipping his coffee while they play, just
some old guy living out his last breaths to the bounce of a basketball. Nobody paying him, nobody
remembering his name, unless, of course, his eldest son stops by to pay a visit, and then maybe they'll
remember. Yeah, that old guy ... RobJones's dad.

9 of9

Find this article at:
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A special story and
a special young man
In January or February, editor Doug Williams, who'd seen
an article in the San Francisco
Chronicle, gave me a heads,
that Rob Jones was comin
play basketball at USD.
Right away, I started thinking that it was going to be an
interesting story to research
and write. The grandson of Jim
Jones, founder of the People's
Temple religious cult in the Bay
Area, who led his flock to Guyana, established a settlement
called Jonestown and directed
the mass suicide and murder
that took more than 900 lives,
was going to be a part of the Division I basketball team I cover.
What family doesn't have
something in its history that it
wishes weren't there? But what family has a bigger something to
regret than this 0ne?
In March, it looked as if it
might be a story for some other paper. USD fired head coach ' .
Brad Holland, who recruited
Jones, and the possibilty loomed
that the player would opt for
some other school. In April, new
coach Bill Grier said he'd met
with Rob and Jones' resolve to attend USD was unwavering.
In June, I met Rob outside
the Jenny Craig Pavilion on ·the
USD campus for a 45-minute
interview and was as impressed
with his self-assurance, poise
and strength of character as any
young athlete I've ever met
In August, I conducted a tele- •
phone interview with Jim Jones
Jr., Rob's dad and the adopted son of]imJones. AJonestown survi- -:vot because he was away playing ,
basketball in the capital of Georgetown on the day of the suicides.
Jim Jr. has come through all he's
been through, by grace the second
life he's created with wife Erin and ·
three sons, an outgoing, upbeat
and engaging individual - appar- •
ent even over the phone. And one .
very proud father.
In October, the story made the
paper.
The gestation period of most
sports articles is a day, a week or a .
month at the outside. This one was.
different This one was special. For
•
me, the most special of 2007.
-HANKWESCH
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USD women ·fall short
in upset bid vs.
as
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR THE N ORTH C OUNTY TIMES

SAN DIEGO - On a weekend in which the University of
San piegi men defeated college bas etball royalty Kentucky - the USD women
nearly matched them a day
later at home against 19thranked Texas.
By night's end ·there was no
celebration for the Toreros,
but the LongTexas 81 horns felt so forUSO
79 tunate to escape
with an 81-79
victory Sunday night in the final of the Maggie Dixon Surf
'n Slam Classic that they
jumped into each others'
arms at Jenny Craig Pavilion.
"We were calling this upset
w.eekend," said USD senior
point guard Amanda Rego.
"This was an opportunity for
us to put ourselves on the
map, and I think we did even
though we lost. I couldn't -be
more proud of my teammates."
Rego led the Toreros (8-5)
with 22 points, 11 assists and
eight rebounds. The Longhorns (11-2) couldn't celebrate their second straight
Surf 'n Slam title in San Diego
until a shot by Rego from almost midcourt bounced away
from the glass above the rim.
Moments earlier, Texas (112) needed a driving basket in
traffic with three seconds to
play by junior guard Carla
Cortijo to break a 79-79 tie.
A year ago, Texas dominat-

Surf 'n Slam fiunder legendary
coach Jodie Conradt.
ars ago, Duke defeated
oreros in the Surf 'n Slam
final 119-52.
coach
Gail
Texas
Goestenkors, who was at
Duke two years ago, said she
wasn't expecting a final like
the past two years.
"They've got great senior
point guard leadership and
they've got a dominant AllAmerican post player," she
said of Rego and Amber
Sprague. "Those two are a dynamic duo and the res of the
players know their roles and
play hard."
Sprague, the Toreros' 6-foot5 junior center from Mission
Bay High, scored 23 points, including a 15-footer that gave
the Toreros a 74-73 lead with
2:04 left in the game.
Texas regained the lead
with two baskets by Brittainy
Raven (23 points) sandwiched
around a Toreros miss. The
teams traded baskets until
Rego converted a three-point
play on a drive to the basket
- to tie the game 79-79 with 21
seconds remaining.
Texas' only two losses this
year have been to then-No. 1ranked Tennessee and . Yirginia in Hawaii. The Longhorns advanced to the final by
beating No. 12 DePaul 91-81
in Friday night's opening
round of the Surf 'n Slam.
Texas led 10-0 two minutes
into the game, but the Toreros
rallied to trail at halftime 4135.
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USD comes up just short
against 19th~ranked Texas
By Nlcole Varl)H
STAFF WRITER

A year ago, the Texas women's
basketball team , left Jenny Craig
Pavilion with the championship of
the Surf 'N Slam Tournament afte
a lopsided 73-45 victory over ~
And Toreros junior Amanda Rego didn't like how that felt.
This time around, Rego - now a
senior - and the rest of the USD
women were determined to see a
different result from their meeting
with the Longhorns, this time the
19th-ranked team in the nation.
And on the night the annual
tournament was renamed in honor
of the late Maggie Dixon, a USD
alumna, the Toreros came close.
However, it was Texas that
emerged with the victory, pulling
out the 81-79winJenny Craig Pavilion and successfully defending its
title.
"It stings," admitted Rego, who
finished the game with 22 points,
including 10-of-10 from the free
throw line, and 11 assists. "At the
same time, we had the opportunity
to prove we could go out and play
with a Top 25 team and we did
·
that."
A crowd of 860 - including Dixon's parents, Jim and Marge saw the Toreros (8-5) even the
score at 78 with a right-handed
layup by Rego. U~D's bench erupted in emotion when Longhorns forward Ashley Lindsey was called for
fouling Rego on the shot.
Rego put in the free throw for a
79-78 lead, the first of the game for
USD.
However, Texas point guard
Carla Cortijo dribbled down the
court and drove to the basket herself, putting in the winning shot.
Redshirt Amber Sprague led the
Toreros with 23 points and earned
tournament MVP honors, while
freshman Sam Child added 10
points. Junior forward Kaila Mangrum was the game's unsung hero,
pulling down seven rebounds to go
with two steals.
"We had confidence within ourselves that we could at least tie it

·n a position to
'This gives us
mto (West Coast
y) ."
to overcome the Long0-0 start and a deficit that ,
to as much as 14.
Texas entered the game days
removed from a spirited upset of
previously undefeated No. 12 DePaul, and riding a winning streak of
eight. The Longhorns (10-2) hadn't
lost since falling by three to Virginia on Nov. 23.
Their ninth consecutive victory
marks the longest run of wins
since the 2003-04 season, when
Texas finished the season in th~
Sweet 16.
'There's no quit in them," said
coach Cindy Fisher of her Toreros.
'This is a team that really wants to ~
. "
~ ,
wm.
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Toreros win

-

USO defeated Appalachian
State 79-60 in the first round
of the Maggie Dixon Surf 'N
Slam at the Jenny Craig Pavil-

ion.
~
The Toreros (S-4) were led
by Amber Sprague's 18
points and Amanda Rego's 10
points and nine assists.
USO will play in tomorrow's championship game at
8 p.m. vs. Texas (10-2) , a
91-81 winner over DePaul
(10-1) in the late game last
night
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USD to honor Maggie Dixon
By Nicole Var9as
STAFF WRITER

As the rookie head coach of
the Anny women's basketball
team, Maggie Dixon could
have won a couple of games
and still looked at the season
as a success. Dixon, though,
reached for heights never before seen at West Point, leading the Black Knights to a
20-11 season, a Pabiot league
title and the school's first
NCM Tournament appearance in 2006.
. It was a magical accomlishment for a young coach ,
hose college basketball days
ere played on the campus of
But the life of Dixon
came to a tragic end only
weeks after Anny's NCM
game, when she collapsed and
died of a heart arrhythmia.
Dixon was 28.
Starting today, the Toreros
will honor Dixon at their annual tournament, which now is
known as the Maggie Dixon
Surf 'N Slam. "She was a great,
great ambassador for women's
basketball," said USD coach
Cindy Fisher. "Anyone who
met her saw so much spirit
and life. To be able to put
Maggie's name on this tournament means everything to us.",
Jenny Craig Pavilion and

_y_g,.

The tournament marks ·the
last major competition for both
local teams before the start of
At Jenny Cral9 Pavllloil, USD
conference play, giving the
Today: Appalachian State (2-8)
newest players on the teams a
vs. USO (T-4), 6; No. 12 DePaul
first glimpse of the challenge
(10-0) vs. No. 19 Texas (9-2). 8
of the back-to-back game
Sunday: Consolation game. 6;
schedule found during league
championship game, 8
play. After a Jan. 6 game at UC
Irvine, the Toreros start West .
SAN DIEGO SURF 'N SLAM Coast Conference play at San
Francisco as the favorite to
At Cox Arena, SDSU
.win the league.
Today: Ouinnipiac (8·1) vs. SDSU
The Aztecs hope to main(8·2). 2; Western Michigan (3-8) vs.
tain
their momentum as they
Seton Hall (T-2). 4
battle to move up in the MounSunday: Consolation game, 2;
tain West Conference beginchampionship game, 4
ning with a Jan. 9 visit to TCU.
"We want to compete, we
Cox Arena will both host in- want to play well," said Fisher,
stallments of the Surf 'N Slam who said Dixon's family is extoday and Sunday. USD is pected to be on hand for Sunjoined by Appalachian State, day's finale. "It's our tournaNo. 12 DePaul - where Dix- ment. We want to get to the
on was an assistant before tak- championship game and we
ing over at West Point - and want to win it"
No. 19 Texas. SDSU will host
Quinnipiac, Seton Hall and
Western Michigan.
"It's pretty intense (competition), actually, but I'm excited," Fisher said. "All the teams
in the tournament are playing
good basketball right now. No
matter what, win or lose, the
quality of the opponents is excellent. We're going to be
pushed in both games."

MAGGIE DIXON
SURF'NSLAM
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Talk about Entertainment Value

ay night
Once again , it was the Amber Spragu e Show, Saturd
D ie~o
San
of•
sity
Univer
the
as
n
Pavilio
Craig
at t he Jenny
v1sitl g
To re ros Wome n's Baske tb all Team took care of the
minute s,
Univer sity of Pac ific 68-53. While playing just 23
3 blocke d
the game 's MVP had 19 points , 13 reboun ds,
her in the
shots and a steal. It was almos t unfai r having
posed
game. Immed iately followi ng the contes t, Amber
under
with her mothe r, Casey Spragu e, and father, Comm
R.
John Spragu e, Progra m Mgmt. PEO CYI at SPAWA

J
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.Sprague leads Toreros past Pacific
STAFF AND WIRE R EPORTS

enter Amber Sprague
d game-high 19 points
grabbed 13 rebounds as
the UniversiU: of San DieSW.
defeated v1s1tlng Pacific 6 \.
53 on Saturday for its second
straight victory.
The Toreros (6-4) scored
the first 10 points of the game
and never trailed. Point guard
· Amanda Rego added 15
points and eight assists for
1

a

USD, while forward Kiva Herman had 11 points.
Sprague made nine of her
19 shots from the field and
led a dominant defensive performance that saw USD hold
Pacific (3-7) to 32.1 percent
shooting and force 21
turnovers. The Toreros also
ourebounded the Tigers 50-35.
USD visits Cal State
Fullerton on Friday.

I
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• USD women back

up UCLA victory
·th walkover
r Sprague producing a 19point,
ound double-double in 24
USO . wome n's basketball
m in utes,
team crui ed to a 68-53 victory over Pacific yeste rday afternoon at the
Je nny Craig Pavilion.
Toreros
The win pushed the Toreros two games above .500
(6-4) for the first time this
Pacific
season and serve d as a solid
fo llow-up to an uplifting victory ove r UCLA on the same
court one week earlier.
'That win showed we could play with
teams like UCIA, and it was important to
keep our confide nce up and our mome ntum going," said Sprague, a ~5 junior
cente r out of Mission Bay High.
"Now we take a good feeling going into
next week, and we 've all got finals (exams) to prepare fo r before we play again."
With Sprague counting 11 points and
nine rebounds, USO built a 25-18 halftime
lead. Pacific (3-7), losing its sixth game in
a row, got within four early in the second
half be fore USO pulled away.
Senior guard Amanda Rego, the former
teammate of Sprague at Mission Bay, was
knocked to the floor when fouled on one
second-half drive, tayed down for three or
four minutes and had sub titute Brianna
Estell shoot the resulting free throws. Rego
recovered, however, to finish and log a line
of 15 points, six rebounds and eight assi ts
in 35 min utes.
Sam Child's seven rebounds were second to Sprague and USO got board work
from 10 playe r in achieving a 50-35 rebounding advantage.
"I thought we rebow1ded the ball well,"
said USO coach Cindy Fishe r. "I knew
they were going to sit in their zone all
night and it would be important for us to .
_,,
rebound."

68
53

Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
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i3ack injury ends Houchin's career
with Toreros
ly disqualified, adding that he
"didn't want to take on liability." Fisher said neither she nor
the school's medical staff
SAN DIEGO - London could comment on Houchin's
ouchin, a former Ramona condition unless the -player
·gh standout, has played her signs a waiver, citing the Famit game for the Universi~~ ly Education Rights and Privacy Act.
an Die§.O women's basket
Houchin said she has reteam.
Houchin has not appeared sumed working out and that
in any of the 'foreros' nine she now feels "fine."
While her ex-teammates
games this season, and coach
Cindy Fisher confirmed that have gotten off lo a 5-4 start,
the sophomore guard has Houchin has been attending
been medically disqualified class, working 15 hours a week
from the program because of a in the USD athletic department to earn her scholarship,
back injury.
Under'NCAA rules, Houch- and helping her father, John,
in can remain on scholarship coach the San Pasqual girls
without counting against the basketball team.
Houchin believes she can
team's limit, but she can no
still play basketball, but she
longer play for USD.
"It's just unfortunate," doesn't begrudge Murphy his
Fisher said last week. "I see ruling.
"It's kind of hard to be mad
her around campus, and it's
hard. She was a competitor. at anybody," she said. "He's
She's still part of a great uni- not a mean guy. He did what
versity and getting a great ed- he thinks is best for me. Of
ucation. But rm sad she's not course, it's upsetting when you
take away someone's dream.
on the team."
A two-time first-team All- It's going to hurt."
CIF selection at• Ramona,
Houchin said NCAA rules
Houchin averaged 3.2 points on medical disqualification do
and 13.7 minutes per game not restrict her from playing
last year .as a freshman. The at another school, and she
· Toreros went 21-9, marking a plans to decide in the next
12-win improvement over the couple of months whether to
previous season.
remain a student at USD or
Houchin said she hurt her pursue her basketball dream
back while weightlifting and elsewhere. One option she's
that it began bothering her at considering is a transfer to
the end of last season. She was · Denver's Metro State, where
vague on the nature of the in- her sister, Holland, is a firstyear assistant coach.
jury.
"If the opportunity comes
"I don't really know, and the
doctors aren't sure," she said up to play somewhere else,"
recently. "I can't really give you she said, 'Tll definitely take it
a clear answer on that. I got a because rm not done playing."
cortisone shot for it."
According to Houchin, Contact staff'writer Brian Hiro at
USD team physician Dr. Paul b_hiro@hotmail.com. Comment at
Murphy declared her medical- sports.nctimes.com.
'BRIAN HIRO

STAFF WRITER
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London Houchin averaged 3.2 points and 13. 7 minutes per game last year at the University of San Diego.
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Toreros'
Sprague
dominates
vs. Bruins
STAFF A D W IRE R EPORT

The University of San
Dieg_o women's basket6a:n
team beat UCLA 63-57 in
a nonconference game at
Jenny Craig Pavilion on
Saturday afternoon.
It was the Toreros' first
victory against a Pac-10 opponent since beating the
Bruins during the 2001-02
season.
Amber Sprague led all
players with a season-high
30 points on 9-for-17 shooting from the field for the
Toreros (5-4). Sprague also
had a game-high nine rebounds, two blocks and
three steals.
USD's Sam Child scored
a career-high 15 points and
added eight rebounds, one
block and one steal. Senior
guard Amanda Rego
added a season-high 12 assists and three steals.
The Toreros shot 41 percent from the floor and
held a 41-38 advantage on
the boards.
USD built a 34-26 halftime lead and came out
strong in the second half,
opening with a 12-2 run to
build a 47-28 advantage
over the Bruit;s (4-4 ).
But UCLA didn't go quietly, putting together a 192 run to pull within 49-47
with 6:16 remaining in the
game.
After the Bruins pull
within one at 52-51, the
Toreros went a 6-1 run to
get some breathing room
with 53 seconds remaining.
The Toreros return to
action on Saturday as they
host the University of the
Pacific at 4 p.m.
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DRIVING HOME

looks for a rebound in women's
Amber Sprague (21) drives to the hoop while fellow Mission Bay alum Amanda Rego (2)
Toreros lost their home opener
Lady
The
2s:
Nov.
Sunday,
USO
at
Flyers
Dayton
of
University
against
basketball action
68-67. !!!_D will host UCLA Saturday, Dec. 8 at 2 p.m.
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Aztec women KO
USD's win streak
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR THE N ORTH COUNTY T IMES

SAN DIEGO - The San
·ego State women's basketall team ended the University of San Diego's five-game
wmnmg streak \\lednesday
night with a 58-53 victory in
front of an announced crowd·
of 817 at Cox Arena.
"In March, if we're both
in the NCAA tournamen t, I
don't think
58 anyone will
SDSU
USD(wooien) 53 care what
happened
on Dec. 5," SDSU coach Beth ·
Burns said. "But for one day,
this game is special.
"You could tell by the intensity of the game there
was mutual respect between
these two teams."
Burns is in her second
stint at SDSU after leaving
Ohio State. The Aztecs are 71 in the third year of her second rebuilding plan.
A year ago, USD beat
SDSU by 30 points, 76-46;
at Jenny Craig Pavilion.
But even though the
Toreros are led by senior
point guard Amanda Rego
and junior Amber Sprague,
SDSU beat the Toreros by
forcing 26 turnovers and
playing a strong game inside.

SDSU's Allison Duffy led
the Aztecs with 14 points
and six rebounds.
She hit a 15-footer for a
42-36 lead and both ends of
a one-and-o ne for a 56-51
lead with 1:37 left.
The Aztecs took their first
lead· at 19-18 with 6:50 remai ning in the first half
when freshman Paris Johnson scored two unanswered
baskets.
Jene Morris' steal and
layup moments later gave
the Aztecs a 21-18 lead.
Morris later left the
game with a knee injury
that will require an MRI exam.
USD (4-4) led 16-11 arly,
the
came
then
but
turnovers.
Rego finished with 14 assists against SDSU last year,
but the Aztecs held her to
season lows of two points
and four assists while forcing five turnovers. Sprague
led the Toreros with 15
points and eight rebounds.
"They did a great job of
pressurin g us and a great
job of keeping the ball out
of Rego's hands," USD coach
Cindy Fisher said.
"We were down guards
with injuries and our secondary ball handling wasn't
as good as we've normally
had"
1
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Sprague's 30 lifts USD over UCLA
By Nicole Varcias
STAFF WRITER

The UClA women's basket! team · always seems to
more than its share of
post players hungry to
battle opposing
centers in the
paint
But even the
best the Bruins
wasn't
ha d
nough to stop
Amber
~
Sprague yesterday.
The redshirt junior from
Mission Bay High held her
own and then some, leading
the Toreros to a 63-57 victory
over the Bruin at Jenny Craig
Pavilion.
A crowd of 916 fans - the
largest of the season so far was on hand to see USD (54)
collect its first victory over a
Pac-10 team in five tries. The
Toreros' last win against a
team from th conference

came during the 2001-02 season - over the same team, in
the same arena.
"We're still trying to find
our way as a team," Sprague
said. "We knew we had nothing to lose against UCIA This
is definitely an indication of
where we want to go this season."
Despite Bruins head coach
Kathy Olivier sending in post
player after post player to deal
with Sprague, USD's leading
scorer put in a season-high 30
points to go with a team-leading nine rebounds in 35 min·
utes on the court.
Making it more impressive
was the fact that Sprague did it
just days after playing 39 minutes in the Toreros' loss to San
Diego State while still feeling
the ill effects of strep throat.
"To be able to play like she
did, she never backed down,"
said USO head coach Cindy
,
Fisher.
Fisher was equally pleased

with the effort of freshmen
Sam Child and Brianna Estell.
Child, a 6-foot forward, made a
number of key baskets in scoring 15 points, while Estell's
ball-handling skills forced the
Bruins (4-4) to focus more on
the 5-7 guard and less on Toreros point Amanda Rego.
That opened the door for
the senior Rego, who tallied
just four assists against SDSU,
to finish with 12 against the
Bruins.
"Sam and Brianna bring so
much to this team right now,"
Fisher added.
UClA had only one player
break into double figures (reserve Nina Earl with 12). Despite a significant height advantage, the Bruins were
outrebounded, 41-37.

The Bruins' leading scorer,
Lindsay Pluimer, was held to
just six points, well below her
average of 15.4 points.
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San Diem 63, UCLA 57 Ambe r Sprag ue scored 30 points ,
as the Torero s (5-4) held off the
visitin g Bruins (4-4) .
After trailin g by 17, UCLA got
to within 52-51 with 4:35 left. But
San Diego scored the next four
points and UCLA never got
closer than four after that. Nina
Earl was the only Bruin in double
figures with 12 points .

.J
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Aztecs snap out of bad spell
SDSU women beat rival USD
for first time in past six tries
AZTECS 58,
TOREROS 53
By Nicole VarCJas, STAFF WRITER

Perhaps not surprisingly, Shana Demus can't
quite recall exactly which season ended with a
3-24 record.
But the San Diego State senior will have
trouble forgetting what it felt like t
basketball game over USD.
l'lt,t,.,..._"""8~
"It's special," Demus said. ''I'm n1
part of a program that's rising, and to go out with
a win against San Diego is exciting. I love it."
Demus and classmate Kate Eveland proved to
be key down the stretch as the Aztecs held on to
upend the Toreros 5~53 at Cox Arena last night.
A crowd of 817 not only saw SDSU (7-1) snap
its losing streak against its crosstown rival at five
games, but remain undefeated at home.
And coach Beth Bums, whose team has now
won four in a row, gave plenty of credit to her
seniors, who entered the game winless against
/
the Toreros over their careers.
"Shana taking a charge, and then another one
Oate in the game), and Kate hitting that huge
three (midway through the second half),'' Bums
said. 'Those are the kids who've been there SDSU's Jene Morris (left) steals ball from USD's Amanda
Rego In Aztecs' 58-53 win. Morris later had to leave game
with a knee Injury. Barnie Grafton I Union-Tribune
SEE Aztecs, D4
/
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Seniors come up big
to finally beat USO
before."
With the Aztecs ahead only 29-25 at
halftime, the inside-outside combination of freshman Paris Johnson and
sophomore Quenese Davis keyed a
11-0 run early in the second half that
helped the Aztecs jump ahead 40-27.
USD (44) answered with its own
stretch of nine unanswered points, and
even closed the gap later to 54-51 with
just over two minutes·to play.
But a foul called on Toreros senior
Amanda Rego as the final second
ticked off SDSU's shot clock gave
freshman Allison Duffy the opportunity to put in a pair of free throws with
1:37 left.
And even with an offensive put-back
by junior Amber Sprague a minute
later, USD was once again unable to
get closer than three points, ending
any chance of scoring when a pass
from Rego to Sam Child soared out of
bounds off the freshman's hands.
"(The Toreros) battled and put us in
a position to win on the end," said USD
coach Cindy Fisher. "We just had a
Paris Johnson peers over the fingers of USD's Kaila Mangrum as SDSU's
freshman center takes a jump shot. Earnie Grafton/ Union-Tribune

"'0-°

few too many turnovers."
Child and classmate Brianna Estell
each put in 11 points, adding valuable
depth to the guard corps.
"I can't tell you how much confidence it gives me," said Child, who
scored all her points in the first 20
minutes.
Added Sprague, who led the team
with 15 points: 'They played awesome
for us, and that's what we'll need from
them all year."
But no player on either team was as
consistent offensively as Duffy, who
made 5-of-7 from the field and 4-of-4
from the free-throw line to lead the
Aztecs with 14.
"She will take and make a big shot,"
said Bums of Duffy. "Some people just
have that."
Behind Duffy, Davis scored 11 and
Johnson put in 10 before fouling out.
Defensively, Jene Morris was undaunted by Rego, the nation's assists
leader, holding her to just two first-half
assists before the Cal transfer went
out early in the second with a knee
injury.
Morris' status for the Dec. 18 game
with Navy will not be known until
more tests are done in the coming
days.
Nicole Var,as: (619) 293-1390;
nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Little to choose from between Toreros and Aztecs
By Nicole Varcias
STAFF WRITER

Ah, the annual meeting of
USO and San Diego State wome
"15asketbal1 teams. It is a rivalry that
may not be on the level of UConnTennessee, but it is a crosstown
• rivalry nonetheless.
So who's favored this year?
Check out the breakdown of the
two teams.

Record
Edge: SDSU.
At 6-1, including a perfect record
in Cox Arena, the Aztecs not only
have a better record, but a stronger

RPI than the Toreros. SDSU ranks
No. 82 according to colleger1with a 4-3

In the early years, this matchup
was hardly a contest, with SDSU
taking 24 of the first 25 dating back
to 1978. USO, though, has taken
control recently, winning the last
five, including last year's 76-46 victory at Jenny Craig Pavilion.
Common opponents
Edge: SDSU, but only a little.
Both teams have wins over
Southern Utah at home and at Cal

Poly. The Aztecs, though, have a
slightly larger margin of victory in
both games.
In the paint
Edge: Even.
There is no questioning the experience of USD's 6-foot-5 center,
Amber Sprague. But SDSU freshman Paris Johnson is playing like
anything but, scoring in double figures in all but two games this season. This should be a battle.
Backcourt
Edge: USO.
The Aztecs have some very talented young guards who will be
impressive over time, led by sopho-

more Quenese Davis. But the best
point guard in town is Toreros senior Amanda Rego, who is said to
have pro potential by numerous
college coaches.

Intangibles
Edge: USO.
Over the years, the Toreros
have had no trouble stoking a competitive fire for this rivalry. The
Aztecs, though, have traditionally
entered without that same appetite. As long as that continues, USO
will remain a threat to SDSU.
Nicole Var9as: (619) 293-1390;
nicole.vargas@uniontrib.com
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Toreros overcome
Harrison's 34 points
and topple Cal Poly
UNION -TRIBU NE

The USD w
ball team (4-3)
Poly 62-53 yesterday at Mott
Gym in San Luis Obispo.
The Mustangs' Megan Harrison, who et a new Division
I school scoring mark ·with 34
point in a loss to San Diego
tate on Thursday, had another tellar performance, connecting on 8-of-17 shots, including 2-for-2 on three- point
goals and 3-for-3 at the freethrow line for a game-high 21
points .
Fonne r Serra High player
Sparkl e Anderson also contribute d for Cal Poly with
three assists . For USD, Amber Sprague had a doubledouble and led the Toreros
with 20 points and 17 rebound s. Team mate Kelly Herman added 17 points.
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akhtiari among three USD All-Americans

-

USD senior defensive end Eric Bakhtlarl, who led the nation with 20
sacks and was the Pioneer Football League's Defensive Player of the Year,
was a first-team choice on the Associated Press Football
Championship Subdivision All-America team released
yesterday.
Senior quarterback Josh Johnson, a finalist for the
Walter Payton Award given to the FCS (formerly Division
1-M) Player of the Year, was a second-team choice, along
with junior running back J.T. Rogan; who was selected as
an all-purpose player.
Johnson threw for 2,988 yards and 43 touchdownsEric Bakhtlarl
with just one interception - and rushed for 726 yards and
two touchdowns. Rogan rushed for 1,058 yards, had 331
yards receiving and 897 yards on kickoff returns and scored a total of 18
touchdowns.
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Forget the Heisman, a San Diegan Chases the Payton

USD Quarterback Josh Johnson (left) is up for the Walter Payton Award, which former Northern Arizona running back Archie
Amerson won in 1996. Photo : Sam Hodgson

Tuesday, December. 4, 20071 Archie Amerson tucked the Walter Payton Award under is am, like a
football and stood on the sidelines, waiting for the l)niversity of San Diego players to pose f their yearend team photo.
In 1996, the Morse High alumnus won the award named for the Hall-of-Farner by running for 2,079 yards
and 25 touchdowns at Northern Arizona University. But on this day he was invited to campus to meet
USD quarterback Josh Johnson, a 2007 finalist for the Payton Award.
"Look at those guys joking around," Amerson said with a wide grin. "This is a flashback for me. It seems
like yesterday, but it was 11 years ago. I can remember doing the same silly stuff -- busting jokes and
acting goofy. And then it' s gone -- so fast."

1
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It was all in front of Amerson then -- like it is for Johnson now.
The Payton Award, if you don't know, is the Heisman Trophy equivalent for the Football Championship
Subdivision (formerly Div. I-AA).
Johnson is an NFL prospect that threw for 43 touchdowns with just one interception for the 9-2 Toreros.
That's a staggering statistic -- one that should be enough to win the award n especially if you know the
one interception was a pass that bounced off his receiver's chest.
When Johnson finally broke away from joking with his teammates, he approached Amerson with a quiet
reverence.
"It's an honor to see the Payton Award and touch it, even ifl don't win it," Johnson said. "Walter Payton
was the greatest running back."
In my mind, the Payton Award earns Amerson -- who went on to play nine years in the Canadian Football
League and win a Grey Cup title in 1999 -- a special place alongside San Diego' s four Heisman winners:
Marcus Allen (Lincoln and USC), 1981; Rashaan Salaam (La Jolla Country Day and Colorado), 1994;
Ricky Williams (Patrick Henry and Texas), 1998; and Reggie Bush (Helix and USC), 2005 .
Payton died three years later, which makes the award that much more special to Amerson and any
recipient after him. In some ways, the Payton Award carries more respect. After all, the Heisman Trophy
is named for a Georgia Tech coach that once ran up the score on Cumberland, 222-0.
"I respected Walter Payton so much, when he called me to congratulate me, I didn't know what to say,"
Amerson said. "It was a feeling I can't explain."
Johnson now has the luxury of thinking about the award and hoping he wins, something he wouldn't allow
himself to do during the season. He has been invited with the other two finalists to attend the dinner and
award ceremony on Dec. 13 in Chattanooga, Tenn, the night before the FCS championship game.
"Ifl can have that trophy, it would be great," Johnson said. "But just to be a finalist is good enough for
me. It means people noticed me and my team."
But it wasn't just the fans who noticed Johnson. NFL scouts did, too. One told me after seeing him play
this year: "The kid is for real."
Johnson has arm strength, quarterback intelligehce and poise to find receivers under pressure and
footspeed to run. The only thing he doesn't have is the pedigree of a big-time football program.
"That doesn't matter," Amerson told him. "You can adjust."
Johnson has been invited to play with the East-West Shrine Game on Jan. 18 in Houston when he will be
matched against the best draft eligible players in the nation.
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"As long as you have the ability and work hard, you can do great things," Johnson said. "That's the
mindset I'm bringing to this process. I'm not worrying about the next person. I'm working on myself. If I
work hard and do everything I'm supposed to do, everything should take care of itself."
Northern Iowa quarterback Eric Sanders is considered the favorite since his team was ranked No. 1 in the
nation among FCS schools before losing in the playoffs. Johnson would be the first player to win from a
non-scholarship school to win the Payton, which makes him an underdog.
But does Sanders have a Heisman Trophy vote? Johnson does. The last two years, The San Diego UnionTribune's Nick Canepa gave Johnson his third-place vote on his Heisman ballot.
"That's crazy I actually got a vote," Johnson said with a laugh. "But it's a blessing to think somebody
voted for me. I want to thank him. That means he saw something in me that other people didn't."
If you dido 't see Johnson play, don' t scoff.

Tom Shanahan is voiceofsandiego.org's sports columnist. He is the media coordinator for the San Diego
Hall of Champions. You can e-mail him at toms@sdhoc.com. Or send a letter to the editor.
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California dreamin'
Eagles receiver Mike Gasperson, who grew up in San Diego, has finally been
promoted.
By Larry O'Rourke
Of The Morning Call
December 21, 2007
PHILADELPHIA

I

Judging by page 95 of the Eagles' 2007 media guide,
Michael Gasperson was living a pretty good life even
before Thursday.
He grew up in Monterey, Calif., which the guide
describes as "a small fishing town of 35,000."

Up to

40% select clearance items

ife isn't just a former high school cheerleader, but a
San Diego Chargers cheerleader.
include "wakeboarding at his family's lake
Don Pedro in La Grange, Calif."
L A
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He major
usiness administration while playing at
F'IJRNITURC GMLGRIC !o' 610-437-4104 • CUCKHERE
Division I-AA University of San DiegQ. but hasn't put his
education to much use yet because he's made enough money off football to survive as a 25-year-old who
maintains residences in South Jersey and San Diego.
On Thursday, the good life was pushed to another level: After nearly three seasons on the Eagles'
practice squad, Gasperson was finally promoted to the 53-man active roster with two games remaining
in the 2007 season.
Although there is no guarantee Gasperson will be among the 45 players designated active for Sunday's
game at New Orleans nor the regular-season against Buffalo, he's finally on an NFL regular-season
depth chart as a backup wide receiver.
"I just knew there was light at the end of the tunnel," Gasperson said. "I always knew the hard work
would pay off."
In the short term, it took other Eagles' misfortunes to create space for Gasperson. He was given the
roster spot belonging to veteran linebacker Takeo Spikes, who is scheduled to undergo season-ending

http://www.mcall.com/sports/football/eagles/all-eaglegameooy73bk0.6192765dec21,0, 13 ... 12/21/2007
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rotator cuff surgery today. And Gasperson was selected partly because, at 6-4, 220 pounds, he can be
pressed into service at tight end, where L.J. Smith is bothered by a knee injury, Matt Schobel is
recovering from a concussion, and rookie fifth-round pick Brent Celek is the man of the moment.
In the big picture, however, it was Gasperson's consistent, hard work that got him the promotion. That
work included a 17-catch season with Cologne in NFL Europe in 2006, and most recently his
masquerading as ex-Eagle Terrell Owens on the scout team to prepare comerback Lito Sheppard for his
role in this past Sunday's 10-6 Eagles victory at Dallas. Sheppard was named NFC defensive player of
the week after limiting Owens to two catches.
"[Gasperson] is deserving of it," coach Andy Reid said. "He's worked very hard and actually did a great
job of being 'T.O.' for us last week. I told Lito that for all the credit he got, Gasperson deserves half of it.
He really did a fine job for us last week of giving us a great picture. Now, he has the opportunity to
jump in and have a chance to play."
Gasperson initially joined the Eagles largely off the word of former University of San Diego coach Jim
Harbaugh, who is currently the coach at Stanford. Harbaugh also is brother of John Harbaugh, the
Eagles current defensive backfield coach and long-time former special teams coordinator.
"I had tom an ACL in my senior year, but [the Eagles] brought me in for a physical early in the summer
[of 2005]," Gasperson said. "I didn't pass, but they later brought me back, I did, I signed, and I played in
the last preseason game."
But even if Gasperson occasionally received public praise from Reid and other Eagles officials during
the 2006 and 2007 preseasons, it wasn't until this week that he got the word that confirmed the patience
and perseverance paid off.
"I've been waiting for three years for this," Gasperson said. "I'm viewing this as my audition to see if I'll
be around the NFL for a while.
"But I've always thought about what I'll do after football, because it doesn't last forever.''
Gasperson said he faced that reality during the preseason -- pondering the possibility of following his
father into real estate work -- but the Eagles "gave me one more shot on the practice squad.''
This week, he was able to phone his folks in Southern California with the good news .
"The first person I called was my dad," Gasperson said. "They've been watching this for a long time.
They know how hard I've worked.''

SUNDAY'S GAME
Who: Eagles at Saints
When: 1 p.m.
TV: FOX
Radio: WCTO-FM 96.1
larry.orourke@mcall.com
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Deseret Morning News (Salt Lake City)
December 21, 2007 Friday

SUU lands Lamb as new grid coach
BYLINE: Jay Hinton Deseret Morning News
LENGTH: 521 words

Newly hired Southern Utah University football coach Ed Lamb is letting the fact that he doesn't have one down of head
coaching experience at the college level get in the way of lofty aspirations for the T-Bird program.
"We will have the goals to have a winning record, to win conference championships and to be selected for the national
playoffs," Lamb said Thursday after he was introduced by SUU athletic director Ken Beazer.
"To reach those goals we'll work hard, we'll recruit the best student-athletes we can get and we will strive to accomplish
our goals sooner rather than later. 11
Lamb, who played at BYU in 1995-96, takes over a program that went 0-11 last year under Wes Meier, whose contract
wasn't renewed.
"I think it is my responsibility as a head coach to push the student-athletes in ways they didn't know they could be
pushed," Lamb said.
Under Meier, the T-Birds were 10-32 -- 4-27 in the last three years.
"When (Lamb) walked out ofmy office (Wednesday) I couldn't get it
can trust with this football program,"' Beazer said. "I know where this fo
take it and this is the individual I want leading that program. 11

of my mind that 'this is the individual that you
ogram needs to be and where we want to

Lamb and UTEP centers and guards coach Lawrence Livingston were on
"We had tremendous interest in the job and looked at a lot of candidates befo
confidence he will step in and get our program going in the right direction," Beazer s

g in on Ed as our man. I have

In his last three seasons as the special teams, secondary and recruiting coordinator at the University of San Diego, the
Toreros went 31-4, including 9-2 last year. He also had a two-year stint at the University ofldaho as the defensive
•
coordinator.
"I've been in a lot of programs and some of them had uphill battles and I can't wait to take that challenge," he said.
Lamb helped guide San Diego to three consecutive Pioneer League championships as well as back-to-back NCAA
Division I-AA Mid-Major National Championships, in 2005 and 2006.
This year, the Toreros' special teams ranked fust or second in every statistical category and the defense finished 2006
ranked fourth nationally after going 11-1. That year they allowed just 269.4 yards and 12.9 points per game.
"Football-wise, he can lock down two phases of the game himself, defense and special teams. He did a great job when
he was at Idaho, leading the nation in point-differential turnaround his first year there," Beazer said. "At San Diego, if you
look at the statistics his special teams are at the top, so I have a great deal of confidence in him.11
Former SUU quarterback Joe DuPaix interviewed with the T-Birds 10 days ago before pulling his name out of the hat
and taking the running backs job at Navy. Also, former T-Bird Todd Bradford, linebackers coach at Oklahoma State
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University, was interviewed for the position.
The T-Birds' last winning season came in 2005 -- Meier's first year -- when they went 6-5. SUU hasn't had back-to-back
winning seasons since going 8-3 and 7-4 in 1999 and 2000, respectively. E-mail: jhinton@desnews.com
LOAD-DATE: December 21, 2007
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
PUBLIC A TI ON-TYPE: Newspaper
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games to eliminate
Iowa State nee
16th~ranked Toreros in first round of CAA
volleyball tournament / D6
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USD volleyball teamknocked out
of NCAA tournament by Iowa St.
UNION-TRIBUN E

An experienced Iowa State
team needed five game to do
it, but the Cyclone
.
~
.
16th-ranked
. .
.,
14
3(}19, 25-30,
round of the NCM women's
volleyball tournament last night
in Madison, Wis.
Iowa State (1~ 13) will face
the the host Wisconsin Badgers (26-4), who beat Northern
Iowa (22-11) 3(}23, 3(}21, 3(}24
in a later match.
In the fifth game, USD had a
13-10 lead but could not close

•~f

out the match as the Cyclones
outscored the Torero 6-1 the
rest of the way to take the
match.
t Conference
-~-._~~ oaDeGroot
had 20
r. !"-... . - . - - - "' oth team plus 17
digs for her 14th double-double
of the season for USD. Laurel
Abrahamson had 16 kills and
Ali Troost added 15 for the Toreros (21-8) , who entered the
tournament having won four
straight matches.
Jessican Nyrop had 58 assist , one more than Cyclones
setter Kaylee Manns, while
USD's Andrea Csaszi had 20
digs.
Iowa State was led by freshman Ashley Mass. Mass ran
her school-record treak of consecutive matches with doublefigure digs to 24 with a 26-dig
performance.
Four Iowa State players were
in double figures in kills: Lauren Cummings (18), Victoria
Henson (18), Jen Malcom (13)
and Erin Boeve (10).
1n the team ' previous meeting, on Sept. 2, 2006, USD won
2~30, 3(}28, 27-30, 3(}20, 15-13 .
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USD'i baseball team was ranked among nation's best, but was ousted in regional despite

t.J

0
-0

dramatic homer by Logan Gelbrich (No. 4). Jim Baird / Union-Tribune
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OLLEGE BASEBALL
USO had three players named
fir~am preseason All-Americans by
Collegiate Baseball. Junior left-hander
i:,r1an Matusz was named a·s a pitcher,
while sophomore closer AJ Griffin was
selected as a first-team closer and
junior utility man Josh Romanski was
named to the first team as a utility
player. As a sophomore, Matusz was •
10-3 with an ERA of 2.85 and a USO
single-season strikeout record of 163.
Romanski was 9-1 as a pitcher with a
3.05 ERA, and batted .335 with 30 RBI.
Griffin had 11 saves. a 6-2 record and
2.70ERA.
- FROM STAFF REPORTS
AND NEWS SERVICES
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COLLEGE BASEBALL

Brian Matusz and Josh Romanski of
USD were named to the National College
Baseball Writers Association of America
preseason All-American team. Matusz
was named as a first-team pitcher,
Romanski as a first-team utility player.
Matusz set a school record with 163
strikeouts last year while recording a
10-3 record with a 2.85 ERA. Romanski
was 9-1 with a 3.05 ERA and batted .335
with 30 RBI.
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Watching USO 'shoot for the stars'
What's right with this picture:
l. Vanderbilt
2. Rice
3. North Carolina
4. Texa
5. Arizona State
6. Florida Stat
7.Arkansa

8.SanQiego

It isn't often - ever? - that we have an
opportunity to watch a local college program
develop into a national power.
I've witnessed it with the USO baseball
team.
Early in the season, USO proved that last
year' three-game home sweep ofTexas was no
fluke when the Toreros went on the road and
took two of three from the Longhorns. This season included a school record for victories (43),
a conference championship and an unprecedented rise to No. 4 in the national rankings.
The little school on the hill elbowing in on
the big boys.
Confirmation came when the Toreros were
awarded one of the top eight national seeds to
the NCAA Tournament and hosted a regional
at SOSU's Tony Gwynn Stadium (with a big assist from the Aztecs and their head coach).
"We're at the point where the bar has been
raised ," said USO coach Rich Hill, "where anything less than the College World Series, we're
going to be di appointed."
Momentum four months in the making
dashed in less than a day. USO was eliminated
from the tournament with losses to Fresno
State and Minnesota in a span of 18 hours. And
ju t like that, the Toreros' wild ride was over.
That' how it goes in these things. Of the 64
teams brimming with optimism, only one goes
home happy.
"You need to shoot for the stars and you
may get the moon," said Hill. "We shoot for the
star in this program. . . . My favorite phrase is,
We're going to complete the job or die trying."'
I know they can hardly wait for 2008.
- KIRK KENNEY
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JANUARY 19, 2008

Help kick off the 2008 Qfil orero baseball
season by attending the USO For the Love of
the Game Baseball Benefit, which includes reception, dinner and live and silent auctions.
Special guest: Mark Grant of Channel 4 San Diego. 6 p.m. at USO University Center Forum
AB. $125; $1,000 cable of eight. Information:
USD Athletic Development, 619-260-59 I 7.
usdcoreros.com.
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APRIL 12 2008
Tes t yo ur lu ck in blackjack, roulette, craps,
Texas hold-'em and other exciting casi no games
t the fifth annual Torero Casino Night. Ticket
ndudes buffet din ner, gaming chips, silent aucion and great prizes. All proceeds benefit the
~ women's soccer program. At th e USO
Jenny Craig Pavi lion Lobby. $60. In fo rmatio n:
6 19-260-59 17. usdco reros.co m.
.,-
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PRIL 21 , 2008
Hie the links and support t h e ~ at the
fourth annual Torero Football GolfTournamenc.
All proceeds benefit the Torero football program. $250 per person includes golf, care, lunch,
awards dinner and live auction. Held at the Lomas Santa Fe Country Club in Solana Beach.
619-260-5917. usdroreros.com.
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15 200 8
Join the lJ.SllAthletic Departm
ent in its 30th
annual USD Spores Banquet,
5:30 -9 p.m . at
the Jenny Craig Pavilion. All proc
eeds go ro the
Athletic Department. $500. Info
rmation: 619260-591 7. usdtoreros.com.
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